ABSTRACT

FU, ZHI. Network Management and Intrusion Detection For Quality Of Network Services
(Under the direction of Dr. S. Felix Wu)

The explosive growth in worldwide communication via the Internet has increased the reliance of
organizations and individuals on the electronically transmitted information, which consequently
created rising demands to protect data from information leakage, corruption or alteration during
transmission. Various security service requirements are demanded among different applications and
customers with consideration of respective data sensitivity level, performance requirement and
monetary investment. It becomes important to provide end-to-end security service commitment to
satisfy the diverse customers needs. We expect the Quality of Protection (QoP) to fulfill end-to-end
security service commitment to be integrated within the emerging QoS networks to support secure QoS
Internet service. For clarity, we call both of QoP and QoS “Quality of Network Services” (QoNS).

The security issues surrounding the QoNS (QoP and QoS) provisioning have been studied in my PhD
research. The thesis is composed of two main parts, i.e. QoP security and QoS security. First, the
policy issues of QoP security service are analyzed and automatic policy generation algorithms are
presented. Furthermore, a signaling protocol is designed to provide end-to-end security service for
QoP. The protocol is designed to be secure to protect messages against possible forgery and
modification attacks. Second, the threats to the QoS signaling protocol RSVP are analyzed and
countermeasures are proposed. In addition, the intrusion detection methods for QoS attacks directly on
data flow are investigated and experimented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Traditional “best-effort” service provided by Internet was not designed to support specified, desired
and consistent levels of quality of service (QoS) for network traffic. Modern network applications such
as distributed multimedia, IP-telephony and video conferencing are very sensitive to the QoS
parameters such as end-to-end latency, bandwidth, and packet loss rate. In order to support the service
requirements for these new applications, frameworks and protocols have been proposed to provide
different levels of network service assurance.

Within IETF [1], for example, new

frameworks/protocols are being developed and standardized under a few working groups including
Differentiated Services (DiffServ), ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP/RAP), Multiple Protocol Label
Switching (MPLS), and Quality of Service Routing (QoSR). The mechanisms to provide QoS on
underlying best-effort networks are basically of two types. One is to reserve resources for specific
customers using a signaling protocol like RSVP [2]. The other is to set up policies to classify and
regulate traffic thus to provide different levels of service assurance for different traffic classes like
DiffServ [3].

The explosive growth in worldwide communication via the Internet has increased the reliance of
organizations and individuals on the electronically transmitted information, which consequently
created rising demands to protect data from information leakage, corruption or alteration during
transmission. Various security service requirements are demanded among different applications and
customers with consideration of respective data sensitivity level, performance requirement and
monetary investment. For example, some applications care about the message integrity while some
others are more concerned with message confidentiality or both. Some customers adopt ordinary
security service with cheap price while others might be willing to pay a higher price to get stronger
security service for their highly sensitive data. It becomes important to provide end-to-end security
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service commitment to satisfy the diverse customers needs. We expect the Quality of Protection (QoP)
to fulfill end-to-end security service commitment to be integrated within the emerging QoS networks
to support secure QoS Internet service. For clarity, we call both of QoP and QoS “Quality of Network
Services” (QoNS) throughout the rest of the document.

On one hand, in the near future, one or more advanced network service frameworks and protocols will
be standardized and implemented by the network and telephony industry. We expect that the new
Internet services will be securer, more flexible and predictable. On the other hand, these new network
services themselves become the new targets for denial of service attacks. We call these attacks “Denial
of Quality of Network Service (DoQoNS)” attacks.

Attacks to quality of network services can be classified into two different types: control flow attacks
and data flow attacks. First, an intruder can attack on the signaling protocol for network resource
reservation or attack on policy setup. For example, a vicious insider attacker can interfere with the
RSVP signaling protocol to deny the service of a particular link. The result of such an attack will make
this link conceptually unavailable to other users. Or an attacker can maliciously modify policy to make
them function differently from what they are designed to do. Second, the intruder can directly attack
the data flow to disrupt its transmission. For instance, attackers not only can intercept and delay or
drop packets in transit to degrade the desired QoS but also can impersonate and steal the reserved
resource.

The security issues surrounding the QoNS (QoP and QoS) provisioning have been studied in my PhD
research. The thesis is composed of two main parts, i.e. QoP security and QoS security. First, the
policy issues of QoP security service are analyzed and automatic correct policy generation algorithms
are presented. Furthermore, a signaling protocol is designed to provide end-to-end security service for
QoP. The protocol is designed to be secure to protect messages against possible forgery and
modification attacks. Second, the threats to the QoS signaling protocol RSVP are analyzed and
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countermeasures are proposed. In addition, the intrusion detection methods for QoS attacks directly on
data flow are investigated and experimented.

The major focus and achievement of the thesis is security policy management. IPSec (Suite of
protocols for IP layer Security) [4] policies are widely deployed in firewalls or security gateways to
protect information property. The security treatment (e.g. deny, allow or encrypt etc.) of all inbound or
outbound traffic will be determined by the security policies, and thus it is critical for policies to be
specified and configured correctly. IPSec policies are manually configured to individual security
gateway in current practice, which could be very inefficient and error-prone. In this research, we focus
on two questions: 1) How to ensure policy correctness? 2) How to systematically specify correct
policies instead of manually configuring? Apparently, policies are correct if they do what they are
wanted to do. However, there is vague relationship between what they are wanted and what they really
do. In our research, we clearly defined a higher level policy, called security requirement, and clearly
defined their satisfaction. Therefore, policies are correct only if they satisfy all requirements.
Furthermore, we designed algorithms to automatically generate correct policies given security
requirements. People can specify their requirements at a high level without concerning specific low
level parameters, and then correct low level policies will be automatically generated. The automation
can not only save tremendous administrative labor but also guarantee the policies are correct.

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 analyzes the security policy issues and
developed algorithms to automatically generate correct policies. Chapter 3 presents the motivation and
design of a secure signaling protocol for QoP provisioning. Chapter 4 provides RSVP vulnerability
analysis and solutions. Chapter 5 discusses intrusion detection methods on QoS attacks and reports our
experiment results. Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the thesis outlines the future research.
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Chapter 2
Automatic Generation of IPSec/VPN Security Policies In an
Intra-Domain Environment

2.1 Introduction

IPSec (Suite of protocols for IP layer Security) [4] policies are widely deployed in firewalls or security
gateways to restrict access or selectively enforce security operations, which is one of major
mechanisms for Virtual Private Network (VPN). We first illustrate a typical scenario of intra-domain
communications for a large distributed organization.

Satellite Office

Satellite Office

Headquarter

Satellite Office

Figure 2.1: Scenario for intra-domain site-to-site communications

In figure 2.1, a large organization is composed of multiple distributed sites, which can communicate
with each other through VPN tunnels. Each site can have firewalls with specific security policies to
protect their property. Furthermore, some sub-domains, like financial department etc., can have their
own firewall with their specific policies to protect their sensitive data.
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The security treatment (e.g. deny, allow or encrypt etc.) of all inbound or outbound traffic will be
determined by the security policies, and thus it is critical for policies to be specified and configured
correctly. IPSec policies are manually configured to individual security gateway in current practice,
which could be very inefficient and error-prone. For a large distributed organization with complex
hierarchy and many security gateways or firewalls, there will be excessive amount of work to specify
and configure security policies for each node. Small or subtle errors in the process may manifest
themselves as massive holes in the overall security of the network. Furthermore, as we will analyze in
next section, even if each policy is correct individually, the interactions among policies might cause
unexpected security breach, which is very difficult to check even with careful and experienced
administrators. Although various policy issues [5,6,7] attracted a lot of attention, two important
problems have not been carefully studied so far: 1) How to ensure correctness of security policies?
2) Are there ways to systematically specify and distribute correct policies instead of manually
configuring each node?

Current IPSec specification can be so specific that it is hard to understand what it is really wanted. It is
realized in IPSec security policy working group of IETF that we need a higher-level policy language
with well-defined and clear semantics. In this paper, we clearly defined a higher level policy, we call
security requirements, whose functions can be clearly understood and rigorously proven. The low-level
policies are correct only when they satisfy all requirements. In addition, we developed a system, in
which people can specify their security requirements in a higher level to a central policy database and
correct low-level policies will be automatically generated and distributed to appropriate nodes to
enforce. The automation can not only save administrators tremendous labor but also guarantee the
correctness of low-level policies generated by the system.

In summary, this research presents the following contributions:
•

We carefully analyzed potential problems in policy enforcement due to interactions;

•

We formally defined implementation-independent security requirement at a higher level;

•

We clearly defined correctness of policies;
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•

We developed scalable algorithms to systematically generate policies to satisfy desired security

requirements.

The rest of the document is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates potential policy problems and
requirement for policy management, which motivated the definition of security requirements at a
higher level in section 3. Section 4 discusses mapping from requirements to policies. Then section 5
develops three different approaches to determine policies based on requirements and analyzes their
pros and cons. Finally section 6 summarizes the research and provides some future directions.

2.2 IPSec Policy Management: Problem Analysis and Requirement
Statement

2.2.1

A Brief Overview of IPSec and IPSec Policies

IPSec, standardized in IETF, defines a suite of protocols such as ESP, AH, ISAKMP, IKE etc., which
forms a whole security architecture to protect traffic at IP layer. The basic functions of IPSec are
access control and selective security enforcement, i.e. only selected IP packets are allowed to pass and
only selected IP packets will be protected with specific security function. The selection of IP packets
and specification of security actions are defined in IPSec policies that are stored in Security Policy
Database (SPD). An IPSec policy consists of two parts: condition and action, i.e. if condition is met,
then the action will be taken. The condition in a policy maps values with header fields in selecting an
IP packet. For example, if (src=A, dst=B) is in condition part of a policy, then all IP packets with
source address A and destination address B in IP header will be selected. The header fields can be any
field in IP header, TCP header or any encapsulated headers. We will introduce security tunnel
encapsulation soon. There are generally three actions: deny, allow, ipsec_action, meaning the selected
packet should be dropped, allowed to pass or applied with certain security function like encryption or
authentication as specified with ipsec_action. Typically the attributes of an ipsec_action include
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security protocols (encryption or authentication), algorithms, mode (we explain it below), the node
“from” at which the security enforcement starts and the node “to” at which the security enforcement
ends. Combining condition and action, a simple representation of policy can be like (src=A, dst=B Æ
allow). This kind of representation is informally used in our policy examples in the following
subsections. To simplify policy processing, policies can be specified to be order-dependent and packets
will be selected by a policy of the first match. For example, only packets from A to B are allowed can
be specified as (src=A, dst=B Æ allow) (src=* dst=* Æ deny). Then the packets will be mapped
against policies one by one orderly until find the first applicable one.

The security enforcement relies upon establishment of Security Association (SA), in which two nodes
agree on algorithm and key to enforce security function. One party in a SA does encryption or
authentication and the other party does decryption or verification. No third party can view or modify
the protected packet during transmission in middle of the two parties. Typically a SA can be defined in
ipsec_action by the start point “from” and the end point “to”. The IPSec functions operate as follows.
IPSec policies will be installed at certain security gateways or firewalls to impose certain actions onto
passing traffic. Packets will simply be dropped or forwarded if the actions are “deny” or “allow”. If
packets are outgoing and action is “ipsec_action”, the security gateway will first check if appropriate
SAs are already established. If not, IKE (Internet Key Exchange) protocol will be triggered to
negotiate a SA with the peer node. Once the SAs are established, the node will apply the specified
security function using algorithm and key agreed upon between it and its peer. On the other end, the
peering node will de-apply the security function using agreed algorithm and key to recover the packet
to the previous state.

Now we can further elaborate the attributes of ipsec_action. IPSec has two security protocols, namely,
Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) and Authentication Header (AH). ESP is for encryption with
authentication while AH is for authentication only. Attributes for each protocol is conveyed in
extension headers with fields like Security Parameter Index (SPI), Sequence Number (for anti-replay
purpose) etc. There are many different algorithms to use for encryption or authentication. Desired
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algorithms can be specified in IPSec policies with ipsec_action. There are two modes in ipsec_action:
transport and tunnel mode. In transport mode, only payload is secured. In tunnel mode, the whole IP
packet is secured and a new IP header is encapsulated with tunnel entry and exit point as new source
and destination address and the security protocol as new protocol. The tunneling technique can protect
whole original packet and hide the real source and destination from attackers’ analysis. As we stated
earlier, various header fields can be specified in condition part of a policy to select specific packets.
The specified header fields to select packets can be fields in original header as well as new
encapsulated outer header or new ESP or AH extension header.

2.2.2 Policy Problem Analysis

An erroneous policy could lead to communication blockade or serious security breach. Some problems
might be caused by careless human error while some others might arise from interactions that can not
be easily detected even with careful and experienced administrators. We will illustrate three scenarios
of policy problems below.

Scenario 1: Conflicts Between Examination and Encryption

H1

FW1

ENC Tunnel

SG2

H1

FW1

AUTH Tunnel

SG2

H2

Scenario 2: Selector Confusion

Scenario 3: Tunnel Overlaps

H2
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SG1.1

SG1

ENC Tunnels

SG2

SG2.1

Figure 2.2: Examples of Policy Problems

In the scenario 1, an encryption tunnel is built between H1 and H2 to protect their sensitive
communication. In IPSec policy, policies can be specified to deny encrypted packet by denying all
packets with ESP protocol like (src=* dst=* prot=esp Æ deny). Therefore, if Firewall FW1 has policy
to deny all encrypted traffic because of the need to examine the content of the traffic, all packets will
be dropped in the middle of the transmission.

In the scenario 2, H1 has policy to authenticate all packets from H1 to H2 through a tunnel from H1 to
SG2. FW1 is a firewall to perform access control or selective security enforcement. We may have the
following three example cases.
•

In the first case, we assume FW1 has simple access control policy as (src=H1, dst=H2 Æ allow)

and (others Æ deny)1. However, because of the authentication tunnel that changes destination to be
SG2 in outer header, the FW1 will mistakenly drop all traffic from H1 to H2 that should be allowed.
Similarly, it can also mistakenly allow some traffic to pass due to confusion with selectors.
•

In the second case, the FW1 also has security enforcement policy as (src=H1, dst=H2 Æ

ipsec_action: Encrypt from FW1 to SG2) and (others Æ allow). For the same reason, the firewall
might pass the authenticated traffic without encryption, which may cause serious information leakage
during the transmission.
•

In the third case, the FW1 may want to block encrypted packets in order to examine content for

purpose of intrusion detection. The policy is simply set to be (prot=ESP Æ deny). However, this may
not successfully block all encrypted traffic. If the packets are authenticated after encryption, then the

1

This is for example only. Real access control policies will be much more complex than this example.
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protocol field in outer header becomes AH. Similarly, the packets can be encapsulated with more outer
headers. Therefore, it may be difficult to specify correct policies because of selector changes.

The above three cases showed outer header changes for tunnel implementation could cause confusion
in policy setup such that the results might deviate from what are originally intended to be. One solution
for this is to change selectors accordingly in order to make policies right. For example, if an
administrator knows traffic H1 to H2 will go through an authentication tunnel with SPI=64, then he
can set up access control policy to be (src=H1, dst=SG2, SPI=64 Æ allow) and (others Æ deny).
However, this not only requires administrators are aware about other policies and specific attributes,
but also make intention of policy more and more unclear as it grows larger. In other words, tunnels can
make it hard to specify policies correctly.

In the scenario 3, there are financial department 1.1 in site 1 and financial department 2.1 in site 2. We
assume each department has its security gateways and has authority to make security policies to protect
their property. In this example, department 1.1 decides that all traffic from 1.1 to site 2 must be
encrypted through a tunnel from SG1.1 to SG2. At the same time, the administrator for site 1 decides
that the communication between this site and the financial department 2.1 is important and all traffic
from site1 to department 2.1 must be encrypted through a tunnel from SG1 to SG2.1. Therefore, the
traffic from SG1.1 to SG2.1 shall be governed by two policies and should be protected from SG1.1 all
the way to SG2.1. However, the policies might not work as desired. First, if the administrator does not
adjust the selector for the upper tunnel in specifying policies in SG1, then the traffic might skip lower
tunnel completely such that it lacks the required protection from SG2 to SG2.1. On the other hand, if it
is indeed adjusted to include the tunneled traffic, then the traffic will go through two tunnels. With this
configuration, traffic is encapsulated with a new header by SG1.1 and then encapsulated with another
new header by SG1 to send to SG2.1. When SG2.1 decapsulates and finds out the destination is SG2,
SG2.1 will send traffic back to SG2. Finally SG2 will decapsulate and send traffic to its real
destination. Although it is originally intended to encrypt traffic from SG2 to SG2.1, the traffic is
eventually sent in clear from SG2 to SG2.1 because of tunnel interaction.
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The above results are obviously undesirable and incorrect. The interaction of policies can lead to
outcome that deviates from the original intention. What make correct policy specification very difficult
is two folds: First, tunnel operations cause complications in selector choices. Second, Lack of highlevel view of overall objectives although each individual policy may appear to satisfy its individual
goal. Therefore, it is important to specify policy at a higher level that maps to low level policies
efficiently and unambiguously.

Policy is to implement people or corporation’s desired requirement. In a policy hierarchy [8], a
requirement (high level policy) is an objective while implementation policies (low level policy) are
specific plans to meet the objective. One requirement might be satisfied by different sets of
implementation policies. Therefore, the policy specification process is the process to transform from
requirement to specific implementation policies to realize the requirement. The current security policy
proposals for IPSec [5,6,7] focus on policy rules that can be “deterministically” enforced by one or
more network elements (i.e., PEP, Policy Enforcement Points). In other words, the security
requirements of a policy domain have been manually transformed into LDAP Policy Framework rules.
There is, therefore, a currently vague relationship between a desired security requirement and specific
IPSec policies to realize the requirement. However, to manage policies for large distributed systems, it
is desirable to separate requirement and policies because: 1) Policies are specific ways to implement
requirements such that requirements are more static and policies are more dynamic. The separation
allows requirement component to be reused while policies to be dynamically modified and improved
without needs to alter the requirement component. 2) The separation permits automation of the process
to transform from requirements to policies. 3) Explicitly specified requirements can be used as criteria
to verify the correctness of low level policies.

Policies need to be carefully chosen to satisfy all the requirements. For instance, in the scenario 1 of
figure 2.2, if the requirement is to protect sensitive information from H1 to H2 and if firewall FW1 is
trusted to review content of the traffic, then we can build two tunnels to satisfy the requirement without
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violating the content examination needs of the firewall. As shown in the scenario 1 of figure 2.3, two
IPSec tunnels are chained at FW1, which will decrypt the traffic from cipher text back to plain text,
examine the content, then re-encrypt again and deliver the packets through the second encryption
tunnel. For the second scenario of figure 2.2, the selectors of the second policy may be adjusted to
include the relevant tunnel configurations. For the third scenario of figure 2.2, the second diagram of
figure 2.3 shows a set of tunnels that can potentially eliminate the problems. In the configuration, the
traffic will be encrypted at SG1.1 then encrypt again at SG1. Then both tunnels end at SG2 and the
packet will be decrypted back to plain text and then encrypted again to the next tunnel. If SG2 is
trusted in the second requirement, then the three-tunnel plan can well satisfy both of requirements.

Potential resolution for scenario 1 of figure 2.2:

H1

FW1

SG2

H2

Potential resolution for scenario 3 of figure 2.2:

SG1.1

SG1

SG2

SG2.1

Figure 2.3: IPSec Policies to Satisfy Security Requirements

Policies can interact in various ways as illustrated at the beginning of this section. It is impractical for
system administrators to analyze all of potential interactions and come up with correct policies. It is
more desirable to let customers specify their security requirements in a high level and generate low
level policies automatically to meet the requirements.

2.2.3

Requirements for IPSec Policy Management
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Based on requirement draft [9] in IPSP working group of IETF, IPSec policy management has the
following important requirements:
•

We need to clearly define policy in a higher level. We should be possible to understand what the

policy does. The semantics must capture the relationship between IPSec SAs and higher-level security
policies and clearly well defined, particularly with respect to any security-critical aspects of the
system.
•

We should have confidence that the policy does what it claims to and its implementation is

correct.
•

It must scale to support complex policy administration schemes. Administrator must have ability

to control and change policies for several different devices remotely at the same time. In larger
networks with complex hierarchy, different entities must be delegated with authorities to decide their
own policies.
•

The mechanisms used must not require any protocol modification in any of the IPSec standards

(ESP, AH, IKE). The mechanisms must be independent of the SA negotiation protocol.

2.2.4

Related Work

We will analyze the related work in IETF, industry and academic research respectively.

2.2.4.1

IETF Work

A working group IP security policy (IPSP) [10] is formed in IETF to address complex IPSec security
policy problems. No complete solution has been developed to meet all the objectives specified in the
requirement draft yet. A Security Policy Specification Language (SPSL) [5] was proposed in the
working group to standardize policy specification, which currently only address low-level (devicelevel policy) specification. Similarly, other proposed drafts such as policy information base [6] and
data model [7] have been focused on low-level policies. A protocol called Security Policy Protocol
(SPP) [11] was proposed to systematically resolve IPSec policies with Policy Servers. Within the
proposed framework, there is at least policy server in each sub-domain. Policy queries will be
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submitted to policy server in one domain, which will merge queried policies with relevant policies in
other domains by communicating with other policy servers, and then reply with appropriate policies. It
defines protocol message exchange format and process. However, they neither analyzed potential
conflicts and interactions, nor provided any mechanisms to guarantee the correctness of policies. The
resolution algorithm and process may be too simplistic and even problematic without consideration of
potential conflicts and interactions as analyzed in section 2.2. Furthermore, the nature of per-flow
query system may lead to weak scalability of SPP. Our work filled the gap on resolution algorithms to
generate correct policies and can be well integrated into policy server framework. Another work in
IETF related to SPP is tunnel broker [12], which will accept tunnel queries and answer tunnel
configurations for customers. The tunnel broker focuses only on tunnel configurations while we will
resolve the interactions between tunnel policies and access rules as well as the interactions among
tunnel policies.

Under the policy framework architecture being defined at IETF [51,52,53], a policy management
system consists of four components, as shown in diagram below: policy management tool, policy
repository, policy decision point (PDP), and policy enforcement point (PEP). A system administrator
or even a network management application will use some policy management tools to deposit and
update policy prescriptions and rules in the repository after some translation and validation procedures.
These rules, which specify the logic used to support the prescribed services (e.g., SLA/SLD), are
consumed by PDP. Finally, the policy decision point (PDP), based on these policy rules will then
generate appropriate discipline-specific or device-specific instructions for the policy enforcement point
(PEP). The policy enforcement points (PEP) are distributed network devices that encounter and carry
out policies on the packet flows. Currently, the communication interface to the policy repository from
either policy management tools or PDPs is through the lightweight directory access protocol
(LDAPv3)[54]. Communication between PDPs and PEPs is through policy protocols such as COPS
[55,56].
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IETF specifies the policy framework and the transport protocols like COPS, but not specific algorithms
for PDP to get device level policies for PEP to execute. Our solution can fit into the policy framework
as follows. The directory servers contain high level policies, i.e. security requirements. The policy
decision point will use our algorithms to generate correct low level IPSec policies and distribute the
policies to appropriate PEPs.

2.4.2 Industry Work

There are many firewall and IPSec VPN vendors. (See [13] for a long list of VPN vendors.) Many of
the firewall and VPN router product offerings include policy configuration and management tools with
varying degree of sophistication, such as Cisco’s security policy manager [14], Indus River’s Policy
Vision4 [15], Xedia’s VPN manager [16] etc. Typically, with a state-of-art VPN management tool, the
policies can be centrally specified (and stored in LDAP) and automatically distributed to appropriate
devices. Although the centralized management tools greatly eased administrators, it is still far from
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headache-free without a clear high-level policy language. Furthermore, none of the policy management
products seemed to focus on the potential conflicts (Management would be much easier if there was no
interaction.). The problem is that some people defining some policies may not know other people
defining other policies in large organization with complex hierarchy, hence the conflicts are inevitable
if sub-nets have authority to specify their own policies. Without a rigorous way to verify correctness of
policy specifications, large-scale VPN deployment is going to be troublesome due to possible
unexpected security breaches.

2.4.3

Academic Work

Policy management is important in not only security area but also QoS and other areas. In [57], author
analyzes strong demand in policy based networks, but points out there is big gap between what is
expected and what is available. A lot of research remains to be done to advance policy management.

The policy problems analyzed in the chapter have been encountered and mentioned in several research
papers [32, 58, 59, 60]. Paper [32] points out that encrytion tunnel might cause all packets dropped in
the middle by content examination firewall. Book [58] describes overlapping problem and states
overlapping tunnels are not allowed. However, without a policy management system to help detecting,
system administrator specifying their policies may not be aware of the tunnel overlaps with other
policies. Paper [59, 60] describes the problem that IPSec tunnel could help bad packets bypass firewall
filter rule such as to compromise security. However, none of them tried to analyze all potential IPSec
policy problems.

Formal policy representation has been adopted by many research projects [61, 62, 63, 64]. [61]
discusses policy problem and proposes accurate and precise representation of security policies. The
consistency analysis of security policies in [62] focuses on access control policy while our work also
defines all other IPSec policies. Similarly, many other security policy researches [63, 23] mainly
focuses on access control policies. [63] develops formal model in managing security policies in large
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networks. [64] develops formal model for merging of security policy, which focuses on file access
security policy. We also formally defined IPSec security requirement and their satisfaction by the
IPSec policies. With the formal representation, the satisfaction can be rigorously proven. [23] analyzes
the conflicts of the access control policies caused by selector overlapping and develops resolution
algorithms. We focus on IPSec tunnel policies and their interaction with other policies. The selector
overlapping is also part of problems and algorithms are developed to address it.

The needs and concepts of separating high-level requirements and low-level policies were addressed in
[8, 19]. [8] states the importance of hierarchical policy specification in policy management. [19]
analyzes policy conflicts and multiple level of policies. However, their analysis is for general policies
but not specific to IPSec policies, i.e. they can not be directly applied onto IPSec specific policy
problems. Our work applied the concepts to a specific policy service by defining IPSec security
requirements in a high level. Some recent work [20, 21] analyzed two types of conflicts: one is coexistence of both positive and negative policies, which can be detected by checking syntax; the other
one is application specific conflicts. In this research, we analyzed IPSec specific conflicts caused by
topological interaction etc.

Many policy researches also address policy management problems by managing different levels of
policies. The research effort closest to ours is probably firewall management toolkit [17] and filtering
postures [18], in the sense of defining higher level policies centrally and distributing to enforce. While
they only focus on access control policies, we focus on interacted IPSec policies, i.e. VPN tunnel
policies as well as access policies. Currently most firewalls are equipped with VPN capabilities such
that the VPN policies and access control policies are processed together. In addition, another paper
[65] analyzed policy management problem and introduced global policies. Security management paper
[66] manages both high level policies and low level policies. Likewise, they are not focusing on IPSec
security policies. In our research, we clearly defined IPSec security policies at a higher level and
developed algorithms to automatically generate correct low level policies to comply with high level
policies.
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2.3Security Requirements and Their Satisfaction

Clearly, there is need to define a security policy at a higher level with well-defined semantics. We will
first formally define the higher level policies. For simplicity, in the context of this paper, the higher
level policy is called the security requirement2. Requirement is high level objective while
implementation policies are low level specific plans to meet the objective. One important task of IPSec
policy management is to represent security requirements in a high level efficiently and unambiguously.

2.3.1

Security Requirement Examples

We will first present examples of typical security requirements for IPSec policies. In security
requirement, people can clearly specify their intention of security treatment on specific traffic without
worrying how selectors might change in low-level policies. Therefore, the attributes of flow identities
specified in requirements are all those of original flows.

2.3.1.1

Access Control Requirement (ACR)

One fundamental function of security is to conduct access control that is to restrict access only to
trusted traffic. A simple way to specify an ACR is:
flow id.3 Æ deny | allow

2.3.1.2

Security Coverage Requirement (SCR)

2

We focus on two-level specification and transformation in this research, which does not exclude policy
specification in more levels in policy hierarchy.
3

Flow is typically identified by 5-tuple (source address, destination address, source port, destination port,
protocol).
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Another important function is to apply security functions to prevent traffic from being compromised
during transmission across certain area, which requires the security protection of the traffic to cover all
links and nodes within the area. However, optionally, users can authorize certain nodes in the area to
access content since some nodes on the path may need to examine content. For example, an authorized
firewall is allowed to access plain text content and examine content for intrusion detection purpose.
Various algorithms can be specified in low-level policy while strength is specified in requirement level
to indicate its real intention in protecting the traffic. We expect that appropriate algorithms can be
selected in low level policies to satisfy the protection requirement with sufficient strength4. A simple
way to specify a SCR to protect traffic from “from” to “to” by a security function with certain strength
could be:
flow id. Æ protect (sec_function, strength, from, to, trusted_nodes)

2.3.1.3

Content Access Requirement (CAR)

Some nodes may need to access content of certain traffic, for example, a firewall with an intrusion
detection system (IDS) may need to examine content to determine the characteristic of the traffic.
However, one node is not able to view the content of traffic if an encryption tunnel is built across it. As
exemplified in Section 2.1, a policy can be specified to deny all encrypted traffic like (src=* dst=*
prot=esp Æ deny). Similarly, some nodes might need to modify content for special processing but can
not if authentication tunnels are built across them. We allow CAR to be explicitly specified to express
the need for specific nodes to access content of certain traffic. CAR can be expressed as denying or
allowing certain security function to prevent the nodes from accessing certain traffic as follows:
flow id. Æ deny_sec | allow_sec (sec_function, access_nodes)

2.3.1.4

4

Security Association Requirement (SAR)

We can safely assume the mapping from strength to algorithms is deterministic.
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Security Associations (SA) [4] need to be formed to perform encryption/authentication function. There
might be needs to specify some nodes to desire or not desire to set up SA with some other nodes
because of public key availability, capability match or mismatch etc. We will explain in more detail
about SAR in the next subsection. A simple way to specify a SAR could be:
flow id. Æ deny_SA | allow_SA (SA_peer1, SA_peer2)

2.3.2

A Thorough Analysis of Security Requirements

In the above, we clearly expressed four requirements of IPSec policies at a higher level. The next
question then is whether that’s all of them. In this section, we will perform a thorough analysis on
IPSec functions and policies to find out all intentions and objectives behind the low-level policies.

As explained in overview section 2.1, condition part of a policy can have various header fields
including original header, ESP or AH extension header or encapsulated new header. We will analyze
what policies can be specified and what will the intentions be.
1) Obviously if a policy only selects packets based on original header fields, their requirements will
fall into either ACR or SCR, i.e. flow id. Æ deny | allow | protect. Actually, the protection
requirements should always be targeted at original traffic flows although low level selectors can be
varied.
2) The fields that a policy might use in ESP or AH extension header are SPI, “Sequence number” or
“Initialization vector”. Clearly there is no point in using the latter two as selectors. SPI identifies a SA
that is built to protect specific traffic. As exemplified in section 2.2, it can be used to refer certain
traffic when the original identity is hidden or encrypted in the inner header. Therefore, the usage of SPI
does not generate any new requirement.
3) In new IP header encapsulated in tunnel mode processing, no any field possesses any new
meaning except new source, new destination and new protocol, which becomes tunnel entry, tunnel
exit and the particular security protocol respectively. As exemplified in section 2.2, denying certain
security protocol in outer header composes CAR. It is also absolutely legitimate to specify a policy to
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be (tunnel entry, tunnel exit, security protocol Æ deny | allow) although it is rare to specify this way.
We can illustrate a scenario with this policy in the following.

H1

FW1

ENC Tunnel

FW2

H2

Figure 2.4: A Policy Example Scenario

In figure 2.4, FW2 trust and let pass the traffic tunneled by FW1 and H2 but not any others because
FW1 has examined the traffic and site 1 is conducting an important communication with H2. Then two
policies can be specified and installed in FW2 as (src=FW1, dst=H1, prot=ESP Æ allow) (src=*,
dst=*, prot=* Æ deny). People can specify policies like this in various ways. We will incorporate them
into SARs for two reasons. First, the specification is legitimate and feasible thus our requirement
definition should consider the possibility. Second, the objective and impact of them only impose
restrictions on where to build SAs. Therefore, we can extend our SAR to be flow id. Æ deny_SA |
allow_SA (SA_peer1, SA_peer2, sec_function), in which sec_function can be either ENC or AUTH that
corresponds to ESP or AH protocol.

Therefore, based on a complete analysis of IPSec policy and all related protocol and functional
processes, the extended four requirements have included all objectives and intentions of IPSec policies.

2.3.3 Definitions of Security Requirements and Implementation Policies

Definition 2.3.3.1: IPSec/VPN policy can be specified in two different levels: the requirement level
security policies (or security requirements in short) and the implementation level security policies (or
security implementation policies in short). Two level security policies are the same in basic form as
defined below but different in attributes and semantics as will be defined respectively below. For
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example, the IPSec policies that are installed in security gateways to operate on the passing traffic are
implementation policies.

Definition 2.3.3.2: A security policy P is a rule of the following form: If condition C then action A,

P

= C → A.

Definition 2.3.3.3: The condition part of a security policy is composed of a set of sets S1, S2, …, SN,
each of which is a finite set of values of a specific attribute, we call a selector, to associate certain
traffic with a particular policy. The condition is met, or a packet is selected by a policy, if and only if
each of the packet’s value of a selector is an element of the corresponding set of the selector, which
can be expressed by Cartesian product of the sets,

C

=

N

× Si

i =1

For example, if selector attributes of a policy are source address and destination address, then the
traffic from a to c will be selected by the policy with condition of source address {a,b} and destination
address {c,d} because
a ∈{a,b}

c ∈{c, d}

thus

(a,c) ∈{a,b}×{c, d}

Therefore, selectors are defined as the attributes used to match packets with policies. Each attribute is a
finite set, which can be specified as wildcard, prefix, list of values, ranges or optionally preceded by
not to express all but some etc. We will specify selectors and their values in detail for requirement
level and implementation level security policies respectively below.

Definition 2.3.3.4: The action part of a security policy is of form a (t1 , t 2 ,..., t M ) where a is an action
type with M parameters that specify attributes of the action. There is only one action type in each
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policy5. We will define each action type and associated parameters in detail for requirement level and
implementation level security policies respectively below.

A

=

a (t1 , t 2 ,..., t M )

Definition 2.3.3.5: The requirement level security policies have the following selectors in the
condition part:
flow identity
and have the following action types and parameters in the action part:
deny | allow
protect (sec_function strength [algorithm] from to [trusted_nodes])6
deny_sec | allow_sec (sec_function access_nodes)
deny_SA | allow_SA (SA_peer1 SA_peer2 sec_function strength)7

In the condition part, each S i is a finite set:
•

flow identity is composed of 5~6 sub-selectors: src_addr, dst_addr, src_port, dst_port, protocol,

[user_id] to identify the original traffic flow, regardless of the encapsulated headers.

In the action part, each t j is a finite set:
•

sec_function is to specify the security function(s) (e.g AUTH: authentication or ENC: encryption)

required for certain traffic, in which AUTH specifies the desire to authenticate whole IP packet and
ENC specifies the desire to encrypt the payload of IP packet8.
•

strength is to specify desired level of security protection such as ordinary, middle or high;

optionally algorithm specifies the specific algorithms desired to use for the security protection;

5

Multiple policies can be specified when multiple actions with different action types are applied to the same
traffic.
6
Attribute with [ ] is optional and can be specified to be empty.
7
Each attribute is a finite set, which can be specified as wildcard, prefix, list of values, ranges or optionally
preceded by not to express all but some etc. e.g. ip addresses, ip address ranges, or dns names can be used to
specify particular nodes.
8
This complies with the capabilities offered in IPSec enforcement policies, see RFC2401.
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•

from to is to specify the areas outside the from to sets are to be protected from, i.e. “from to”

specifies the trusted areas in source domain and destination domain and all other parts along the path
are not trusted. For example, from (128.1.*.*) to (156.68.*.*) indicates the transmission going outside
sub-domain 128.1.*.* before entering into sub-domain 156.68.*.* needs to be protected. Therefore,
”from” “to” specifications are valid only if they are superset of source and destination. Optionally,
trusted_nodes is to specify the nodes that are allowed to access content rather than being protected
from. It can be specified either as prefix, range, list of specific nodes or nodes with certain property
such as “any firewall” etc. Empty trusted_nodes list implies the protection must be directly from one
end to the other end and chained tunnels are not permitted.
•

sec_function access_nodes is to specify the condition that certain security functions (e.g.

authentication or encryption) are applied against particular nodes specified by the finite set
access_nodes, which can be used in expressing the Content Access Requirement of certain nodes by
denying certain security function(s) to protect from them. For example, if a node C needs to examine
plain text content, called Content Examination Requirement (CER), then the requirement will be
specified as deny_sec(ENC, C). On the other hand, if the node C needs to modify plain text content,
called Content Modification Requirement (CMR), then the requirement will be specified as
deny_sec({ENC, AUTH}, C).
•

SA_peer1 SA_peer2 is to specify that any node of the set of SA_peer1 forms SA with any node in

the set of SA_peer2. The Security Association Requirement is expressed by explicitly
denying/allowing particular nodes to build association relationship with certain security function at
certain strength.

The above definition of requirement specification is capable of expressing four security requirements
analyzed before and is extensible for new security requirements in the future.

Definition 2.3.3.6: The implementation level IPSec security policies check various header fields of
incoming packets to select a packet. Therefore, the implementation level security policies have
selectors of all possible header fields of a specific incoming IP packet in the condition part as follows:
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src_addr, dst_addr, src_port, dst_port, prot, TOS, SPI, ah_hdr, esp_hdr, ah_next_hdr etc.

and have the following action types and associated parameters in the action part:
deny
allow
ipsec_action ( sec_prot, algorithm9, mode, fromA, toA)

In the condition part, each Si is a finite set used to match the header fields of a packet to the policy.
Each attribute is a finite set, which can be specified as wildcard, prefix, list of values, ranges or
optionally preceded by not to express all but some etc. While the selectors in requirement level only
specify the attributes of the original packets, the selectors in the implementation level policies need are
attributes of the specific packets (including original and encapsulated headers).

In the action part, each t j is a single value except algorithm:
•

sec_prot specifies either ah or esp;

•

algorithm specifies all possible algorithms for IKE to negotiate;

•

mode specifies either transport or tunnel;

•

fromA toA specify two enforcement agents to build an SA.

Implementation policies instruct certain security devices to set up specific SA and perform specific
operations on the passing traffic. Therefore, in the definition, single specific values will be assigned for
the attributes of ipsec_action except algorithm of which multiple values can be specified for ISAKMP
negotiation. Multiple protections with different security protocols can be specified separately in
multiple ipsec_actions. The specification follows the definition of SPSL in IETF.

9

We use algorithm to abstract other related attributes like key_length etc as well.
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Current IPSec policy specification focuses on implementation level policies. To simplify, in the
following context, we use IPSec policies to refer to low level policies while we use security
requirements to refer to high level policies.

2.3.4 Security Requirement Satisfaction

We call a set of implementation policies correct iff the set of policies satisfies all requirements. We
will rigorously define requirement satisfaction below. For clarity, we focus our definitions on
requirement satisfaction for single flow only. One requirement is satisfied only when the requirement
is satisfied for every single flow of the specified traffic.

2.3.4.1 Access Control Requirement Satisfaction

Notation: :
¾

path( x, f ) : node x is on the path10 of flow f

¾

drop( x, f ) : node x drops flow f

¾

R ←Q

: R is true if Q is true

Definition 2.3.4.1.1: If f is a flow identity for a single flow, flow f

→ deny is satisfied iff any node

on the path of the flow f drops all packets of f.

R11 : flow f

→ deny

R11 ← ∃ x.s.t .Path ( x , f ) Λ Drop ( x , f )

10
We use path to abstract the concatenation of nodes that the traffic traverses in the trip from source to
destination. It might be different from route path since tunneling can change source and destination address in the
outer header.
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Definition 2.3.4.1.2: flow f

→ allow is satisfied iff none of node on the path of the flow f drops

the flow.

R12 : flow f

→ allow

R12 ← ¬∃ x.s.t .Path ( x , f ) Λ Drop ( x , f )

2.3.4.2 Security Coverage Requirement Satisfaction

Notation: :
¾

sec_ link ( f , x, sfunc, strg )

: Flow f is protected by a security function sfunc with strength

strg on the link from node x to the next node on the path.
¾

sec_ node ( f , x, sfunc, strg )

: Flow f is protected by a security function sfunc with strength

strg from the node x.
¾

Protection area borders fromB, toB: “from” and “to” in SCR identify all border nodes of two

trusted sub-domains. fromB and toB are two border nodes that the protection of the particular flow f
starts and ends, i.e. the nodes at the points that from and to intersect with the route path of f.

Definition 2.3.4.2: If f is a flow identity for a single flow, flow f Æ protect ( sec_function, strength,
from, to, trusted_nodes) is satisfied iff
1) all the links within the protection area are covered by all security functions specified in
sec_function with strength equal or greater than the level specified in strength; and
2) all the nodes within the protection area are also covered by the security functions and strength
except the nodes in the trusted_nodes.

R2 : flow f Æ protect(sec_func, strength, from, to, trusted_nodes)11
R2 ← sec_ links ( f , sec_ func , strength , fromB , toB )
& sec_ nodes ( f , sec_ func , strength , fromB , toB , trusted _ nodes )

11

We did not explicitly list algorithm here since satisfaction of algorithm can be verified in a similar way.
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sec_ links ( f , sec_ func , strength , fromB , toB ) ←
x
:
Path
( x , f ) Λ ( fromB ≤ x < toB ) Λ ∀ sfunc∈sec_ func : sec − link ( f , x , sfunc , strg ) Λ ( strg ≥ strength )
∀

sec_ nodes ( f , sec_ func , strength , fromB , toB , trusted _ nodes ) ←
∀ x : Path ( x , f ) Λ ( fromB < x < toB ) Λ ( x ∉ trusted _ nodes ) Λ
∀ sfunc∈sec_ func : sec_ node ( f , x , sfunc , strg ) Λ ( strg ≥ strength )

From the definition, we can see a SCR contains protection requirements for every link and node in the
specified area. If one requirement has some element requirements such that the requirement is satisfied
iff all its elements are satisfied, we call the elements the sub-requirements of the requirement. If one
requirement has property that, the satisfaction of which will be determined as a single unit, we call it
an atomic requirement. For example, a sub-requirement for a certain link or node with a certain
security function is an atomic sub-requirement of a SCR, since it is either satisfied if the link or node is
protected accordingly or violated otherwise and there is no partial satisfaction or violation. The
verification of a non-atomic requirement can be accomplished by verifying if each of its atomic subrequirements is satisfied.

2.3.4.3 Content Access Requirement Satisfaction

Definition 2.3.4.3: flow f Æ deny_sec(sec_func access_nodes) is satisfied iff all nodes in the
access_nodes can access the traffic content that is not protected from by any of the function in
sec_func.

R3 : flow f Æ deny_sec(sec_func access_nodes)
R3 ← ∀ x : Path ( x , f ) Λ ( x ∈ access _ nodes ) Λ ∀ strg ∀ sfunc ∈sec_

func

: ¬ sec_ node ( f , x , sfunc , strg )

It is composed of atomic sub-requirements of access requirement of each node in the access_nodes.
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Although flow fÆ allow_sec(sec_func access_nodes) is satisfied unconditionally, it can be used in
conjunction with flow f Æ deny_sec(sec_func access_nodes) to specify some CAR. For instance, a
requirement that all nodes except SG1 need to access content of flow f can be specified as:
flow f Æ allow_sec(encryption SG1)
flow fÆ deny_sec(encryption * )

Since deny_sec and allow_sec are just ways to make specification process easier, to simplify, one CAR
for specific traffic can be represented as (sec_function, access_nodes) to specify the content access
nodes and the security functions that can not be applied to protect the traffic from the nodes.

2.3.4.4 Security Association Requirement Satisfaction
Notation:
¾

peer(f, x1, x2, sec_func): node x1 and x2 are on the path of flow f and shall form a SA peer for

security function sec_func for flow f.

Definition 2.3.4.4: flow f Æ deny_SA (SA_peer1 SA_peer2 sec_function) is satisfied iff none of node
in SA_peer1 set up SA with any of node in SA_peer2 for sec_function for flow f.

R4 : flow f Æ deny_SA (SA_peer1 SA_peer2, sec_function)

R4 ← ∀ x∀ y ( x ∈ SA _ peer 1) Λ ( y ∈ SA _ peer 2 ) : ¬ peer ( f , x , y , sec_ function )

It is composed of atomic sub-requirements of peer requirement of each pair specified in SA_peer1
SA_peer2 sets.

Although flow f Æ allow_SA (SA_peer1 SA_peer2 sec_function) is satisfied unconditionally, it can be
used in conjunction with flow f Æ deny_SA (SA_peer1 SA_peer2 sec_function) to specify some SAR in
a similar way as exemplified in the last subsection.
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Nodes are allowed to build SA unless explicitly disallowed. Since deny_SA and allow_SA are just
ways to make specification process easier, to simplify, one SAR for specific traffic can be represented
as (SA_peer1, SA_peer2, sec_function) to specify the constraints in SA establishment.

2.4From Security Requirements to Security Policies

Security requirements are objectives and the security policies are specific ways to meet the objective.
One objective can possibly be met by different ways using different policies. In this section, we discuss
how security requirements can map into different security policies, i.e. how to design policies to satisfy
security requirements.

We first discuss SCR. The only way to satisfy SCR is to build tunnels to cover the protection area. For
certain traffic, the action part in a SCR can be represented as “protect(sec_func, strength, from, to,
trusted_nodes)” while the action part of a tunnel policy can be represented as “ipsec_action(sec_prot,
algorithm, mode, fromA, toA)”. Assuming selector part of policy can be determined separately, we first
focus on action part only. In the mapping from SCR to tunnel policy, sec_func can be directly mapped
to sec_prot as ENC Æ ESP and AUTH Æ AH, i.e. encryption will be implemented with ESP and
authentication will be implemented with AH. In addition, mapping from strength in SCR to algorithms
in policy is pre-defined and deterministic. For example, if strength in requirements is defined to have
three levels: strong, middle and ordinary, then 3DES with 128 bit key length may be considered strong
while DES with 56 bit key and 40 bit key may be considered middle and ordinary respectively. In this
document, we do not specifically define such a mapping, which should be defined and standardized by
security community based on general security needs. Furthermore, Mode in security policy can be
defaulted to be tunnel because we mainly deal with the security-gateway-involved SA while transport
mode is only used for SA of end-host to end-host.

The last parameters remaining to be determined in the tunnel policies are the tunnel entry and exit
points fromA and toA. We can first use an example to illustrate the mapping. As shown below, a SCR
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specifies the protection of certain traffic from H1 to H2 as represented by (src=H1, dst=H2 Æ
protect(sec_func[ENC], strength[strong], from[H1], to[H2], trusted_nodes[Ra, Rb])). All of the
following configurations satisfy the SCR (Assume every tunnel is with appropriate security function
and strength):

a)

H1

Ra

Rb

H2

H1

Ra

Rb

H2

b)

c)

H1

Ra

Rb

H2

d)

H1

Ra

Rb

H2

Figure 2.5: Four different configurations that satisfy one SCR

From the figure 2.5, we can see that one SCR can be implemented by one tunnel or chain of tunnels in
which the connecting nodes can de-apply certain security function and apply it again for the next
tunnel. All configurations protect the traffic from all links and distrusted nodes within the protection
area, which achieve the satisfaction of the SCR as defined in section 3.4. As illustrated in figure 2.3,
sometimes, chained tunnel is preferable to direct tunnel to resolve overlaps or to satisfy CAR or SAR.

Obviously no any CAR or SAR is violated if there is no tunnel. Content-access-requirement of a node
can be violated when a tunnel is built across the node to prevent the node from accessing the content.
As shown in figure 2.3, the potential resolution is to build chained tunnels connecting at the CAR node
rather than protect the traffic from the CAR node. Therefore, both CAR and SAR are only restricting
where and how to build tunnels.

Access control policies can be installed in border routers to allow only trusted traffic. As illustrated in
section 2.2, to avoid allowing or denying wrong traffic, the selectors need to be adjusted accordingly
for tunnel-through traffic. Access control policies can be either made same as ACR or with a few
adjustments based on tunnel configuration decisions. Any way, access control policies can be easily
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determined after the tunnel configurations are determined and thus we omit access control requirement
in policy generation algorithms in next section.

Therefore, central part of policy determination is to determine tunnel policies that satisfy all SCRs
without violating CARs and SARs. Condition part of each tunnel is to select traffic that should be
protected by the tunnel. Action part of each tunnel policy can be further determined by a set of
parameters (sec_prot, strength, fromA, toA), since “Mode” is defaulted to be “tunnel” and algorithm
can be determined based on strength.

2.5Determining Policies to Satisfy Security Requirements

We say a set of requirements is satisfiable if it has a satisfying policy set, i.e. there is a set of policies
to satisfy all requirements. If no policy set can satisfy all the requirements, then the set of requirements
is unsatisfiable. The Requirement Satisfiability Problem is, generally speaking, “Given a set of
security requirements, is it satisfiable?” The input of the problem is a set of security requirements and
relevant topology. The output of the problem is either a satisfying policy set or a “failure” message
indicating the requirement set is unsatisfiable.

Requirement satisfiability problem could be very complex. We will subsequently present three
different approaches to solve the problem and analyze their strengths and weaknesses. We expect the
policy set generated by each approach to be correct, i.e. the policy set needs to satisfy all
requirements. In addition, The algorithm to determine policies is desired to be complete, i.e. the
algorithm can find a solution if there is one. Furthermore, we want the algorithm to be efficient. It is
very important to have algorithm that can scale to large network size.

For example, there are a set of three requirements: Three_Reqs = {Req1 (src = 1.* dst = 2.* Æ Weak
ENC 1.* 2.*), Req2 (src = 1.1.*, dst = 2.* Æ Strong ENC 1.1.* 2.*), Req3 (src = 1.*, dst = 2.1.* Æ
Strong AUTH 1.* 2.1.*), }. In figure 2.5, the yellow bar illustrates protection area for Req1. The blue
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bar illustrates protection area for Req2 and the purple bar illustrates the protection area for Req3. The
question is what are policies to satisfy the three requirements. We will use this simple example
throughout the text to illustrate different approaches.

SG1.1

SG1

SG2

SG2.1

Figure 2.6: Security Requirements Example

2.5.1 Bundle Approach: Part I - Determining Policy Actions

Given a set of requirements, how to find a set of satisfying policies? There are two parts to determine
for policies: condition part and action part. Condition part specifies traffic to be selected for treatment
specified in action part. One straightforward although inefficient approach is to resolve policies for
every single flow12. One flow might be subject to multiple requirements. We generate a set of policies
to satisfy all requirements for every single flow. For one particular flow, the condition part contains
selectors to only select the flow and action part contains security actions to take in order to meet its
security requirements.

Working out solution flow by flow is obviously not efficient. For example, in Three_Reqs example,
traffic from domain 1.* to domain 2.* may contain millions of flows. One solution is to separate entire
traffic into several disjoint traffic flow sets, we call bundles, each of which is subject to a unique set of
security requirements. In Three_Reqs example, there are four bundles that are governed by different
set of requirements: (src = 1.1, dst = 2.1) subject to {Req1, Req2, Req3}, (src = 1.1, dst = 2 – 2.1)
subject to {Req1, Req3}, (src = 1 – 1.1, dst = 2.1) subject to {Req1, Req2} and (src = 1 – 1.1, dst = 2 –
2.1) subject to {Req1}. In bundle approach, we will generate policies to satisfy all requirements for

12

One single flow is identified by (source, destination, source port, destination port, protocol id.) with specific
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each bundle. For one particular bundle, the condition part contains bundle selectors and action part
contains appropriate security actions to meet all requirements for the bundle.

The entire traffic flows are composed of a number of disjoint bundles, each of which is subject to a set
of requirements. The security requirement satisfiability problem can then be transformed to a number
of single bundle requirement satisfiability problem, in which we are given a set of {Req1, Req2, …,
ReqK} that are all applied to the bundle of flows, the problem is to determine whether the requirements
are satisfiable. All requirements for entire traffic are satisfied iff requirements for every bundle are
satisfied.

Next section we will work on bundle selector calculation issues. In this section, we will first focus on
policy action part solution, i.e. given a set of requirement actions, how to determine a set of satisfying
policy actions? The Policy Action Determination Problem can be formally defined as follows. We are
given N IPSec capable nodes Node1, Node2, …, NodeN that packets of the bundle may traverse, and a
set of security requirements, in which there are M SCRs {SCR1, SCR2, …, SCRM}, the ith of which can
be represented by (sec_funci, strengthi, fromB13i, toBi, trusted_nodesi), J CARs {CAR1, CAR2, …,
CARJ}, the ith of which can be represented by (sec_funci, access_nodesi), K SARs {SAR1, SAR2, …,
SARK}, the ith of which can be represented by (SA_peer1i, SA_peer2i, sec_funci). The problem now is
to find a set of tunnel policy actions {Tnl1, Tnl2, …, TnlL}, ith of which can be represented by
(sec_proti, strengthi, fromAi, toAi), that can satisfy all requirements or return “failure” message if there
is no such a set of policies.

There is one path for each bundle. The path is composed of security gateways that the traffic traverses.
All security gateways of a same sub-domain are considered the same, i.e. all of them have consistent
policies. We can also use the sub-domain identity to represent the border security gateways of the subdomain. For example, the bundle (src = 1.1.1.*, dst = 2.1.1.*) will traverse path of 1.1.*, 1.*, 2.*, 2.1.*,
in which each sub-domain identity represents one security gateway of the sub-domain.
value in each field.
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We can design a polynomial algorithm to solve this problem. The basic idea is that one tunnel or
chained tunnels across the protection area are needed to fulfill security coverage requirement, as
illustrated in the following.

H1

Ra

Rb

Rc

Rd

H2

Figure 2.7: Protection of a Continuous Area

In the figure 2.7, the area from Ra to H2 is to be protected with encryption. We can build any tunnel
including overlapping tunnels, such as tunnel Rb to Rd in the example. However, because of tunnel
encapsulation, the packets will be sent back to Rc and then the new protection starts again from Rc. If
we call the inner most tunnels to carry packets primary tunnels, and the corresponding SA primary
SA, then the primary tunnels need to be chained together across an area to provide coverage for the
area because of encapsulation/decapsulation processing. Therefore, to satisfy all SCRs, at least we
need to find allowed SA pairs that concatenate together to cover all required areas. If we depict
allowed SAs as edges, then we are to find a SA path. If there is no such a SA path to carry packet
across the protection area for a set of requirements, the requirement set is certainly unsatisfiable.

We present algorithm to find policy solutions below. For clarity, we first focus on solutions without
overlaps before we extend the algorithm to solutions allowing overlaps.

2.5.1.1

Solutions Without Overlaps

We first design algorithms assuming no overlap is allowed in the solution, which is simpler case of a
more general situation. Next section we will extend the algorithm to find solutions allowing overlaps.

13

fromB and toB are borders of protection area as detailed in section 3.4.
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The goal is to build tunnels to satisfy all SCRs, CARs and SARs. CARs and SARs posed some
restrictions on where tunnels can be built. We call SAs that are allowed by CARs and SARs eligible
SAs. For SCR, there are two main functions: encryption and authentication. One primary tunnel can
only provide coverage for one function. Another layer of tunnels might be needed on top of the
primary tunnel to provide coverage for the other function, we call it secondary SAs. More layers of
tunnels would be unnecessary. Without overlap, the secondary tunnels of a primary tunnel are chained
tunnels over span of the primary tunnel. Eligible primary tunnels plus secondary tunnels can provide
required security coverage without violating CARs and SARs.

The problem is then to find eligible SA path, which can be resolved with graphs. To better understand
the algorithm, we first give an example. For example, we have a problem instance as follows. There
are five nodes N1, N2, …, N5, three SCRs (ENC, ordinary, N2, N4, {N3}), (ENC, strong, N3, N5,
{N4}) and (AUTH, middle, N1, N4, {N3}), we also have one CAR node (ENC, AUTH, N4) and three
SARs (N2, N5, ENC) (N1, N4, AUTH) (N1, N5, ENC).

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 2.8: A linear path with five nodes

First, combining three SCRs, we can obtain coverage requirements for each link and node as follows.
For clarity, we will use arrays sec_link and sec_node, in which sec_link[1] is the coverage
requirements for link 1-2.
sec_link[1]=(auth,middle), sec_link[2]=(enc,ordinary) and (auth,middle), sec_link[3]=(enc,strong) and
(auth,middle), sec_link[4] = (enc,strong)
sec_node[1]=none,

sec_node[2]=(auth,middle),

sec_node[5]=none.
We can see N2 is distrusted node with authentication.

sec_node[3]=none,

sec_node[4]=none,
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Next we start to construct graphs. To find eligible primary SAs, we need three graphs: secondary ENC
graph, secondary AUTH graph and primary graph, in which ENC and AUTH graphs are needed in
determining secondary SA paths. Initially, they are drawn as the following.

1

1
5

5

2
4

1
2

4

3

a) ENC Graph

5

3

2
4

b) AUTH Graph

3

c) Primary Graph

Figure 2.9: Building SA Digraphs: 1) Initial Graphs

In the initial graphs, the edges are all SAs except those disallowed by SARs. Dashed lines represent
zero SA links, on which no security coverage is required for the particular security function. In primary
graph, black links are primary AUTH edges and blue links are primary ENC links.

For CAR node N4, all edges crossing N4 (link 15,25,35) have to be deleted. For distrusted node N2, all
edges stopping and starting at N2 should be deleted from primary graph. Furthermore, the edges
stopping and starting at N2 should also be deleted from AUTH graph to eliminate the possibility for
those edges to be secondary SAs. Then the graphs become the following.
1

1

5

2
4

3
a) ENC Graph

1

5

2
4

3

5

2
4

b) AUTH Graph

Figure 2.9: Building SA Digraph: 2) Processed Graphs

3
c) Primary Graph
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Next we will examine all edges in primary graphs one by one to see if they are eligible primary edges.
One edge is eligible primary edge only if there is SA path in secondary function graph over the link
span. For example, edge 1-4 ENC in primary graph is eligible because we can find path 1-3-4 in
AUTH graph. In this example, all edges are eligible because each of them can have secondary SAs to
provide necessary security coverage for the secondary security fucntion. Finally, we find a shortestpath through 1-4-5. Our tunnel configuration to satisfy all requirements is shown below, in which the
upper ones are ENC tunnel and lower ones are AUTH tunnels. There is no tunnel of AUTH function
over link 4-5 because we’ve chosen the zero SA edge over the link in AUTH graph.

N1

N2

N3

N4

N5

Figure 2.10: Solution Using Policy_Action_Generation Algorithm

For the Three_Reqs example, there are four bundles { (1.1, 2.1), (1-1.1, 2.1), (1.1, 2-2.1), (1-1.1, 22.1)} which subject to requirements {(Req1, Req2, Req3), (Req1, Req3), (Req1, Req2), (Req1)}
respectively. If in addition to three SCRs, SG1 and SG2 are CAR nodes for both encryption and
authentication, the resultant policies using bundle approach are shown in the figure 2.11. In the figure
2.11, there are four groups of tunnels for four bundles. The group of four pink tunnels selects traffic
(1.1, 2.1) and satisfies Req1, Req2 and Req3. The group of blue tunnels select traffic (1.1, 2-2.1) and
satisfied Req1 and Req1. The group of purple tunnels selects traffic (1-1.1, 2.1) and satisfies Req1 and
Req3. The yellow tunnel is for all other traffic and satisfies Req1.

SG1.1

SG1

SG2

SG2.1

Figure 2.11: Solutions For Four Bundles
We start our algorithm from obtaining coverage requirement for each link and node by decomposing
SCRs, represented by (sec_func, strength, fromB, toB, trusted_nodes). We use two arrays to store the
result sec_node[N] and sec_link[N-1] in which sec_link[i] is the coverage requirement for the link
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Nodei to Nodei+1. For example, if the link Ra-Rb is required to be protected with AUTH middle in one
requirement while it is required to be with ENC strong in another requirement, then the correct link
protection satisfying both SCRs should be AUTH middle and ENC strong. On the other hand, if one is
ENC middle and the other is ENC strong, the required coverage for the link should be ENC strong.

Algorithm Link_Node_Coverage(SCRs)
1.

// initialize

2.

for n = 1 to N

3.

sec_node[n] = sec_link[n] = NONE

4.

// process M SCRs one by one

5.

for m = 1 to M

6.
7.

for n = SCRs[m].fromB to SCRs[m].toB
if (n ∉ SCR[m].trusted_nodes)

8.
9.

// trusted nodes do not have to be covered

sec_node[n] = CombineReq (sec_node[n], SCRs[m].sec_func)
sec_link[n] = CombineReq(sec_link[n], SCRs[m].sec_func)

End Of Algorithm

An inherent conflict occurs when one CAR node has to be protected from with certain security
function. Specifically, there is conflict if a CMR node is to be covered by either ENC or AUTH and if
a CER node is to be covered by ENC. We will check it as follows.

Algorithm CAR_Conflict_Check(CARs, sec_node)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

for j = 1 to J
if (CARs[j].sec_func = ENC&AUTH) && (sec_node[CARs[j].access_node] is not NONE)
print(“CAR And Node Coverage Conflict!”);

return(1);

else if (CARs[j].sec_func = ENC) && (sec_node[CARs[j].access_node] is with ENC )
print(“CAR And Node Coverage Conflict!”);

End Of Algorithm

return(1);
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The requirements are unsatisfiable if a CAR and node coverage conflict occurs. Otherwise we will
proceed to find solution by constructing graphs. We will be building three directed acyclic weighted
graphs, one for secondary ENC SAs, one for secondary AUTH SAs and the other for eligible primary
SAs. The vertices are N IPSec capable nodes in the three graphs. We use adjacency list to represent the
graphs, i.e. we use E_Adj[v], A_Adj[v], P_Adj[v] to store all nodes that are adjacent to v in ENC SA
graph, AUTH SA graph and primary SA graph respectively. Weights in the graphs represent the
number of SAs to be built. Traffic can take free ride traversing links that requires no protection of a
particular function, i.e. no SA is to be built. We will first add zero SA links with weight 0 into graphs.

Algorithm Zero_SA_Edges(Adj, sec_link, sec_func)
1.

// Insert all zero edges by concatenating all single zero edges

2.

for n = 1 to N-1

3.
4.

for k = n to N-1
if sec_link[n] contains no sec_func

5.
6.

insert node k+1 with weight 0 and sec_func into Adj[n]
else

7.

break

End Of Algorithm

We then initialize three graphs with zero SA edges and SAs allowed by SARs, i.e. allowed ENC SAs
for ENC graph, allowed AUTH SAs for AUTH graph and both for primary graph.

Algorithm Initialize_Generation_Graphs(SARs, sec_link)
1.

Zero_SA_Edges(E_Adj, sec_link, ENC)

2.

Zero_SA_Edges(A_Adj, sec_link, AUTH)

3.

Zero_SA_Edges(P_Adj, sec_link, ENC&AUTH)

4.

for u = 1 to N-1

// All forwarding tunnels
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5.

for v = u+1 to N

6.

insert (v, 1, ENC) for all v > u into E_Adj[u], P_Adj[u]

7.

insert (v, 1, AUTH) for all v > u into A_Adj[u], P_Adj[u]

8.
9.

for every SAR (sec_func, u, v)
delete (v, 1, sec_func) in E_Adj[u], A_Adj[u], P_Adj[u]

// Remove disallowed edges

End Of Algorithm

We will then process to make sure no CAR violation. There are two types of CAR, i.e. CER and CMR
as defined in section 3.3. For CMR, neither ENC tunnel nor AUTH tunnel can be built to protect the
traffic from the node. Therefore, none of SAs crossing and bypassing the node can be primary SA or
secondary SA. On the other hand, for CER, ENC SAs crossing the node can neither be primary SA nor
secondary SA while AUTH SAs crossing the node can be primary SA but not secondary SA.

Algorithm CAR_Preprocessing (CARs)
1.
2.
3.
4.

for j = 1 to J
if (CARs[j].sec_func = ENC&AUTH)
for u = 1 to CARs[j].access_node – 1
for v= CARs[j].access_node +1 to N

5.
6.
7.
8.

delete edge (u,v) of Adj[u] in E_Adj, A_Adj, P_Adj
else if (CARs[j].sec_func = ENC)
for (u = 1 to CARs[j].access_node – 1)
for v=CARs[j].access_node + 1 to N

9.

delete edge (u,v, ENC) of Adj[u] in E_Adj, P_Adj

End Of Algorithm

We also need to process to make sure no node coverage violation. In contrast to CAR nodes, if a node
is to be covered by both ENC and AUTH, then all the edges starting or ending at the nodes should be
removed from candidacy of both primary and secondary edges. We can do this simply by removing all
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edges adjacent to the node since no path will be connected at the node if there is no edge from the node
to destination. Furthermore, if a node is to be covered by ENC (AUTH), then no primary edge can
connect at the node and no ENC (AUTH) edges connecting at the node can be secondary SAs either.

Algorithm Distrusted_Nodes_Preprocessing (sec_node)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

for u = 1 to N
if sec_node[u] = ENC&AUTH
delete all edges adjacent to u in E_Adj[u], A_Adj[u], P_Adj[u]
else if sec_node[u] = ENC
delete all edges adjacent to u in E_Adj[u], P_Adj[u]
else if sec_node[u] = AUTH
delete all edges adjacent to u in A_Adj[u], P_Adj[u]

End Of Algorithm

Next we can determine eligible primary SAs. An edge in primary graph is eligible primary SA only if
we can find a secondary SA path across the link span in the secondary function graph. We thus need to
test if there is a path between two particular points in the secondary graphs. To facilitate the eligibility
test, we first run an all pair shortest path algorithms on the two graphs and store the results in two
matrixes ENC_paths and AUTH_paths. No path exists if the shortest distance is infinity in the result.
The eligible primary SA’s weight will be the shortest path of secondary SAs plus one since the SAs
built in the link span will be the primary SA and the secondary SAs. The process is as follows.

Algorithm Finding_Eligible_Primary_SAs (P_Adj, E_Adj, A_Adj)
1.

ENC_paths = All_Pair_Shortest_Paths (E_Adj)

2.

AUTH_paths = All_Pair_Shortest_Paths (A_Adj)

3.

for u = 1 to N

4.
5.

for every adjacent node v in P_Adj
if sec_func = ENC
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6.

if (AUTH_paths(u,v) = infinity)

7.

delete (u, v) in P_Adj

8.

else weight = AUTH_paths(u,v) + 1

9.

else if sec_func =AUTH

10.

if (ENC_paths(u,v) = infinity)

11.

delete (u,v) in P_Adj

12.

else weight = ENC_paths(u,v) + 1

End Of Algorithm

Finally, we will run Dijkstra’s single_source_shortest_path algorithm to determine whether there is an
eligible primary SA path from source to destination. If so, we have found a solution with minimum
number of SAs. Otherwise, the requirements are unsatisfiable. The overall algorithm is as follows.

Algorithm Policy_Action_Generation (Requirements, Nodes)
1.

Link_Node_Coverage(SCRs)

2.

CAR_Conflict_Check (CARs, sec_node)

3.

Initialize_Generation_Graphs (SARs, sec_link)

4.

CAR_Preprocessing (CARs)

5.

Distrusted_Nodes_Preprocessing (sec_node)

6.

Finding_Eligible_Primary_SAs (P_Adj, E_Adj, A_Adj)

7.

path = Dijkstra_Single_Source_Shortest_Path(P_Adj, Node1)

8.
9.

if (path[NodeN] = infinity)
return(“No path found! Requirements are unsatisfiable.”)

End Of Algorithm

2.5.1.2

Solutions Allowing Overlapping Tunnels
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Overlapping tunnels are generally undesired because not only it may cause requirement violation but
also the traffic will be carried back and forth. However, sometimes we may have to use overlapping
tunnels in that there is no solution if we do not allow overlapping tunnels as illustrated below.

H1

Ra

Rb

Rc

Rd

H2

Figure 2.12: Configuration With Overlapping Tunnels

In the example shown in figure 2.12, there are two requirements: AUTH from Ra to Rc and ENC from
Rb to Rc. The above configuration satisfies both requirements although two tunnels are overlapping. If
in this example, neither H1, Ra, nor Rb can set up ENC SA with Rc while Rb is allowed to build SA
with Rd, there will be no solution if we do not allow any overlapping.

If overlaps are allowed, the tunnels to fulfill security coverage differ as follows. Being the inner most
tunnels, the primary tunnels must be chained tunnels or zero links but secondary tunnels can be
overlapping with primary tunnels. The secondary SAs must start on or after x because the tunnel starts
before x and ends after x will be carried back to x, thus provides no coverage in this area. The
secondary SAs should end before or on y except that the area after y needs not be protected with the
secondary function. The reason is as follows. If one secondary SA starts before y and ends after y, say
z, then the secondary function will be de-applied at z and the traffic will be sent back from z to y.
Thus, the traffic is under no secondary function’s protection on the trip from z to y, which is only fine
when the area from y to z is not required to be protected. Therefore, one SA (x, y, f) can be eligible
primary SA only when there are a set of tunnels (x’, y’, f’) to provide necessary protection of f’ for the
area x to y’, in which y’ is the longest area border that does not require protection of f’.

There is no change for distrusted nodes processing in overlapping case. For distrusted nodes, obviously
no edges stopping at the nodes can be primary. Furthermore, neither ENC edges stopping at the ENC
distrusted nodes nor AUTH edges stopping at the AUTH distrusted nodes can be secondary SAs no
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matter overlapping is allowed or not. The reason is that the security function will be de-applied at the
tunnel end regardless non-overlaps or overlaps. Therefore, the distributed preprocessing is the same as
it is in non-overlapping case. Neither is there a change for CAR preprocessing because no security
tunnels crossing any CAR access node can be allowed whatsoever. Any encrypted packet will be
dropped by the CAR node.

The eligibility test algorithm becomes the following.

Algorithm Finding_Eligible_Primary_SAs_Allowing_Overlapping (P_Adj, E_Adj, A_Adj)
1.

ENC_paths = All_pair_shortest_paths (E_Adj)

2.

AUTH_paths = All_pair_shortest_paths (A_Adj)

3.

for u = 1 to N

4.
5.

for every u’s adjacent node v in P_Adj
if (sec_func = ENC)

6.

z = end point of longest zero edge from v

7.

if AUTH_paths(u,z) = infinity

8.
9.
10.

delete the edge (u,v, 1, ENC) from the P_Adj
else weight(u,v, ENC) = AUTH_paths(u,z) + 1
else if (sec_func =AUTH)

11.

z = end point of longest zero edge from v

12.

if ENC_paths(u,z) = infinity

13.
14.

delete the edge (u,v, 1, AUTH) from the P_Adj
else weight(u,v, AUTH) = ENC_paths(u,z) + 1

End Of Algorithm

The overall algorithm is the same except the above eligibility test algorithm. The special processing to
allow overlapping tunnels does not incur additional performance cost.
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2.5.1.3

Analysis

Next we will analyze its efficiency, its correctness and its completeness.

Theorem 2.5.1.1 (Efficiency of Policy_Action_Generation Algorithm)
Given R requirements including M SCRs, J CARs and K SARs, and a linear path with N nodes, the
policy actions can be generated in O(R x N2 + N3), in which N is the number of nodes on the path.

Proof: In the algorithm, Link_Node_Coverage takes O(M x N). CAR conflict check can be done in
O(J). Initialize_Graph can be done in O(N2 + K). CAR_Preprocessing can be done in at most O(J x
N2). Distributed_Nodes_Preprocessing takes at most O(N2). Therefore, all preprocessing takes at most
O(R x N2). The all pair shortest path algorithm can be done in O(N3) using Dijkstra’s single source
shortest path algorithm for every node. With the data ready, then the eligibility lookup and calculation
can be done in O(N2). At last, a Dijkstra’s shortest_path algorithm to determine primary SA path takes
O(N2). Totally, the running time of policy action generation will be at worst O(R x N2 + N3).

Theorem 2.5.1.2 (Correctness of Policy Action Generation Algorithm)
The policy actions generated using Policy_Action_Generation algorithm can satisfy all given
requirements.

Proof: We will prove the policies satisfy all SCR, CAR and SARs. Obviously all SARs are satisfied
because we only use allowed SARs in our policy solution. Next we will prove CAR and SCR
satisfaction respectively.

We can represent policy processing in a clear and rigorous way. For any tunnel policy (fromA, toA,
sec_prot, alg), at entry point, the selected packets will be secured packet (based on the sec_prot and
alg) and encapsulated with an outer header with fromA and toA as new source address and destination
address, which can be represented by P Æ (fromA, toA)[P] sec_func. The processing at exit point is to
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decapsulate the outer header and recover the secured packet, which can be represented by (fromA,
toA)[P] sec_func Æ P. If P is enveloped by certain sec_func, i.e. [P] sec_func, at a particular node x or on a
particular link from y to y+1, the node or the link is protected by the sec_func, i.e. sec_node(f, x,
sec_func) or sec_link(f, y, sec_func) is true.

1) First we will prove that the solution satisfies CARs. Based on the definition 3.4.3, satisfaction of
CAR requires the access nodes not to be protected from with the corresponding security function(s),
represented as ∀ sfunc ∈sec_

func

¬ sec_ node ( f , access _ node , sfunc ) . In particular, CMR nodes can not

be covered by either ENC or AUTH while CER nodes can not be covered by ENC, that is, P must be
clear text at CMR nodes and can at most be enveloped by AUTH at CER nodes.

In policy action generation, none of edges crossing the CMR node can be primary SAs, i.e. the primary
tunnels in our solution will certainly end before the CMR node or start after the CMR nodes. Since the
primary tunnels are the inner most tunnels to carry the packets, the packets will be processed at the exit
of primary tunnel before or at the CMR node as (fromA, toA)[P] sec_funcÆ P, that is, packets will be
recovered

to

plain

text

and

thus

both

¬ sec_ node ( f , access _ node , AUTH )

and

¬ sec_ node ( f , access _ node , ENC ) are true at CMR node. Therefore, CMR is satisfied.

For CER node, ENC edges crossing the node is not allowed to be either primary or secondary SAs. In
other words, if ENC edges are primary tunnels, they must connect at the CER nodes where the packet
will be recovered to plain text. When AUTH edges are primary SAs, all secondary ENC edges will end
before or at CER nodes with the following processing, (fromA1, toA1)(fromA2, toA2)[[P] AUTH] ENCÆ
(fromA2, toA2)[P] AUTH. Therefore, the ¬ sec_ node ( f , access _ node , ENC ) is true at CER node and
thus CER requirement is satisfied.
2) Next we will prove the solution satisfies SCRs. Based on the definition 3.4.2, for each SCR, the
satisfaction consists of coverage requirement satisfaction of every link and distrusted node across the
protection area of the SCR, represented as ( fromB ≤ x < toB ) Λ ∀ sfunc∈sec_ func sec_ link ( f , x , sfunc ) and
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( fromB < x < toB ) Λ ( x ∉ trusted _ nodes ) Λ ∀ sfunc∈sec_ func sec_ node ( f , x , sfunc ) . First, the function

Link_Node_Coverage correctly calculates the necessary protection requirement for each link and node
because for any link (x, x+1), we have: sec_link(f, x, sfunc1) Λ sec_link(f, x, sfunc2) Λ…Λ sec_link(f, x,
sfuncM) = sec_link (f, x, sfunc1Λsfunc2Λ…ΛsfuncM) for M SCRs. In other words, if the coverage array
sec_link and sec_node calculated by Link_Node_Coverage is satisfied for every link and node, all
SCRs are satisfied. Without considering strength requirement, the protection requirement for each link
and node is either none, AUTH, ENC, or both AUTH and ENC.

Our final solution is composed of a chain of primary SAs, each combined with its secondary SAs. We
represent the primary SA path as (P1, P2, … , PM), in which P1 is the same node as Node1 and PM is the
same node as NodeN. The coverage requirements from source to destination are satisfied iff the
requirements for nodes P1, P2, … , PM and the requirements for every area P1-P2, P2-P3, … , PM-1-PM are
all satisfied.

In the algorithm, all edges connecting at distrusted nodes are deleted. Therefore, in final solution, all
connecting nodes are all trusted nodes, hence, the nodes P1, P2, … , PM need zero coverage. Now we
prove the SCRs are satisfied for any area Pi to Pi+1. For each area Pi to Pi+1, there is either a zero SA
edge or an eligible primary tunnel. We only add zero edges on those links that require no security
protection, i.e. sec_link[x] = 0. Therefore, zero tunnel complies with the protection requirement over
that area. Otherwise, primary tunnel provides security coverage of primary security function f over
whole area since the primary function is applied at Pi : P Æ (fromA, toA)[P] sec_func and the primary
function is not deapplied until Pi+1 (fromA, toA)[P]sec_func Æ P. Therefore, all area in between is
covered by the security function, i.e. sec_ link ( f , x , sfunc ) is true for ∀x (Pi ≤ x < Pi+1) and
sec_ node ( f , x , sfunc ) is true for ∀x (Pi < x < Pi+1).

Similarly we can prove the secondary function coverage over any primary tunnel span Pi to Pi+1. There
must be secondary SA path across span of every primary tunnel, represented as (Si1, Si2, …, SiK) in the
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solution, in which Si1 is the same node as Pi and SiK is the same node as Pi+1 in non-overlapping case.
The coverage satisfaction of secondary function from Pi to Pi+1 is further divided into the satisfaction of
nodes Si1, Si2, …, SiK and the area Si1-Si2, Si2-Si3, …, SiK-1-SiK. Since every Sij is trusted for the
secondary function, the node coverage is satisfied. For every area from Sij-1 to Sij, it is either a zero SA
edge or a secondary tunnel. Zero edge is satisfactory because zero edges are only on the links not
requiring secondary function. Otherwise the secondary tunnel provides secondary function coverage
over the tunnel span. In allowing overlap case, SiK is end of zero edges connecting to Pi+1. No matter
overlapping or not, the packets will be de-capsulated and secondary function will be de-applied at Pi+1.
Therefore, the secondary function coverage from Pi to Pi+1 is also satisfied for allowing overlapping
case.

Combining primary and secondary SAs, the coverage requirements are satisfied for every link and
node across the area from Pi to Pi+1 for ∀i (1 ≤ i < N). Therefore, all SCRs are satisfied end-to-end.
Since the primary and secondary SAs together in our solution satisfy all SARs, CARs and SCRs, we
have proven the Policy_Action_Generation algorithm is correct.

Theorem 2.5.1.3 (Completeness of Policy_Action_Generation Algorithm)
The Policy_Action_Generation algorithm is complete, i.e. the algorithm can find one solution as long
as there is one.

Proof: We will prove that if there is any satisfying policy set polset, the algorithm must be able to find
one that is either equivalent to or better than polset. We say one satisfying policy set x is better than
another policy set y iff both x and y can satisfy all requirements and x contains fewer tunnels than y
does.

Any solution polset consists of a set of tunnels. To cover certain area starting at x using security
tunnels, the original packet at x will be processed by P Æ (x, y)[P]. No matter how many different
tunnels the packets will go through after this, represented by (fromAK, toAK) [(fromAK-1, toAK-
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1)…[(fromA1,

toA1)[(x,y)[P]]…], eventually the packet will be decapsulated and recovered to clear text

at y before go to any other tunnels. Then the tunnel will start again at y to another ends. Therefore, the
inner most tunnels are always chained together to provide coverage. We call the inner most tunnels in
the solution the primary tunnels.

For any primary tunnel ptnli in polset, we call the security function of the primary tunnel the primary
security function. The primary tunnels provide coverage with the primary security function of the
tunnel over the tunnel span. Since polset satisfies all requirements, there must be some tunnels over the
primary tunnel ptnli to provide coverage for the other security function if the other security function is
required over the tunnel span. We call the tunnels with the other security function over ptnli the
secondary tunnels, each of them can be represented as stnlj. If a tunnel above the primary tunnel is also
with the primary function, then it provides redundant protection. In non-overlapping case, the packets
are always going forward and thus secondary tunnels are always contained with certain primary
tunnels. Furthermore, secondary tunnels will be either contained or disjoint with each other. If stnlm is
containing stnln, then stnln can be removed without sacrificing the satisfaction. In other words, if we
remove those redundant tunnels, the resultant policy set is still satisfying all requirements. After
removing those provide redundant protection, the remaining secondary tunnels are all disjoint. If the
first secondary tunnel starts at x, then the coverage will end at tunnel exit. Then another secondary
tunnel will continue the secondary function coverage and so on, which forms a secondary tunnel chain
to provide secondary function coverage.

Therefore, after we remove all redundant tunnels, the given satisfying solution polset is composed of a
primary tunnel path and secondary tunnel paths over each primary tunnel. Primary tunnels plus the
secondary tunnel chains provide all necessary link coverage over the primary tunnel span.
Furthermore, the solution will satisfy node coverage, SAR and CARs by removing violating SAs like
those crossing CAR nodes or stopping at distrusted nodes. In our algorithm, we delete those violating
ones and search from all other allowed SAs for one with smallest number of SAs. Therefore, if there is
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any solution polset, we will either find the solution equivalent to polset or find a solution with fewer
tunnels than polset.

No matter overlapping is allowed or not allowed, primary tunnels will be chained together. In allowing
overlapping case, secondary tunnels might be overlapping. Secondary tunnels will be either contained,
disjoint or overlapping with each other. If stnlm is containing stnln, then stnln can be removed without
sacrificing the satisfaction. If stnlm is overlapping with stnln and stnlm starts earlier than stnln. then stnln
can be removed without sacrificing satisfaction because the packets will be sent back to the end of
stnlm any way. Furthermore, as we analyzed, secondary tunnels can be overlapping with the primary
tunnels only if the overlap part does not require coverage of secondary function. Therefore, similar to
proof for non-overlapping case, for allowing overlapping case, if there is any solution polset, we will
either find the solution equivalent to polset or find a solution with fewer tunnels than polset using the
algorithm.

2.5.2 Bundle Approach: Part II - Bundling and Ordering

Using bundle approach, the problem is resolved in two steps. First, from given requirements, we will
group entire traffic flows into a number of disjoint bundles and find out the subset of the requirements
that are applied to each bundle. Second, for each bundle, given a set of requirements for the bundle, we
can use policy_action algorithm to generate action part of policies for the bundle and use bundle filters
as selector part of the policies. The algorithms for second step have been developed in section 5.1. In
this section, we focus on algorithms to group traffic flows into bundles and calculate what are
applicable requirements for each bundle.

It appears not too difficult to separate traffic flows into bundles and find requriement list for each
bundle. However, the algorithms need to be carefully designed for performance consideration. To
group traffic flows into bundles, we need a lot of filter calculations like intersection and difference.
The difference calculation could be very time and space consuming. For example, (1.* - 1.1*) might
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result in filters of 1.2.* 1.3.* 1.4.* and so on. It is undesirable to make policy set unnecessarily large.
In addition, the selectors of existing policies have to be modified every time a new requirement is
added in. For instance, in Three_Reqs example, initially there is only Req1 and then a tunnel is built
for traffic 1.* to 2.*. When a new requirement Req2 comes up, the old tunnel has to be torn down in
order to build new tunnel for traffic (1-1.1, 2) because SPI is already set up for old selector.

We will develop an algorithm to achieve the same result as generating policies for each disjoint bundle
without need of difference calculation (we provide detail proof of the equivalence in analysis section).
To achieve best efficiency, the approach we take is to insert new policies in certain order. For example,
a tunnel is already built for traffic (1.* 2.*) and we have a new requirement for traffic (1.1.* 2.*). We
will not change the existing tunnel but we add new policies on top of the existing policy to be with
filter (1.1.* 2.*). Therefore, the new filter will be checked first and only (1-1.1, 2) can be selected by
the bottom policies, which is exactly the same result as if we calculate intersection and difference for
disjoint bundles.

There are three major issues. First is how to calculate bundle filters. Second is how to get requirement
list for every bundle. Third is how to ensure policies are inserted at right place to guarantee the
correctness of policies. As exemplified, we utilize the order of the policies to simplify filter calculation
and thus the order becomes critical. We will resolve them in several steps. First, we need to calculate
filter intersections in order to determine requirement list. For example, if Req1 is with filter F1 and
Req2 is with filter F2, then the traffic of intersection F1 ∩ F2 is subject to both Req1 and Req2. Next
we will first focus on fast algorithm of filter intersection calculation for bundle filters.

2.5.2.1 Fast Calculation of Filter Intersections
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Generally a filter has five fields: source address, destination address, source port, destination port and
protocol, which is commonly called 5-tuple packet filter. A filter is defined as a d-tuple (F[1], F[2], …,
F[d]) where each field F[i] is a prefix string14. We define the following relationships.

Definition 2.5.2.1 (Two filters contain or overlap): Two filters contain or overlap with each other if
and only if they have non-empty intersection, i.e. F1 ∩ F2 ≠ Null.
•

One filter F1 contains another F2 iff F1 ⊇ F2.

•

Two filters overlap with each other if and only if they overlap but neither one contains the other.

The amount (intersection) by which two or more filters overlap with each other is also called (noun)
overlap or overlap part.

Definition 2.5.2.2 (Two filters are disjoint): Two filters are disjoint with each other if and only if
they have empty intersection, i.e. F1 ∩ F2 = Null.

We say two corresponding fields are disjoint if neither prefix string is a sub-string of the other prefix.
Obviously, one field is a superset (subset) of another if its prefix string is sub-string (super-string) of
the other and the intersection of the two fields will be the one with longer prefix. Because of prefix
representation, each field of a filter is either strict subset, equal to, strict superset or completely disjoint
of the corresponding field in another field, i.e. it is impossible for them to have overlaps. Then the
following holds true:

Lemma 2.5.2.1 (One filter contains another): One filter (F1[1],F1[2],…, F1[d]) contains another filter
(F2[1], F2[2], …, F2[d]) if and only if every field of F1 is superset (sub-string) of the corresponding
field of F2 and at least one of them is strict superset.

14

Normally a field can be specified as either prefix or a range. The range can be transformed to small number of
prefix string as follows. Each prefix string specifies a range of values, for example, if the string is binary, then
[x***] determines the range from x000 to x111.
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Lemma 2.5.2.2 (Two filters overlap):
Two filters (F1[1],F1[2],…, F1[d]) and (F2[1], F2[2], …, F2[d]) overlap with each other if and only if
1) they overlap with each other, i.e., none of the fields of one filter is disjoint with the corresponding
field of another filter.
2) at least one of the field of the first filter is strict subset (super-string) of the field of the second
filter and at least one of the field of the first filter is strict superset (sub-string) of the field of the
second filter.

Proof: Since one field is subset and another field is superset of the corresponding field in the other
filter, neither filter is strict subset or equal to the other filter, which proved it following the definition
5.2.1.

A straightforward way to calculate intersections among K filters is to compare each filter with existing
filters to determine intersections one by one, which takes 1+2+…+K=O(K2). What we do for
intersection calculation is to do string matching to find out those filters with common prefix in all
fields. Performance can be greatly improved by using a trie-based algorithm. The trie-based algorithm
has been developed in [23], which is directly used in our work. We first start from simpler case of 2tuple filter.

An Improved Algorithm For 2-Tuple Filters

The key insight for the new algorithm is the following observation, which follows readily from the
general result in Lemma 5.2.2.

Corollary 2.5.2.3 (Properties of 2-Tuple Filters):
•

Filter F contains G if and only if both F[1] and F[2] are prefix of G[1] and G[2].

•

Filter F overlaps with G if and only if

G[1] is a prefix of F[1] and F[2] is a prefix of G[2] or
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F[1] is a prefix of G[1] and G[2] is a prefix of F[2].
•

Filter F is disjoint with G if and only if one or both of F[1] and F[2] is disjoint with G[1] and G[2].
Table 2.5.2.1: Example 2-tuple filters
Filter

Source

Destination

Action

F1

10*

100*

Encypt1

F2

10*

011*

Deny

F3

10*

001*

Allow

F4

1*

00*

Encrypt2

F5

1*

11*

Encrypt3

F6

1*

10*

Encrypt4

F7

0*

101*

Encrypt5

F8

*

1*

Auth6

We will use the example database B shown in table 5.2.1 to illustrate our scheme. We develop a 2dimensional recursive trie data structure to solve the filter intersection problem. We begin with some
basic definitions and facts about tries.

Recall that a trie is a binary branching tree, with each branch labeled 0 or 1. The bit string associated
with a node is the concatenation of all the bits from the root to the node. A trie node u is an ancestor of
another node v if u lies on the path from the root to v. Stated another way, the bit string associated with
v is a prefix of the bit string associated with u. If u is a ancestor of v, then v is called a descendant of u.

Our algorithm will need two complementary data structures, which has advantage in determining
overlaps. In particular, one data structure can efficiently isolate the filters whose source field is a prefix
of F's source field, and then organize these filters to quickly determine if any of them has the
destination field with F[2] as a prefix. The second data structure reverses the roles of source and
destination fields.
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Recursive Trie 1

We start by building a trie on all the source address prefixes in the database B. We call this the source
trie. Let u be a node in this trie, and let s(u) denote the bit string associated with u. We associate a
second trie (destination trie) with u, which stores the destination prefixes of the filters whose source
prefix is exactly s(u). More precisely, let us define the set
X(u) = {F ∈B | F[1] = s(u)}
That is, X(u) is the set of filters with source field equal to s(u). We build a secondary trie D(u) on the
destination addresses of the set X(u), which is pointed to by the node u. Figure 2.13 shows the
complete construction. Nodes of destination tries are labeled with the filters associated with that
destination address.

Fig. 2.13. Recursive Trie 1 for the example database of Table 5.2.1. The source trie is shown with thick
solid lines; various destination tries are shown in thin lines; dashed lines indicate pointers between a
node and its associated destination trie.

Recursive Trie 2
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The second data structure builds a trie on the destination prefixes in the database B; call this the
destination trie D(B). For each node u in D(B), let d(u) be the string associated with u. Define the set
Y(u) = {F ∈B | F[2] = d(u)}

Y(u) is the set of filters with destination field equal to d(u). We build a secondary trie S(u) on the
source addresses of the set Y(u), which is pointed to by the node u ∈ D(B).

First we take a look how to calculate overlaps using the tries. Suppose we want to calculate overlaps of
a new filter F with existing filters in B to resolve a new requirement. We will search both Recursive
Tries 1 and 2. When searching Recursive Trie 1, we first use the source trie S(B) to locate the longest
matching prefix of the source field F[1]. Let u be the node with this longest matching prefix, and let
v1,v2,…,vm be the nodes in the source trie whose bit strings correspond to (proper) prefixes of F[1].
Observe that v1,v2,…,vm are all ancestors of u, and possibly u=v1. We visit each of the destination tries
D(v1), D(v2), …, D(vm) in turn. In each destination trie, say, we locate the longest matching prefix of
the destination field F[2]. If the node with the longest matching prefix is a leaf then no filters in D(vi)
are overlapping with F. Otherwise (it is not a leaf), all the filters associated with descendants of z are
overlapping with F.

The search in the second structure, Recursive Trie 2, is similar, except the roles of source and
destination fields are reversed. The complete algorithm is given below. As an example, suppose we
want to add a filter F=(10*,1*) to the database of Table 5.2.1. Then, the node d of the source trie gives
us the longest matching prefix for the source field 10*. The ancestors of associated with prefixes of the
source string are b and c. We search the destination trie pointed to by c to locate the longest matching
prefix of the destination field 1*. The node with this string is not a leaf, and so all the filters that
descend from it are overlapping with F. There are two such filters F5 and F6. Indeed, it is easy to see
that F5=(1*,11*) and F6=(1*,10*) both have a overlap with F=(10*,1*). Next, we search the
destination trie pointed to by b, and find that the node with destination prefix 1* is a leaf. A search of
Recursive Trie 2 discovers no new filter overlaps, and so there are only two overlaps.
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Similar procedure will be used to find out containing or contained filters, we can search one trie to find
answers. The containing filters are the filters that are ancestors in both source trie and destination trie
while the contained filters are the filters that are descendants in both source trie and destination trie.

Algorithm GetOverlappingFiltersInTrie (F, B)
1.

Initialize O(F) = {}

2.

Let u be the node in the source trie S(B) for which s(u) is the longest matching prefix of the source

field F[1]

//search recursive trie 1

3. Let v1, v2, …, vm denote the nodes in S(B) whose bit strings correspond to (proper) prefixes of F[1]
4. For i = 1 to m do
Determine the node z in D(vi) whose string is the longest matching prefix of the destination field

5.

F[2]; Add to O(F) all the filters that are descendants of z.
6.

Let u be the node in the source trie D(B) for which d(u) is the longest matching prefix of the

source field F[2]

//search recursive trie 2

Let v1, v2, …, vm denote the nodes in D(B) whose bit strings correspond to (proper) prefixes of

7.
F[2]
8.
9.

For i = 1 to m do
Determine the node z in S(vi) whose string is the longest matching prefix of the source field
F[1]; Add to O(F) all the filters that are descendants of z.

10. Return (O(F))
End Algorithm

Algorithm GetContainingFiltersInTrie (F, B)
1.

Initialize Ctng(F) = {}

2.

Let u be the node in the source trie S(B) for which s(u) is the longest matching prefix of the source

field F[1]

//search recursive trie 1
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Let v1, v2, …, vm denote the nodes in S(B) whose bit strings correspond to (proper) prefixes of

3.
F[1]
4.
5.

For i = 1 to m do
Determine the node z in D(vi) whose string is the longest matching prefix of the destination field
F[2]; Add to Ctng(F) all the filters that are ancestors of z.

End Algorithm

Algorithm GetContainedFiltersInTrie (F, B)
1.

Initialize Cted(F) = {}

2.

Let u be the node in the source trie S(B) for which s(u) is the longest matching prefix of the source

field F[1]

//search recursive trie 1

3.

Let v1, v2, …, vm denote all descendants of node u

4.

For i = 1 to m do

5.

Determine the node z in D(vi) whose string is the longest matching prefix of the destination field
F[2]; Add to Cted(F) all the filters that are descendants of z.

End Algorithm

The straightforward trie based search outlined above has the advantage of an update time independent
of the number of filters in the database. The overlap and containing filters can be quickly located in
O(w2). However, locating contained filters can take longer time because of needs to search through all
descendants. We will discuss in section 5.2.3 on how we can eliminate the need to locate contained
filters using trie, i.e., we will only use trie to locate overlapping and containing filters.

A. Extending Overlap Calculation To 5 Tuples

We have seen how tries can be used to speed up the search for overlapping filters in a database
consisting of 2-tuple filters, with each tuple containing prefixes. Such 2-tuple filters can be used to
represent host to host or network to network or IP multicast flows. However, 2-tuple filters are not
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capable of representing application to application flows, or even host to host flows with greater
granularity. As we discuss later, it is difficult to extend 2-dimentional tries to prefixes in more
dimensions without exceeding both computational and memory limits. However, there are a number of
special cases of 5-tuple filters in which it is possible to use same method. This is because the other
fields of interest in IP packet classification, namely the protocol type and the source and destination
ports, are usually either fully wildcarded, or fully specified.

B.1 Extending Intersection Calculation to 3 Tuples

We first begin by extending intersection calculation to support the protocol field. The key idea here is
to partition the set of 3-tuple filters into disjoint sets of 2-tuple filters. Clearly, if we have multiple
disjoint sets of 2-tuple filters and we wish to see if a new filter overlaps with any of the existing filters,
it is sufficient to separately check the new filter with each set of disjoint filters using our algorithm.
Consider 3-tuple filters consisting of IP source and destination address prefixes and the protocol type.
We restrict the protocol field to be either TCP, UDP, or wildcarded. In case the protocol field is
wildcarded, we replicate the filter three times, once with the protocol field set to TCP, once to UDP
and once to the special value OTHER. This approach is similar to the one taken in [19]. Thus, at the
expense of a possible three fold increase in memory, we can partition the set of filters into three
disjoint sets. Clearly, there is no overlap between the three sets. Given a new 3-tuple filter, we can see
which set of filters to check for overlaps, based on the protocol type specified in the filter. For
example, if it is a TCP filter, it will not overlap with either the set of UDP filters or the set of OTHER
filters. Thus we only need to check for overlaps with the set of TCP filters. In this case, the time taken
for intersection calculation, as well as our algorithm remains unchanged. The only overhead is the
three fold increase in memory for filters with wildcarded protocol field.

B.2 Proceeding to 5 Tuples
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We restrict the source and destination ports to be either fully wildcarded or fully specified. Now, we
need to store multiple filters at each leaf node, since in the 5-tuple case, multiple filters could have the
same source and destination address prefix and protocol type. These filters differ only in their source
and destination ports. We divide these filters into four sets and have pointers pointing to each set from
the node in the trie corresponding to the source and destination prefixes of the filter in the sets. The
first set consists of both source and destination ports wildcarded. Clearly, there can only a single such
entry for each node. The second set consists of those filters for which the source port is well specified
and the destination port is wildcarded. The third set consists of those filters whose source port is
wildcarded and the destination port is well specified. The fourth set consists of filters with well
specified source and destination ports. We refer to these four sets as the (*,*), (s,*), (*,d) and the (s,d)
sets respectively. As mentioned, we will use trie to only locate containing and overlapping filters. We
focus on overlapping filters here while containing filters can be obtained in similar way.
Table 2.5.2.a Overlap Detection When New Filter Has Wildcarded Ports
(* *)

( s, *)

(*,d)

(s,d)

(* *), longer,

No

Overlap

Overlap

Overlap

longer

overlap

(*,*), longer,

No

Overlap

Overlap

Overlap

equal

Overlap

(* *), longer,

Overlap

Overlap

Overlap

Overlap

(* *), equal,

No

Overlap

Overlap

Overlap

longer

Overlap

(* *), equal,

No

No

No

No Overlap

equal

Overlap

Overlap

Overlap

(* *), equal,

No

No

No

shorter

Overlap

Overlap

Overlap

New Filter Ports,

;

SrcPrefixLen,
DstPrefixLen
;

;

shorter
;

;

;

No Overlap
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Table 2.5.2.b Overlap Detection When New Filter Has Wildcarded Destination Port
(* *)

( s, *)

(*,d)

(s,d)

(si *), longer,

No

No

Overlap

Overlap with

longer

overlap

Overlap

(sI,*), longer,

No

No

equal

Overlap

Overlap

(sI *), longer,

Overlap

Overlap

New Filter Ports,

;

SrcPrefixLen,
DstPrefixLen
,

;

shorter

(sI, d)
Overlap

Overlap with
(sI, d)

Overlap

Overlap with
(sI, d)

with
(sI, *)

(si *), equal,

No

No

longer

Overlap

Overlap

(sI *), equal,

No

No

equal

Overlap

Overlap

(si *), equal,

Overlap

No

;

;

;

shorter

Overlap

Overlap with
(sI, d)

Overlap

No Overlap

Overlap

No Overlap

Overlap

Table 2.5.2.c Overlap Detection When New Filter Has Wildcarded Source Ports
New Filter Ports,

(* *)

( s, *)

(*,d)

(s,d)

(* di), longer,

No

Overlap

No

Overlap with

longer

overlap

Overlap

(s, di)

(*,di), longer,

No

No

Overlap with

equal

Overlap

Overlap

(s, di)

(* di), longer,

Overlap

Overlap

Overlap with

;

SrcPrefixLen,
DstPrefixLen
;

;

Overlap

Overlap

shorter

(si, di)

(* di), equal,

No

longer

Overlap

;

Overlap

No

Overlap with

Overlap

(s, di)
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(* di), equal,

No

equal

Overlap

(* di), equal,

Overlap

;

;

Overlap

No

No Overlap

Overlap
Overlap

shorter

No

No Overlap

Overlap

Table 2.5.2.d Overlap Detection When New Filter Has Specified Ports
(* *)

( s, *)

(*,d)

(s,d)

(si di), longer,

No

No

No

No Overlap

longer

overlap

Overlap

Overlap

(si,di), longer,

No

No

No

equal

Overlap

Overlap

Overlap

(si di), longer,

Overlap

Overlap

Overlap

Overlap

with

with

with (si,

(si, *)

(*, di)

di)
No Overlap

New Filter Ports,

;

SrcPrefixLen,
DstPrefixLen
;

;

shorter

(si di), equal,

No

No

No

longer

Overlap

Overlap

Overlap

(si di), equal,

No

No

No

equal

Overlap

Overlap

Overlap

(si di), equal,

Overlap

Overlap

Overlap

with

with

(si, *)

(*, di)

;

;

;

shorter

No Overlap

No Overlap

No Overlap

We run the same algorithm with some modifications on the two recursive tries to be searched. We
present the modification for the trie with source addresses at the top level and destination addresses at
the second level. The modification is identical for the search on the other recursive trie. We maintain
two additional variables, which report the nature of the prefix match in each of the two levels. The first
variable, called SrcPrefixLen is set to longer or equal depending on whether the source address prefix
of the new filter is longer or equal to than the current entry in the trie it is being compared to. Note that
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the nature of the algorithm is that we do not proceed with the second level search when the source
prefix of the new filter is shorter than the entries in the first level trie. Therefore we do not now
consider the case when SrcPrefixLen set to shorter, though we get back to this case later. At the second
level trie, at each step, we set DstPrefixLen to be either longer, or equal or shorter depending on
whether the destination prefix of the filter is longer, equal to or shorter than the destination prefixes of
the filters stored at the node on that step. Recall that at each node, the filters are stored in the form of
four sets: And based on whether the port fields of the filters are well specified or wildcarded. What we
are interested in is the following: do the four sets of filters stored at the node overlap with the new
filter, given the new filter and the current value of SrcPrefixLen and DstPrefixLen? Table 5.2 gives us
the answer for the case when the input filter has the destination port wildcarded. The table shows the
collection of overlapping filters for different combinations of port fields in the newly input filter and
existing filters. The first column shows the possible values of the port fields of the new filter and the
values of the two variables at a particular step along the second trie. The other columns show the
possible overlaps with filters in each of the four sets of filters stored at that node. We can construct
similar tables for other cases of the input filter, for example, when the input filter has both ports
wildcarded, or both ports well specified. For example, consider a new filter (IP Src, IP Dst, TCP, ), in
which the source port is well specified and the destination ports is wildcarded. We begin by traversing
the tries containing TCP filters. Remember that there are two such tries, one with the source address on
the first level and the other with the destination address on the first level. Assume we are traversing the
trie with the source address on the first level. At a given step on the second level, assume SrcPrefixLen
is set to longer and the DstPrefixLen is set to shorter. What that means is that the source address prefix
of the filter is longer and the destination address prefix shorter than any filter stored at that node. In the
2-tuple case, this would automatically cause a conflict. However, in the 5-tuple case, this can cause a
conflict only if the source and destination ports and the protocol fields overlap too. The protocol field
is already the same, because of the way the filters are partitioned. Thus we need to check if the source
and destination ports overlap with the existing filter. As can be easily seen, they overlap when either
the stored filter has both ports wildcarded, or the source port wildcarded and the destination port well
specified, or the source port the same as the source port of the new filter and the destination port well
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specified. We get exactly this information from Table 5.2, namely, that in such a case we overlap with
the filter stored in the set (*,*), overlap with the filter in the set with source port equal to si, overlap
with all filters in the set (*,di). We only have to consider a subset of the 4 set of filters stored at that
particular step and within that subset we only have to consider a subset of the filters in that set. While
Table 5.2 lists 6 different combinations of the two variables, we note that the case when SrcPrefixLen
is longer and DstPrefixLen is equal is identical to the case when SrcPrefixLen is equal and
DstPrefixLen is longer. As a result we can club these together into one case, reducing the total number
of cases.

One case that we have not covered is the case when both source prefixes of the new filter are shorter
than the existing filters in the database. To cover this case, if during the search of the source addresses
on the first level trie, we see that SrcPrefixLen is going to be set to the value shorter we make a note of
the current node in the trie and proceed to the other 2 level trie. If during the search of the destination
addresses on this trie, we see that DstPrefixLen is going to be set to shorter, then we mark this node
too. We now have to do an exhaustive search down one of the two marked nodes. If each node were to
carry a count of descendant filters, then one obvious optimization is to traverse that node which has the
least number of descendants. We use a table similar to Table 5.2 to determine overlaps in this case.
One optimization in this case is that we do not need to search for overlaps if the new filter has both
ports wildcarded.

2.5.2.2 Relationship Tree

There are three major issues in bundle calculation: 1) determine selectors for policies; 2) find out
requirements for each bundle; 3) insert policies in correct order. To facilitate requirements and order
tracking, we developed relationship tree mechanisms. Relationship tree is tree like data structure to
represent containing relationship among filters. With the relationship tree, we can efficiently determine
all requirements that are to be applied to a particular filter and determine correct policy selectors and
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policy installation order. We will first talk about how to construct the tree, and then discuss in more
detail how to determine requirement list and policy order using the relationship tree.

Figure 2.14: Relationship Tree

In a relationship tree, each node represents a filter and the root represents all traffic. If filter A of node
A is contained with filter B of node B, then node A is one child of node and node B is parent of node
A. If node A and node B is directly linked in relationship tree and node A is child of node B, then filter
A is the closest contained filter of B and B is closest containing filter of A. If each node has a field to
identify the requirement action associated with the filter, then requirement list of any filter x is
concatenation of requirement action of each node on the path from node x to root r. For example, there
are three requirements: (1.1, 2.2) Æ action3, (1.1, 2) Æ action2, (1, 2) Æ action1. Then the traffic (1.1,
2.2) should be subject to all action1, action2 and action3.

Relationship tree is used to keep track of relationships among filters while the filters are either disjoint
or containing with each other. There might be overlaps between filters. For every pair of overlapping
filters, we will generate a new filter for the overlap part such that overlap is eliminated and only
disjoint and containing relationship remain. For instance, in Three_Reqs example, there are three filters
F1 = (1.* 2.*) F2 = (1.1.* 2.*) and F3 = (1.* 2.1.*) We will illustrate how to construct relationship tree
as follows.
Root
F1

F2

Req1, F1
F4
F3

Req2, F2
Req3, F3
Req3, F4
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Figure 2.15: Example of Constructing Relationship Tree

In the example, we first process filter F1 with Req1. When Req2 with filter F2 comes up, new node F2
is a child of F1 since F2 is contained with F1. When Req3 with F3 comes up, we will calculate overlap
and generate filter F4 with Req3 and insert as child of F2 since F4 is contained with F2. Then new
node F3 will be inserted as child of F1 since it is contained with F1.

At worst there can be 2M bundles for M requirements. For example, three filters (1, 2.1.1) (1.1, 2.1) and
(1.1.1, 2) overlap with each other in figure 2.16. The relationship tree with 7 bundles is built as shown
below.
Root

F3

F2
F6

F7
F4

F1
F5

Req1, F1

Req2, F2

Req3, F4

Req2, F3
Req3, F5

Req3, F6

Req3, F7

Figure 2.16: Another Example of Constructing Relationship Tree

With the relationship tree, we solve the three issues as follows. We will generate a set of policies for
each node in the relationship tree with selectors to be the node filter. The requirement list of each node
is the concatenation of requirement identity associated with the node itself and all its ancestors. Policy
order is correct as long as the policies for one particular node are inserted right above the policies for
its closest descendant node. We will develop algorithms and prove their correctness next.

The construction of relationship tree is closely related to construction of tries. We have filter tries as
described in section 5.2.2. Each node in filter trie has pointer to the corresponding node in relationship
tree. For a new filter in a new requirement, we will use trie to locate its closest containing node with
pointer pointing to the closest containing node in the relationship tree. The new filter will be inserted
as a child of the closest containing node in relationship tree. Furthermore, we will use tries to locate all
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overlapping filters, For every overlapping filter, we will generate a new filter that is intersection of the
new filter and the overlapping filter. The closest containing node of the new filter is the closest
overlapping filter. The new filter will be inserted into both tries and the relationship tree.

Algorithm FilterProcessing (new_filter, new_req_ID)
1.

InsertTrie (new_filter)

2.

closest_containing_filter = GetClosestContainingFilterInTrie(new_filter)

3.

InsertRelaTree (new_filter, new_req_ID, closest_containing_filter -> rela_ptr)

4.

// process overlapping filters

5.

overlaps_set = GetOverlappingFiltersInTrie(new_filter)

6.

for every overlapping_filteri in overlaps_set

7.

overlap_part_filter = Intersection (new_filter, overlapping_filteri)

8.

InsertTrie(overlap_part_filter)

9.

InsertRelaTree (overlap_part_filter, new_req_ID, overlapping_filteri -> rela_ptr)

End Of Algorithm

Algorithm InsertRelaTree (new_filter, new_req_ID, parent_ptr)
1.

create a new_node with new_filter and new_req_ID

2.

for each childi of parent_ptr

3.

if (childi is contained with new_filter)

4.

remove childi from parent_ptr

5.

change childi to be one of new_node’s child

6.

insert new_node as one child of parent_ptr

End Of Algorithm

Lemma 2.5.2.4 (Containing Relationship In Relationship Tree)
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In relationship tree, filters with ancestor nodes must contain filters with descendant nodes. For any
node N with filter F in relationship tree, except the filter nodes with same requirement, ancestors are
all filters containing F and descendants are all filters contained with F.

Proof: We will prove it using induction on number of requirements K. First, it is true when K=0 or 1.
Assume it is true when K = k, then we will prove it is true for K = k+1.

For a new requirement, i.e. (k+1)th requirement, with filter new_filter, we will perform
InsertRelaTree(new_filter) operation. We find closest containing filter cctng_filter using trie then
insert the new node between its closest containing node and its immediate children. Because of
transitive property of containing relationship, i.e. A < B, B < C Æ A < C, it remains true that filters
with ancestor nodes contain filters with descendant nodes. In addition, we can prove ancestors are all
filters containing new_filter by contradiction. Assume there is another filter X that contains new_filter
but not contains cctng_filter. Then X overlaps with cctng_filter. In FilterProcessing, we will generate
new node for every overlap part. Then cctng_filter > X ∩ cctng_filter > new_filter, which contradicts
cctng_filter is the closest containing filter and proves that ancestors are all filters containing new_filter.
Similarly, we can prove descendants are all filters contained with new_filter. Obviously this remains
true for any other node.

Next we will find overlapping filters and insert overlap part filters to the tree. The insertion method is
the same except that we locate the closest containing node that is not the original filter new_filter
although overlap part filter will be contained with the new_filter. Therefore, we have proved that
except the filter node with the same requirement, i.e. its original filter, for any node, ancestor nodes are
all filters containing the filter and descendant nodes are all filters contained with the filter.

Corollary 2.5.2.5 (Requirement Relationship In Relationship Tree)
For any node N with filter F in relationship tree, ancestors’ requirements plus its own requirement
represent all requirements filter F should be subject to.
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Proof: Immediately follow lemma 5.2.4. One filter will be subject to all requirements with filter
containing it. Every requirement has a filter node for its original filter. In relationship tree, ancestor
nodes are all filters containing the node N. In other words, no any other filter, except the overlap part
filter’s original filter for same requirement, will be containing the node. Therefore, ancestors’
requirements plus its own requirement are all requirements the filter is subject to. €

Therefore, we do not need to maintain a requirement list for every bundle thus eliminate needs to
locate contained filters using trie, which is only needed if we have to use new requirement to update
the requirement list for all contained filters. Furthermore, with relationship tree, we can efficiently
determine the correct order for generated policies.

After processing filters, we will generate policies for every new node of relationship tree. Policy order
is important in correctness of bundle approach. With the relationship tree, the policies for nodei will be
in correct order as long as the new policies for nodei are always inserted right above those policies for
the closest containing node of the nodei.

Algorithm InstallPolicy (new_filter, new_policies)
1.

parent_ptr = new_filter -> rela_ptr -> parent

2.

// insert new_policies right above it

3.

new_policies.tail -> next = parent_ptr -> policy_ptr.head

4.

parent_ptr -> policy_ptr.head -> pre = new_policies.tail

End of Algorithm

Lemma 2.5.2.6: (Correctness of InstallPolicy)
InstallPolicy correctly maintains policy order such that policies for contained filters will always be
selected before the policies for containing filters.
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Proof: We will generate policies for every filter node in relationship tree. Based on Lemma 5.2.4, for
any node in the relationship tree, ancestors are all containing filters except its original filter.

We always insert policies for a filter right above policies for its closest containing filter. Based on
transitive property of containing relationship, the policies for one filter will be selected before any
policy for any of its containing filters.

We will then prove policies for an overlap part filter will also be ahead of policies for its original filter
original_filter. The policies for overlap part filter overlap__part_filter that is intersection between
original filter and an overlapping filter overlapping_filter will be inserted right above the policies for
its closest containing filter cc_overlap_filter. We first prove that original_filter can not be contained
with cc_overlap_filter

by contradiction.

Assume

original_filter

⊂

cc_overlap_filter,

then

overlap_part_filter < cc_overlap_filter ∩ overlapping_filter < cc_overlap_filter. Therefore,
cc_overlap_filter will not be the closest containing filter of overlap_part_filter, which proved the
original filter must not be contained with cc_overlap_filter.

If original filter is containing cc_overlap_filter, its policies will be inserted below the cc_overlap_filter
thus also below the policies for overlap_part_filter. Next we will prove that if original filter is not
containing cc_overlap_filter, its closest containing node cc_original_filter must be containing the
cc_overlap_filter in the follows. overlap_part_filter < cc_original_filter ∩ overlapping_filter =
bigger_overlap. If bigger_overlap contains cc_overlap_filter, then cc_original_filter contains
cc_overlap_filter. . bigger_overlap can not be contained with cc_overlap_filter because
cc_overlap_filter is the closest containing filter. Therefore, we have proved that cc_original_filter
contains cc_overlap_filter and hence original_filter must be inserted right above cc_original_filter and
below cc_overlap_filter and overlap_part_filter.

The overall algorithm of bundle approach can then be written as follows.
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Algorithm Bundle_Approach (Reqs)
1.

For every Reqi in Reqs

2.

new_req_ID = i

3.

overlaps_set = GetOverlappingFiltersInTrie(Reqi.filter)

4.

filter_set = {Reqi.filter} ∪ overlaps_set

5.

for every filterj in filter_set

6.

if (filterj is Reqi.filter)

// original filter

7.

new_filter = filterj

8.

closest_containing_filter = GetClosestContainingFilterInTrie(new_filter)

9.

else

// overlapping filter

10.

new_filter = Intersection (filterj, Reqi.filter)

11.

closest_containing_filter = filteri

12.

InsertTrie (new_filter)

13.

InsertRelaTree (new_filter, new_req_ID, closest_containing_filter -> rela_ptr)

14.

req_list = GetReqList (new_filter -> rela_ptr)

15.

new_policies = Single_Flow_Approach (new_filter, req_list)

16.

InstallPolicy(new_filter, new_policies)

17.

UpdateContainedPolicies (new_filter -> rela_ptr)

End Of Algorithm

In bundle approach, policies will be generated to satisfy all of its current requirements. New
requirement can come up at any time. When a new requirement comes up, the requirement list of
contained filters need to be changed to include the new one. The existing polices might no longer be
satisfying. Therefore, we will regenerate policies for them to make sure the policies will also satisfy
the new requirement as well as existing requirements. What we do is to regenerate policies for all
descendants of the node of the new filter in the relationship tree.

Algorithm UpdateContainedPolicies (parent_ptr)
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1.
2.

if (parent_ptr != NULL)
for every childi of parent_ptr

3.

req_list = GetReqList (childi.filter -> rela_ptr)

4.

new_policies = Single_Flow_Approach (childi.filter, req_list)

5.

ReplacePolicy(childi.filter, new_policies)

6.

UpdateContainedPolicies(childi_ptr)

End Of Algorithm

2.5.2.3 Analysis

The policies will trigger SA establishment, which is typically expensive for key exchange,
authentication etc. Obviously it is desired to minimize the number of new SA to be established in order
to minimize the new SA establishing cost. We will analyze both the calculation time and the number of
new SAs as two important parameters in evaluating efficiency of an approach.

Theorem 2.5.2.1 (Efficiency of the Bundle Approach)
The time for policy generation using bundle approach for one new requirement is at worst O(2R x (R x
N2 + N3)) and the number of new SAs is at most O(2R x N), in which R is number of existing
requirements and N is the number of nodes on the path.

Proof: Since we will calculate policies for every bundle of different subset of requirements. Totally
there are R requirements thus at most 2R different bundles. For each bundle, the policies can be
determined in (R x N2 + N3). Therefore, The total time to determine policies using single bundle
approach is at worst O(2K × (R x N2 + N3)). At worst, every time all of existing policies need to be
updated. Each bundle will have O(N) policies. Therefore, the total new SAs will at worst be O(2R x N).

In the algorithm, InsertTrie can be done in O(w), in which w is the width of the string. InstallPolicy
both can be done in O(1). The calculation efficiency depends on the number of overlapping filters. The
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number of new SAs depends on both the number of overlapping filters and the number of the filters
that are contained with the new filter. Both the number of overlapping filters and the number of
contained filters can at worst be O(2R).

Theorem 2.5.2.2 (Correctness of the Bundle Approach)
The Solution Generated Using Bundle Approach Correctly Satisfy All Requirements.

Proof: We will prove this approach achieves result equivalent to generating policies for each disjoint
bundle. We can prove it by induction on number of requirements. First, we prove the algorithm
produces correct result when the number of requirement K=1. When there is nil node in tries and
Relationship Tree and PolicyList, obviously the algorithm can successfully generate and install correct
policies for one bundle.

Assume it is correct for K=k, i.e. when there are k requirements, policies generated using the bundle
approach satisfy all k requirements. We will prove all policies correctly satisfy all requirements after
adding a new (k+1)th requirement. Assume there are M nodes in relationship tree after k requirements
are processed. In bundle approach, we generate a group of policies for every filter node in relationship
tree and install them in certain order. Thus we have M groups of policies for k requirements, the
selectors of which can be represented as {F1, F2, …, FM} and the requirement set of each group is
Reqset1, Reqset2, …, ReqsetM. We have proved in Lemma 2.5.2.6 that the policies with subset filter
will always be installed before the policies with superset filter. Since the traffic will be selected based
on order, the actual traffic go through ith group of policies is actually Fi – fi, in which fi is the part of
traffic selected by the policy groups before i. By first match, each packet will be only selected by one
policy group. Therefore, the overall traffic is actually divided into M disjoint bundles {F1– f1, F2– f2,
…, FM– fM}. In other words, the result is equivalent to correct policies for each bundle of M disjoint
bundles. It is assumed that right now each group of policies satisfies all requirements for the
corresponding bundle.
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We will prove the addition of (k+1)th requirement with filter FN will generate satisfying policies.
There are M disjoint bundles right now. Except the traffic FN, all other traffic’s requirements remain
satisfied. Assume the new filter has either overlapping or containing relationship with L disjoint
bundles, represented as {Fo1– fo1, Fo2– fo2, …, FoL– foL}, and then the new filter is composed of
disjoint filters {FN ∩ (Fo1– fo1), FN ∩ (Fo2– fo2), …, FN ∩ (FoL– foL), (FN - FN ∩ (Fo1– fo1) - FN ∩
(Fo2– fo2) -…- FN ∩ (FoL– foL))}. To make it right, we will need to generate policies for each L+1 new
bundles. Furthermore, we need to modify the existing L disjoint filters to subtract the overlap part, Fo1fo1 – FN ∩ (Fo1-fo1), …, FoL-foL - FN ∩ (FoL-foL).

We will show that our algorithm will produce the equivalent result as that for disjoint bundles. In the
algorithm, we will calculate overlaps with all the nodes then insert into relationship tree. We have
proved in Lemma 2.5.2.4 and Corollary 2.5.2.5 that the relationship tree correctly maintains the
requirement relationship of the tree nodes. If there are L1 of overlapping filters, represented as Fopi,
then we will generate new nodes as FN ∩ Fop1, FN ∩ Fop2, …, FN ∩ FopL1. The result will be
equivalent to the disjoint one with the following reason. The result for each new bundle with the
disjoint bundle is FN ∩ (Foi-foi) = FN ∩ Foi–FN ∩ foi in which foi is the union of zero or more of
preceding nodes. Since all of filters in foi precede Foi, all of filters in FN ∩ foI must precede FN ∩ Foi.
Therefore, the result of FN ∩ foi, FN ∩ Foi is equivalent to FN ∩ (Foi-foi). Having processed all kinds of
overlap and inserted all in appropriate order, the final result will be equivalent to the disjoint case.
Therefore, the policies are correct for K = k+1.

For each disjoint bundle, we will generate policies for each single bundle. We have proved in Theorem
2.5.1.2 that the solution is correct. Therefore, the solution can satisfy every single disjoint bundle and
thus the all requirements for all the traffic are satisfied.

Theorem 2.5.2.3 (Completeness of the Single Bundle Approach)
The bundle approach is complete in that it can find a solution if there is one.
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Proof: Immediate follows proof of Theorem 2.5.1.3.

2.5.3 Direct Approach: Directly Building Chained Tunnels For Each SCR

Although the bundle approach is complete and correct, it is still less ideal in its efficiency and
scalability. Specifically, we have to calculate bundle filters and then generate policies for each bundle.
In addition, a new requirement can trigger a lot of SA reestablishment. In this section, we develop
algorithm to generate policies to correspond to each SCR without separating traffic into bundles, which
is more efficient and requires less update. The reason is that most tunnels can directly work together to
provide necessary protection in real life. Only when there are overlaps between interacted tunnels (i.e.
selectors have non-nil intersection) can tunnels together cause requirement violation. In this section,
we will develop algorithm to generate non-interacted-overlapping tunnel policies for each SCR. We
will further prove that all requirements will be satisfied if we can find chained non-overlapping tunnel
solutions for each SCR.

For instance, in Three_Reqs example, we do not bother to separate traffic into bundles. We simply
build tunnels for each SCR and make sure the new tunnels do not overlap with any of existing tunnels.
The following figure showed the solutions using direct approach. We have three SCRs. For Req1, we
first build a yellow tunnel from border of SG1 to border of SG2. Then for Req2, we will build the blue
tunnel from SG1.1 to SG2 that does not overlap with existing yellow tunnel. Last for Req3, since one
nonstop tunnel will be overlapping with blue tunnel, we build two connecting purple tunnels that do
not overlap with any existing tunnels. The four tunnels together can satisfy all three requirements.
Compared to ten tunnel solution using bundle approach shown in figure 2.11, the direct approach
solution is much more simple and efficient.

SG1.1

SG1

SG2

SG2.1
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Figure 2.17: Security Requirements Example

Direct approach has two advantages over bundle approach: efficient policy generation and efficient
requirement update. In bundle approach, we generate policies for each bundle. There might be much
more bundles than SCRs. It will be more efficient to generate policies to correspond to SCR rather than
bundles. In direct approach solution, the yellow tunnel will govern all traffic from SG1 to SG2 while in
bundle approach, we have to build Req1 into each bundle. Therefore, the policies generated using
direct approach will be less than those using bundle approach, which ultimately makes policy
management easier.

Direct approach is also more efficient in regard to requirement update. In bundle approach, a new
requirement may trigger series of policy change due to requirement list change for contained bundles.
In direct approach, new tunnels for new requirement will be selecting all applicable traffic, and thus
the new requirement will be automatically applied to all applicable traffic without need to change
existing policies. To make sure the new tunnel applies to all applicable traffic, the only additional work
to do is to adjust selectors to include the encapsulated traffic. For example, if yellow tunnel’s original
selector is (src = 1.* dst = 2.*), to include the traffic encapsulated by blue tunnel, the new selectors are
(src = 1.*, dst = 2.*) and (src = 1.1.*, dst = 2.* prot = ESP).

The focus of the direct approach is then how to build chained tunnels for each SCR that do not overlap
with any existing tunnels and satisfy the SCR and relevant CARs and SARs. We will first develop the
algorithms to generate non-overlapping tunnel policies for one SCR before we develop and prove
overall algorithm.

2.5.3.1 Algorithms To Generate Non-overlapping Tunnel Policies For One SCR
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We have stated that tunnels built for each SCR individually together will satisfy all requirements as
long as there is no interacted overlapping. We will provide detail proof in analysis section. In this
section, we design algorithms to find policies that satisfy one SCR and relevant CARs SARs, and do
not overlap with any existing interacted tunnels.

We will build chained tunnels for each SCR. The existing tunnels are groups of chained tunnels for
existing SCRs, one group (chain) corresponding to one SCR. The Direct Non-overlapping Problem
can be formally defined as follows. We are given L interacted tunnel groups (for L existing SCRs), the
ith of it has Ni chained tunnels connected at {Connect_nodei0 = fromBi, Connect_nodei1, …,
Connect_nodeiNi = toBi}, We are also given one SCR (sec_func, strength, fromB15, toB, trusted_nodes),
J CARs {CAR1, CAR2, …, CARJ}, the ith of which can be represented by (sec_funci, access_nodesi), K
SARs {SAR1, SAR2, …, SARK}, the ith of which can be represented by (SA_peer1, SA_peer2, sec_func),
The problem is to find a group of chained tunnels represented by connecting nodes {Connect_node0 =
fromB, Connect_node1, …, Connect_nodeM = toB}, to satisfy the SCR, CARs, SARs and does not
overlap with any of the given tunnels, or return “failure” message if there is no such a set of policies.

The central point is to find a set of connecting nodes for new group of tunnels. We will develop
algorithms to find a satisfying solution with right connecting nodes. We can first illustrate the process
using a simple example.
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Ra (Ra’)
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D

A

1
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Rf
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Sub-domains And Border Routers

fromB and toB are borders of protection area as detailed in section 3.4.
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b) Existing And New Tunnels

Figure 2.18: Example Of Non-overlapping Solution

Figure 2.18 illustrates communications from admistrative domain 1 to domain 2. Assume the domain
identities are as follows. The biggest grey domains are 1.* and 2.* respectively. The left side green one
is 1.1.*. The left side blue one is 1.1.1.*. The left side purple sub-domains are 1.1.1.1.* and 1.1.1.2.*.
The right side green one is 2.1.* and the right side blue one is 2.1.1.*.

The tunnels are drawn in b) of figure 2.18. What we need in seeking the nonoverlapping solution are
tunnels’ relative positions. Therefore, in b), Ra and Ra’ are combined into one node. Two existing
groups of tunnels shown as grey tunnels protect traffic from 1.1.1.1.* to 2.1.1.* and 1.1.1.2.* to
2.1.1.*. In the figure, although two tunnel groups appear to be overlapping, it is fine since they protect
two disjoint traffic sets, i.e. they are non-interacted tunnel groups. Now we want to build chained
tunnels to protect traffic from 1.1.1.* to 2.1.1.*. Both existing groups of tunnels are to be considered
since they both interact with the new tunnel groups.

We need to build non-overlapping chained tunnels for the new SCR to cover area from Rb to Rg. We
first find out relevant CARs and SARs and build a primary graph similar to what we did in section 5.1.
With the primary graph, we know which SAs are eligible or allowed along the path, and then we are
ready to look for non-overlapping and satisfying solutions.

We first look for Must_Be_Connecting nodes meaning there will be overlapping if tunnels are not
connected at the nodes. In other words, any correct solution will have them as connecting nodes. In
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figure 16, we find Rc is a Must_Be_Connecting node. The reason is as follows. The new tunnel group
will start at Rb. One existing tunnel Ra-Rc starts before Rb and ends after Rb. Therefore, if we do not
have Rc as a connecting node, then one of the new tunnel will overlap with Ra-Rc no matter what.
There is no other Must_Be_Connecting node in the example.

Then we check how we should build tunnels between Rb and Rc and between Rc and Rg. We first
check if there is one non-stop tunnel solution between them. If so, we’ve found non-overlapping
solution. According to the primary graph, we can build one non-stop tunnel from Rb to Rc but one
non-stop tunnel from Rc to Rg is not allowed. In this case, we will need to find connecting solution
that causes no overlap between Rc and Rg. We will first look for Common Connecting Nodes that are
connecting nodes common to all existing tunnel groups. In other words, all existing interacted tunnels
have the node as one of its connecting nodes. In the example, we find Rd is a common connecting
node. We will prove later that connecting solution must have at least one of common connecting nodes
as connecting node in order to avoid overlapping. Therefore, since we only have one common
connecting node, we must select Rd as a connecting node.

Then we check solutions between Rc and Rd and between Rd and Rg. Assume one tunnel Rc to Rd is
allowed but Rd to Rg is not allowed. We will further look for non-overlapping connecting solution
between Rd and Rg. There is no common connecting node between them. Then we will look for
Have_To_Be_Connecting nodes between Rc and Rf, meaning we have to connect tunnels at those
nodes to avoid overlapping if we can not build one non-stop tunnel between Rc and Rg and there is no
common connecting nodes in between. Note the difference between Must_Be_Connecting nodes and
Have_To_Be_Connecting nodes is that the former must be connecting nodes regardless and the latter
have to be connecting nodes only when the non-stop tunnel is not allowed. In the example, we find two
Have_To_Be_Connecting nodes Re and Rf because both have to be connecting nodes in order to not
overlap with existing tunnel groups. The resultant non-overlapping solution is shown as blue tunnel
chain in the figure 2.18.
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The algorithm to find solution is desired to be correct, complete and efficient. The algorithm is
correct means that the generated new tunnels satisfy the SCR and relevant CARs and SARs, and do not
overlap with any of existing tunnels. The algorithm is complete means that it can find a solution as
long as there is one.

We will start to develop detail of the algorithms. First we will build a primary graph to find eligible
SAs. Before building tunnels, we need to check out relevant CARs and SARs. We just scan CARs and
SARs one by one and choose one CAR or SAR if its selector has non-nil intersection with the selector
of the SCR. With CAR and SAR, we can build primary graph similar to what we did in section 5.1.
The differences between this and policy_action_generation solution are 1) there is no zero edge; 2)
only primary graph is needed since we only have one SCR; 3) the linear path will start from the
SCR.fromB to SCR.toB. In the following algorithm, we omit the details of functions
Link_Node_Coverage and Initialize_Graph etc. that have been presented in section 2.5.1.

Algorithm Build_Direct_Primary_Graph(filter, SCR)
1.

Find_All_Relevant_SARs_CARs

2.

Link_Node_Coverage(SCR)

3.

Initialize_Primary_Graph(SARs)

4.

CAR_Conflict_Check(CARs)

5.

CAR_Processing(CARs)

6.

Distrusted_Node_Processing(sec_node)

End Of Algorithm

In the algorithm, the first line takes at most O(J+K) time, in which J is the number of CARs and K is
the number of SARs. The second line takes time O(N). The third line takes time O(K + N2). The line
4,5,6 takes O(J x N2). Therefore, the running time for the algorithm is at most O(K + J x N2).
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We are given a set of tunnel groups, each of which has a set of connecting nodes. We will organize and
order the existing connecting nodes, based on which we can determine Must_Be_Connecting,
Common Connecting and Have_To_Be_Connecting nodes. We sort existing connecting nodes based
on their relative position from left to right. Each connecting node has a set of attributes (group_id, pre,
next) in which pre, next is the previous and next node that the connecting node is associated with in the
group identified by group_id. One node might be connecting node in several groups. We can use link
list to represent them.

Algorithm Organize_Existing_Connecting_Nodes (Tnlgroups)
1.

Sorted_connect_queue = {}

2.

for each groupi in Tnlgroups

3.
4.

// an ordered priority queue

for each Connect_nodeij in groupi
insert Connect_nodeij (pre = connect_nodeij-1, next=connect_nodeij+1, group_id = i) to

Sorted_connect_queue
End Of Algorithm

The priority queue insertion takes at most O(N) time. The algorithm takes O(L x N2) time. Given a set
of tunnel groups’ configuration, the algorithm outputs a set of ordered existing connecting nodes, each
of which is associated with a set of group identities, a set of previous nodes and a set of next nodes. In
later context, the ordered existing connecting nodes are represented as set Sorted_connect_queue =
{Sorted_connect0, Sorted_connect1, …, Sorted_connectK}. For any Sorted_connecti, the set of group
identities,

previous

nodes,

next

nodes

are

represented

as

Sorted_connecti.group_ids,

Sorted_connecti.pres and Sorted_connecti.nexts respectively.

We will first look for Must_Be_Connecting nodes in order to get non-overlapping solution.

Finding Must_Be_Connecting Nodes
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Definition 2.5.3.1 (Tunnel Overlaps): Two tunnels Tnli (fromi, toi) and Tnlj (fromj, toj) overlap iff
fromi < fromj < toi < toj.

Lemma 2.5.3.1 (Must_Be_Connecting Nodes Between Two Nodes)
We are given set Sorted_connect_queue = {Sorted_connect0, Sorted_connect1, …, Sorted_connectK}.
Now a group of chained tunnels are to be built from Start_node to End_node, and the new group of
tunnels must not overlap with any of existing tunnels. Any Sorted_Connecti node is a
Must_Be_Connecting node iff it resides between Start_node and End_node, and at least one of its
previous nodes resides before Start_node or at least one of its next nodes resides after End_node, i.e.
Start_node < Sorted_Connecti < End_node && (∃j Sorted_Connecti.prej < Start_node || ∃k
Sorted_Connecti.nextk > End_node).

Proof: We will prove by contradiction, i.e. if Sorted_Connecti that meet the above condition is not a
connecting node, there will be an overlap no matter how we build tunnels.

Without the node as connecting node, we can either build one non-stop tunnel or build chained tunnels
that do not connect at the node. First, if we build one non-stop tunnel from Start_node to End_node,
obviously the tunnel will be overlapping with either the tunnel (Sorted_Connecti.prej, Sorted_Connecti)
or the tunnel (Sorted_Connecti, Sorted_Connecti.nextk). Second, we can build chained tunnels that do
not connect at the node. Suppose the connecting nodes adjacent to Sorted_Connecti are Connect_nodel
and Connect_nodel+1. Then the new tunnel (Connect_nodel, Connect_nodel+1) is overlapping with
either the tunnel (Sorted_Connecti.prej, Sorted_Connecti) or the tunnel (Sorted_Connecti,
Sorted_Connecti.nextk). €

We can recursively find all Must_Be_Connecting nodes as follows.

Algorithm Finding_Must_Be_Connecting_Nodes (Sorted_connect_queue, Start_node, End_node)
1.

static must_connect_queue = {Start_node, End_node}
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2.

for each Start_node < Sorted_connecti < End_node in Sorted_connect_queue

1.

for each prej in Sorted_connecti.pres and each nextk in Sorted_connecti.nexts

2.

if (Sorted_connecti.prej < Start_node || Sorted_connecti.nextk > End_node)

3.

if (sec_node[Sorted_connecti] == 0 )

4.
5.
6.
7.

// it is allowed to be connecting node

insert Sorted_connecti into must_connect_queue
else

return(“Fail! The node is not trusted to be connecting node.”);

for every new pair (nodei, nodei+1) in must_connect_queue
Finding_Must_Be_Connecting_Nodes(Sorted_connect_queue, nodei, nodei+1)

End Of Algorithm

Between Start_node and End_node, there are at most N connecting nodes to check, and the time to
check them is at most O(L x N). If there are P new pairs, the total time will be O(N) = L x N + O(N1) +
O(N2) + … + O(NP) in which N1 + N2 + … + NP <= N, and O(1) = 1. Therefore, the total running time
is at most O(L x N2).

Lemma 2.5.3.2 (Property of Must_Be_Connecting Nodes)
If we are able to build one non-stop tunnel between every pair of adjacent Must_Be_Connecting nodes,
then the resultant tunnels are not overlapping with any of existing tunnels.

Proof: We can prove it by contradiction, i.e. if any of the new tunnel New_Tnli (Connect_nodei,
Connect_nodei+1) overlaps with an existing tunnel, then Connect_nodei and Connect_nodei+1 are not
adjacent Must_Be_Connecting nodes.

If the new tunnel overlaps with an existing tunnel Tnlj (fromj, toj), then either fromi < Connect_nodei <
toi < Connect_nodei+1 or Connect_nodei < fromi < Connect_nodei+1 < toi holds. Based on Lemma 5.3.1,
either fromi or toi is a Must_Be_Connecting node. Therefore, the new tunnel New_Tnli
(Connect_nodei, Connect_nodei+1) is not built between adjacent Must_Be_Connecting nodes. €
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Therefore, if there is one non-stop tunnel solution between every pair of Must_Be_Connecting nodes,
the resultant tunnels are correct. If non-stop tunnel solution is not possible, we will find chained
nonoverlapping tunnel solution between each Must_Be_Connecting node pair. The overall solution
will be correct if we find satisfying nonoverlapping solution between every Must_Be_Connecting node
pair. To come up with correct solution, the first thing to check is common connecting nodes.

Finding Common Connecting Nodes

Basically, common connecting nodes are those connecting nodes common to all existing tunnel groups
that have at least one connecting node in between. We do not have to consider the tunnel groups that
have no connecting node in between because there will be no overlapping with them no matter how we
choose connnecting nodes in between. Formally, common connecting node is defined as follows.

Definition 2.5.3.3 (Common Connecting Nodes Between Two Nodes)
We are given a set of tunnel groups, the ith of which has a set of connecting nodes {Connect_nodei0 =
fromBi, Connect_nodei1, …, Connect_nodeiNi = toBi}. Now chained tunnels are to be built between
Start_node and End_node. Among existing tunnel groups, the tunnel groups that have at least one
connecting node between Start_node and End_node are called Connect_groups, i.e. group_idi ∈
Connect_groups iff ∃j Start_node < Connect_nodeij < End_node. Between Start_node and End_node,
any node Nodei is a common connecting node iff 1) It is a connecting node common to all tunnel
groups that are in Connect_groups and cross over the node, i.e. ∀group_idj (group_idj ∈
Connect_groups && Connect_nodej0 <= Nodei <= Connect_nodejNj) ∃k Nodei = Connect_nodejk. 2)
None of tunnel groups in Connect_groups cross over it, i.e. !∃j j ∈ Connect_groups &&
Connect_nodej0 <= Nodei <= Connect_nodejNj.

In the definition, first we only consider the connecting nodes for Connect_groups because any chaining
configuration will not cause overlap with tunnel groups that are not in Connect_groups. Second, we
only consider all tunnel groups crossing over certain node because connecting at the node would not
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cause any overlapping with the tunnel groups that do not cross over the nodes. We will prove the
property of common connecting node shortly. Based on the definition, we can find common
connecting nodes as follows.

Algorithm Finding_Common_Connecting_Nodes (Start_node, End_node)
1.

common_queue = {}

2.

connect_groups = union all group_ids of connecting nodes between Start_node and End_node

3.

for every nodei between start_node and end_node

4.

cross_groups = {}

5.

for every group_idj in connect_groups

6.

if connect_nodej0 < nodei < connect_nodejNj

7.

add the group_id into cross_groups

8.

if (cross_groups == NULL)
insert nodei into common_queue

9.
10.
11.
12.

else
if nodei is in connect_queue && nodei.group_ids == cross_groups
insert nodei into common_queue

End Of Algorithm

In the algorithm, line 2 takes O(N x L2). In the loop from line 3 to line 12, the inner loop from line 5 to
line 7 takes O(L), line 11-12 takes O(N + L), and time for the loop takes O(N x (N+L)) . Therefore, the
running time for entire algorithm is at most O(N x L2 + N2).

Lemma 2.5.3.3 (Property Of Common Connecting Nodes)
We are to build chained tunnels between Start_node and End_node, and one non-stop tunnel is not
possible. If there are K > 0 common connecting nodes Common_Set ={Common1, Common2, …,
CommonK} between them as defined in definition 5.3.3, and if no connecting node in new group is the
same as any of node in Common_Set, there will be overlap.
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Proof: Since one tunnel solution is not possible, there is at least one connecting node. We will prove
that there is an overlap no matter what the configuration is as long as none of the new connecting node
is common connecting node.

The new configuration is represented by {Connect_node0 = Start_node, Connect_node1, …,
Connect_nodeM = End_node} in which M > 1 and none of the Connect_nodei is any common
connecting node. Since M > 1, we can find a Connect_nodej that Commoni-1 < Connect_nodej <
Commoni < Connect_nodej+1, in which 0 < j < M, 0 < i <= K. In other words, Connect_nodej is the one
left to and closest to Commoni.

If j+1 < M, i.e. Connect_nodej+1 is not the End_node, then there is at least one existing tunnel (x, y)
crosses over the node Connect_nodej+1, in which Commoni <=x < Connect_nodej+1, and y >
Connect_nodej+1, based on common connecting node definition. In this case, the new tunnel
(Connect_nodej, Connect_nodej+1) is overlapping with the exising tunnel (x,y).

If j+1 = M, i.e. Connect_nodej+1 is the End_node, since Connect_nodej is not a common connecting
node, then there is at least one existing tunnel (x, y) crosses over it, in which x < Connect_nodej and y
< Commoni < End_node. Therefore, the new tunnel (Connect_nodej, End_node) is overlapping with
the existing tunnel (x,y).

Lemma 2.5.3.4 (All Non-Overlapping Solutions With Common Connecting Nodes)
We are to build chained tunnels between Start_node and End_node, i.e. one tunnel solution is not
possible. If there are K > 0 common connecting nodes Common_Set ={Common0 = Start_node,
Common1, Common2, …, CommonK+1 = End_node} between them as defined in definition 5.3.3, then
any of the nonoverlapping solutions can be represented as {Common_connect0 = Start_node,
Connect01, …Connect0N0, Common_connect1, Connect11, …, Connect1N1, Common_connect2, …,
Common_connectM+1 = End_node}, in which Common_connecti is one of common connecting nodes
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and Connectij is not any common connecting node. The number of common nodes as connecting nodes
0 < M <=K. If Common_connecti and Common_connecti+1 is not adjacent, then the Ni=0, i.e. the only
solution is one non-stop tunnel to connect two common nodes. If Common_connecti and
Common_connecti+1 is adjacent, then the Ni > = 0, and the chained tunnels between Common_connecti
and Common_connecti+1 must be nonoverlapping with any of existing tunnels. In other words, the
above represents all non-overlapping solutions.

Proof: We will first prove the represented solution is correct, i.e. it is not overlapping with any
existing tunnels. Then we will prove that it represents every possible solution, i.e. there is no any other
non-overlapping solution.

First, the represented solutions create no overlaps. There are two types of tunnel groups. First type
does not have any connecting node between Start_node and End_node, i.e. the tunnels in the tunnel
groups are either completely encompassing the new tunnels or disjoint with the new tunnels.
Obviously any configuration won’t cause overlap. The second type tunnel groups have connecting
nodes in between. Based on common connecting node definition, common connecting nodes are
connecting nodes common to all second type tunnel groups. Therefore, the one non-stop tunnel
between two common connecting nodes will be either containing or disjoint with existing tunnels in
the second type tunnel groups. Or we can find chained nonoverlapping solutions between adjacent
common connecting nodes.

Second, we will prove it represents all possible solutions. Between two non-adjacent common
connecting nodes, if none of common connecting nodes between them can be connecting nodes for the
new group, then the only solution is one non-stop tunnel to connect them, according to Lemma 5.3.3.
The lemma represented all possible solutions with any number 0 < M <= K of common connecting
nodes as a connecting node. We have proved that the solution is overlapping if M = 0 common
connecting node as connecting node. Therefore, it represents complete set of solutions.
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Based on the lemma 2.5.3.4, given a set of common nodes, the solution can be found as follows.

Algorithm Common_Nodes_Solution (Common_nodes, start_num, Path, num_tnls )
1.

static solutions = (min = 100, path = NULL)

2.

eligible_queue = {}

3.

for every commoni (start_num + 1, K) in Common_nodes

4.

if i == start_num + 1

5.

if (lengthi = Nonoverlapping_ Between_Nodes(common0, common1) != 0)
insert (commoni, lengthi) into eligible_queue

6.
7.

else

8.

if there is one non-stop tunnel from common0 to commoni

9.

insert (commoni, lengthi=1) into eligible_queue

10. for every (commoni, lengthi) in eligible_queue
11.

Path = Path + nodei

12.

total = num_tnls + lengthi

13.

if nodei == End_node

14.

if total < solution.min

15.
16.
17.

replace solution with (path, total)
else
common_nodes_solution (Common_nodes, i, Path, total)

18. return (solutions)
End of Algorithm

Initially, the start_num is 0, Path is with Start_node and num_tnls is 0. The above algorithm
recursively check all possible solutions and eventully find the solution with minimum number of
tunnels. In the algorithm, the loop from line 3 to line 9 takes at most O(N2). The algorithm will at most
check through all edges, which takes at most O(N2).
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To find non-overlapping solution between two nodes, if there are common connecting nodes, the above
algorithm can find all possible solutions. If there are no common connecting nodes, we will need to
find Have_To_Be_Connecting nodes as follows.

Finding Have_To_Be_Connecting Nodes
We will prove that the following so-called Borders have to be connecting nodes in order not to overlap.
We will find first border first.

Definition 2.5.3.4 (First Border)
Between two nodes (Start_node, End_node), assume there is no non-stop tunnel solution, and there is
no common connecting node. We are given a set Sorted_connect_queue = {Sorted_connect0,
Sorted_connect1, …, Sorted_connectK}, in which the set of group identities of any node i is stored in
Sorted_connecti.group_ids. The first border is the connecting node Sorted_connecti whose group_ids
supersets all previous connecting nodes’ group_ids and none of any latter connecting node’s group_ids
supersets all previous ones, i.e. ∀j (j < i) Sorted_connectj.group_ids ⊆ Sorted_connecti.group_ids and
!∃k (k > i) ∀l (l < k) Sorted_connectl.group_ids ⊆ Sorted_connectk.group_ids.

Lemma 2.5.3.5 (First Have_To_Be Connecting Node)
The first border Sorted_connecti has to be a connecting node in order not to overlap with any existing
tunnels.

Proof: Now we must have at least one connecting node, assume it is x. We will prove that if x !=
first_border, then there will be overlap.

If the connecting node x > first_border, then we will prove the new tunnel (Start_node, x) will be
overlapping with one or more of the existing tunnels. There are two kinds of tunnel groups: one has
connecting node before x and one does not have connecting node before x. Because x > first_border,
so the former group is not empty. We will prove that the new tunnel will overlap with at least one in
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the former group. First if the former group is composed only the tunnel groups with first_border, then
based on first border definition, not all of them can exit at the same node x, otherwise first_border is
not the first border. Second, if the former group is composed of tunnel groups with first_border and
some other groups, then they can not all exit at same node x, otherwise first_border is not the first
border.

If x < first_border, and the exit first_border < y < End_node. Then (x,y) will overlap with at least one
of existing tunnels based on the above proof. If x is the only connecting node, then we will prove (x,
End_node) is overlapping with one of tunnels. Since first_border is not a common connecting node, so
there is at least one group that has a connecting node after first_border, say z, then the (x, End_node) is
overlapping with the tunnel (Start_node, z).

Definition 2.5.3.5 (Subsequent Borders)
After a borderi, the first connecting node whose group_ids is not a subset of borderi’s group_ids is a
border borderj. Before borderj, any node whose group_ids is not subset of the borderj’s group_ids is
also a border.

Lemma 2.5.3.6: (Subsequent Have_To_Be_Connecting Nodes)
All subsequent borders have to be connecting nodes in order not to overlap with any of existing
tunnels.

Proof: We have proved in lemma 5.3.5 that the first one must be connecting node. Based on lemma
5.3.1, then the next one whose group_ids is not subset of the first border’s group_ids must be a
connecting node. Similarly, based on lemma 5.3.1, the previous one whose group_ids is not subset of
the new connecting node must be a connecting node too.

Algorithm Finding_Have_To_Be_Connecting_Nodes (Start_node, End_node)
1.

have_to_connect_queue = {}
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2.

first_border = connect1

3.

for each Start_node < Sorted_connecti < End_node in Sorted_connect_queue

4.
5.

if Sorted_connecti.group_ids > union (all group_ids of Sorted_connect1 to Sorted_connecti)
first_border = connecti

6.

add first_border in have_to_connect_queue

7.

pre_border = first_border

8.

while (pre_border < End_node)

9.
10.

for each node pre_border < Sorted_connecti < End_node
if Sorted_connecti.group_ids is not subset of pre_border.group_ids

11.

next_border = Sorted_connecti

12.

add next_border in have_to_connect_queue

13.

for each node pre_border < Sorted_connecti < next_border

14.

if Sorted_connecti.group_ids is not subset of next_border.group_ids

15.

add Sorted_connecti in have_to_connect_queue

16.

pre_border = next_border

End Of Algorithm

The algorithm takes at most O(L x N2) time.

Overall Direct Non-overlapping Algorithm

In summary, to find nonoverlapping solution between two nodes, we will first check if there are
common connecting nodes. If there are, then we will find common nodes solutions. If there are not,
then we will check Have_To_Be_Connecting nodes. The algorithm to find nonoverlapping solution
between two nodes can be written as follows.

Algorithm Nonoverlapping_Between_Nodes (start_node, end_node)
1.

if there is direct tunnel between start_node and end_node
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2.

return(1)

3.

Finding_Common_Connecting_Nodes (Tnlgroups, Sorted_connect_queue)

4.

if ( common_queue != NULL )

5.
6.

path = Common_Nodes_Solution (common_nodes, 0, K, path=Start_node, num_tnls = 0)
else

7.

Finding Have_To_Be_Connecting_Nodes

8.

for each pair of Have_To_Be_connecting nodes

9.

path = path + Nonoverlapping_Between_Nodes (nodei, nodei+1)

10. return (path)
End of Algorithm

Therefore, the overall algorithm can be written as follows.

Algorithm Direct_Nonoverlapping_Tunnel_Group (filter, SCR, interacted_tunnels)
1.

Build_Primary_Graph(filter, SCR)

2.

Organize_Existing_Connecting_nodes( )

3.

Finding_Must_Be_Connecting_Nodes( )

4.

num_tnls = 0

5.

For each pair (nodei, nodei+1) in must_be_connect_queue

6.

num_tnls + = Nonoverlapping_Between _Nodes (nodei, nodei+1,0)

End Of Algorithm

Lemma 2.5.3.9 (Property of Direct_Nonoverlapping_Tunnel_Group)
1) The algorithm is correct, i.e. the resulted tunnels satisfy SCR and relevant SARs, CARs, and do
not overlap with any existing tunnels.
2) The algorithm is complete, i.e. the algorithm can find a solution as long as there is one.
3) The algorithm takes at most O(L2 x N2), in which L is the number of existing requirements, N is
the number of nodes on the path.
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Proof:
1) The solution is composed of only eligible SAs to cover the protection area. Therefore, the SCR
and relevant SARs and CARs are satisfied. Based on lemma 2.5.3.2, lemma 2.5.3.4, lemma 2.5.3.6, the
solutions

built

between

Must_Be_Connecting

nodes,

Common_Connecting

nodes

and

Have_To_Be_Connecting nodes are all non-overlapping. Therefore, the resultant solution does not
overlap with any existing tunnels.
2) Based on lemma 2.5.3.2, 2.5.3.4 and 2.5.3.6, the Must_Be_Connecting nodes and
Have_To_Be_Connecting nodes are mandatory to be connecting nodes, i.e. that is only possible
solution. Based on lemma 2.5.3.5, with Common_Connecting_Nodes set, the algorithm checks all
possible solution represented in the complete set. Therefore, the algorithm is complete.
3) As we analyzed for individual algorithms before, in the algorithm, the first line takes O(K + J x
N2), in which J is the number of CARs and K is the number of SARs, J + K < L. The second line takes
at most O(L x N2). The third line takes at most O(L x N2). Finding common nodes takes O(N x L2 +
N2). Finding Have_To_Connecting nodes take O(L x N2). The algorithm finding solution between
Must_Be_Connecting nodes takes at most O(L x N2). Therefore, the running time of entire algorithm is
at most O(L2 x N2).

2.5.3.2 Overall Direct Approach Algorithm

In direct approach, we will generate policies for each SCR to not overlap with any of interacted
tunnels. If there is no overlap, the tunnels will work together to provide necessary protection as long as
the selectors are correctly adjusted. Therefore, for the approach to work, there are two remaining
problems: 1) How to locate all interacted tunnels? 2) How to adjust selectors correctly?

The interacted tunnels are those with filters that are not disjoint with the new filter. Non-disjoint
relationships are either contained, containing or overlapping. To facilitate locating interacted tunnels,
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we will use relationship tree. Furthermore, the selectors need to be adjusted in order to include the
tunnels of the closest contained filters, which can be easily done using relationship tree.

Algorithm Direct_Approach (Reqs)
1.
2.

For every Reqi in Reqs
new_req_ID = I

3.

InsertTrie (Reqi.filter)

4.

closest_containing_filter = GetClosestContainingFilterInTrie(new_filter)

5.
6.

InsertRelaTree (Reqi.filter, new_req_ID, closest_containing_filter -> rela_ptr)
if (Reqi.type == SCR)

7.

interacted_tunnels = GetAllInteractedTunnels (new_filter -> rela_ptr)

8.

new_policies = Direct_NonOverlapping (new_filter, Reqi, interacted_tunnels)

9.

InstallPolicy(Reqi.filter, new_policies)

10.

AdjustSelectors (new_filter -> rela_ptr)

11.

// process overlapping filters

12.

overlaps_set = GetOverlappingFiltersInTrie(Reqi.filter)

13.

for every filterj in overlaps_set

14.

new_filter = Intersection (filterj, Reqi.filter)

15.

closest_containing_filter = filterj

16.

InsertTrie (new_filter)

17.
18.
19.

InsertRelaTree (new_filter, new_req_ID, closest_containing_filter -> rela_ptr)
if (Reqi.type == SCR)
AdjustSelectors (new_filter -> rela_ptr)

End Of Algorithm

In the algorithm, we only generate policies for every original filter although we process every
overlapping filter the same way as we did in bundle approach. The approach has big advantage in
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efficiency in that the generated policy number will be at worst O(K x N) in which K is the number of
SCRs and N is the number of nodes.

2.5.3.3 Analysis

Theorem 2.5.3.1 (Efficiency of Direct Approach)
The cost for Direct Approach is at worst O(2R + R3 x N2) in which R is the number of requirements
and N is the number of nodes on the path. The number of new SAs for each SCR is O(N) and thus
totally is O(R x N).

Proof: We can analyze the efficiency of the algorithm line by line. Line 3 InsertTrie can be done in
O(w), in which w is the width of the string. Line 4 GetClosestContainingFitlerInTrie can be done in
O(w2). Line 5 InsertRelaTree needs to compare each of closest containing node’s child to determine
where to insert while the number of children is at most O(R). Line 6 GetAllInteractedTunnels will get
all tunnels of containing and contained filters by searching the relationship tree, the tunnels are at most
O(R x N) since we build tunnels for each SCR only. Line 7 Direct_Nonoverlapping_Approach can be
done in O(K + J + N2), in which K, J are the number of SARs and CARs. Line 8 InstallPolicy can be
done in O(1). Line 9 AdjustSelector will check all closest containing and contained tunnels and adjust
selectors to include them, which can be done in at worst O(R). Overall, since there are R requirements,
at worst there are 2R bundles with different subset of requirements. The time to process the overlap is
at worst O(2R) in total. The time to generate policies is at worst O(R2 x N2) since we only generate
policies for each SCR. Therefore, the number of new SAs is totally O(K x N).

Although the time to process overlap could be at worst O(2R), generally there are very few overlaps.
The percentage of overlapping filters in real access control policies investigated by [23] is about
2/1000. Therefore, when there is very few filter overlap, the direct approach can achieve optimum
performance of O(R x N2).
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Theorem 2.5.3.2 (Correctness of Direct Approach) Direct Approach is correct.

Proof: We will prove the policies generated by Direct Approach satisfy all SCRs, CARs and SARs.
First, based on lemma 2.5.3.9, the algorithm in the last subsection will satisfy one SCR and relevant
CARs and SARs, and do not overlap with any of the existing tunnels. CARs and SARs would not be
violated if there were no tunnel. Since every generated policy satisfied relevant CARs and SARs, all
CARs and SARs are satisfied. Every SCR is satisfied individually and there is no interacted
overlapping. Therefore, each traffic flow will be selected and protected by all applicable tunnel groups
corresponding to applicable SCRs. In other words, SCR requirements for all traffic are satisfied.

Theorem 2.5.3.3 (Incompleteness of Direct Approach): Direct Approach is incomplete.

Proof: Direct approach is not always able to find a solution when there is one. In Direct Approach,
traffic is not separated. Interacted tunnels should not overlap with each other in order work together to
provide security coverage, which imposes restrictions in the way to build tunnels. We can use the
example below to illustrate it.

H1

Ra

Rb

Rc

Rd

H2

Figure 2.19: Incompleteness of Direct Approach

In the figure 2.19, there are two requirements: Req1 = (H1 H2 Æ AUTH Strong H1 H2) and Req2 (1.*
2.* Æ ENC Strong Ra Rb). Assume because of some CARs or SARs, H1 can only set up AUTH SA
with Rb and Rb can only set up AUTH SA with H2. For same reason, Ra can only set up ENC SA with
Rc and Rc can only set up ENC SA with Rd. The only possible chained configuration for each SCR is
shown in the figure 2.19. Therefore, in this case, we can not find a solution using direct approach.
However, there may be a solution using bundle approach. Assume H1 and H2 is allowed to set up
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strong ENC SA. In bundle approach, we separate traffic into two bundles. For traffic H1 to H2, we
build the chaining AUTH tunnels and one end-to-end ENC tunnel. For other traffic, we use the lower
two ENC tunnels. The solution with bundle approach satisfies both requirements.

Therefore, the advantage of Direct Approach is great efficiency in both policy generation and SA
management. Each policy set can be directly generated and installed then all new requirements will be
directly applied to all traffic. In contrast, in bundle approach, each new update of requirement will
trigger series of changes of the policies that are contained by the new requirement. However, as
proved, the Direct Approach only works conditionally and is not able to find solution all the time. The
main point of bundle approach is to generate policies for different bundles separately, which can find
correct solutions completely. Therefore, a good way is to combine the efficiency of Direct Approach
with the completeness of bundle approach in the way that we use Direct Approach as much as we can
and only use bundle approach when Direct Approach can not get us the solution.

2.5.4

Combined Approach: Combining Direct Approach With Bundle

Approach

Although the bundle approach is complete and correct, it is less ideal in its efficiency and scalability.
Direct approach is very efficient but not complete. By combining the two approaches, we can achieve
both efficiency and completeness. In the combined approach, we will first test if there is solution using
direct approach. Only when direct approach can not find a non-overlapping solution, we will use
bundle approach to find a solution. In combined approach, we use direct approach as much as possible
for maximal efficiency and use bundle approach to deal with problems that can not be solved by direct
approach to achieve completeness.

The basic process is as follows. For every SCR, we will first try direct approach. If direct approach can
find a solution, then all contained traffic will be automatically applied to the new requirement. If direct
approach does not work, then we will use bundle approach to generate policies for the filter of the
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SCR. However, there might be overlaps between the bundle-generated policies and existing policies
with contained filters. In this case, we have to separate the contained policies with the new policies by
regenerating policies for contained filters using bundle approach. Next we will first introduce how to
check if there is overlap among tunnels.

2.5.4.1 Checking Tunnel Overlaps

Tunnel overlap was defined in defintion 5.3.1. As defined before, in SCR requirement, the “from” and
“to” can be expressed as the sets that are trusted in the source and destination domain. Security
gateways serving as entry or exit point of tunnels are sitting at border to protect certain domain or subdomain. Therefore, we can use the sets that the border routers protect to represent the tunnel’s entry
and exit point, which can not only facilitate the overlap checking but also better abstract the
relationship of topology, traffic and enforcement nodes. For example, in the following figure, upper
left tunnel, represented as (1.1.*, 2.*) overlaps with lower tunnel, represented as (1.*, 2.1.*).

SG1.1

SG1

ENC Tunnels

SG2

SG2.1

Figure 2.20: Overlapping Tunnels

Lemma 2.5.4.1 (Tunnel Overlap): For a given tunneli (fromi, toi), a tunnelj (fromj, toj), in which
fromi, toi, fromj, toj are prefix strings, overlaps with tunneli iff
1) if fromi and toi are both in source domain
•

fromj is prefix of fromi and toj is prefix of toi

•

fromj is prefix of fromi and toj is any node in destination domain

•

toj is prefix of fromi and subfix of toi and fromj is subfix of fromi

2) if fromi is in source domain and toi is in destination domain
•

fromi is prefix of fromj and toj is prefix of toi

•

fromj is prefix of fromi and toi is prefix of toj
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3) if fromi and toi are both in destination domain
•

fromj is prefix of fromi and toj is prefix of toi

•

fromj is any node in source domain and toj is prefix of toi

•

fromj is prefix of toi and subfix of fromi and toj is subfix of toi

Proof: Immediate follows definition and representation of overlapping tunnels.

2.5.4.2 Overall Algorithm For Combined Approach

The overall process is as follows. For every requirement, we will use direct approach first. Most of
time it works. However, when it occurs that direct approach can not find a solution, we will use bundle
approach to build the solution for original filter and all overlapping filters. Then we will check whether
the bundle generated solution overlaps with any tunnels with contained filter. As we know, separation
is the key for bundle approach to be complete because there is no further restriction like nonoverlapping in order to rely on other tunnels to fulfill all of requirements. If it does, we will update the
policies for closest contained filters and then check again for overlaps until there is no any overlap.
Therefore, the overall procedure for combined approach is as follows.

Algorithm CombinedApproach (Reqs)
1.
2.

For every Reqi in Reqs
new_req_ID = I

3.

UpdateContainedBundlePolicies(Reqi.filter, new_req_ID)

4.

InsertTrie (Reqi.filter)

5.

closest_containing_filter = GetClosestContainingFilterInTrie(new_filter)

6.

InsertRelaTree (Reqi.filter, new_req_ID, closest_containing_filter -> rela_ptr)

7.

interacted_tunnels = GetAllInteractedTunnels (new_filter -> rela_ptr)

8.

new_policies = Direct_NonOverlapping (new_filter, Reqi, interacted_tunnels)

9.

if (new_policies != NULL)

10.

// direct approach succeeds

InstallPolicy(Reqi.filter, new_policies)
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11.
12.

AdjustSelectors (new_filter -> rela_ptr)
else

// otherwise use bundle solution

13.

req_list = GetReqList (Reqi.filter)

14.

bundle_policies = BundleApproach (Reqi.filter, req_list)

15.

InstallPolicy(Reqi.filter, bundle_policies)

16.

UpdateContainedPolicies(Reqi.filter)

17.

// process overlapping filters

18.

overlaps_set = GetOverlappingFiltersInTrie(Reqi.filter)

19.

for every filterj in overlaps_set

20.

new_filter = Intersection (filterj, Reqi.filter)

21.

closest_containing_filter = filterj

22.

InsertTrie (new_filter)

23.

InsertRelaTree (new_filter, new_req_ID, closest_containing_filter -> rela_ptr)

24.

if (new_policies ! = NULL)

25.

// direct approach succeeds

AdjustSelectors (new_filter -> rela_ptr)

26.

else

27.

// otherwise generate policies for every bundle
req_list = GetReqList (Reqi.filter)

28.

bundle_policies = BundleApproach (Reqi.filter, req_list)

29.

InstallPolicy(Reqi.filter, bundle_policies)

30.

UpdateContainedPolicies(Reqi.filter)

End Of Algorithm

Algorithm UpdateContainedBundlePolicies (filter)
1.

ctnd_bundle_nodes = FindContainedBundleNode(filter)

2.

for every node pointer node_ptri in ctnd_bundle_nodes

3.

req_list = GetReqList(filter)

4.

bundle_policies = BundleApproach(filter, req_list)

5.

InstallPolicy(Reqi.filter, bundle_policies)
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6.

UpdateContainedPolicies(Reqi.filter)

End Of Algorithm

Algorithm UpdateContainedPolicies (filter)
1.

cctnd_overlap_policies = CheckOverlapWithContainedPolicies (filter)

2.

for every node in cctnd_overlap_policies

3.

req_list = GetReqList(filter)

4.

bundle_policies = BundleApproach(filter, req_list)

5.

InstallPolicy(Reqi.filter, bundle_policies)

6.

UpdateContainedPolicies(Reqi.filter)

End Of Algorithm

At worst, performance of combined approach is equivalent to bundle approach when direct approach
does not work most of time. At best, performance of combined approach is equivalent to direct
approach. Because both approaches are correct and bundle approach is complete, the combined
approach is complete and correct.

We already mentioned that the percentage of overlapping filters is around 2/1000. Furthermore, direct
approach works for most of time. In normal situation, the combined approach is able to use Direct
Approach to solve most of policy generation while occasionally use bundle approach to solve unusual
cases. The overall performance should be close to and slightly more than direct approach.

2.5.5 Experiments

Having developed the algorithms, we implemented them in C on Linux platform. The input of the
software is a requirement file, and the output is a policy file that contains automatically generated
policies. Requirements are randomly generated, i.e. a random subset in source domain may require
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secure communication with a random subset in destination domain with random protocol and strength.
Domains in are hierarchically organized, as illustrated below in figure 2.21.

Figure 2.21: Two-Domain Communication

In the experiment, we assume each domain has four level of hierarchy, in which each sub-domain can
have as many as 10 sub-domains. Security gateways reside at borders of sub-domains or domains. For
simplicity, the security gateways of a particular sub-domain are treated as the same, and are
represented as the domain address. Therefore, the linear path of each communication can be
automatically determined as the border routers along the transit. For instance, for communication from
1.1.*.* to 2.2.*.*, the enroute nodes are border routers of 1.1.*.*, 1.*.*.*, 2.*.*.* and 2.2.*.*. With
four-level hierarchical domains, the number of nodes on the path is at most 4 * 2 = 8.

We developed bundle and direct approach. The performance testing results are shown below.

Figure 2.22 (1): Time Cost Comparison
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In the experiment, we randomly generated 50, 100, 150, …, until 1000 requirements and use
bundle/direct approach to process the requirement files one by one. The time it takes to generate all
policies for different number of requirements are shown in the figure 2.22. Please note that the time we
recorded here is only policy generation cost but not including SA establishment cost. We have
analyzed that the generation time could be at worst exponential to the number of requirements.
However, only when all selectors of the requirements intersect with each other can performance be at
the worst case, the chance of which is very small if not zero. At best, if there is no overlapping selector
at all, the performance should be linear to the number of requirements. Normally there will be few
overlapping filters thus the performance is close to linear. In our experiment, the selectors of each
requirement are randomly generated and the occurrence of selector overlapping is also randomized.
The probability of selector overlapping is small though due to the following reason. For every field of
a selector, the chance of the field being 1, 2, …, 9 or wildcard * is equal to 1/10. Two selectors are
overlapping only when one source address is subset of the other source address but its destination
address is superset of the other destination address or vice versa, the probability of which is small.
From the result, we can see that both approaches’ performances are close to linear and bundle approach
takes longer generation time than direct approach does.

We also tested policy numbers generated using two approaches as shown below.

Figure 2.22 (2): Policy Number Comparison
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The above shows policy numbers generated using two approaches. We can see from experiment results
that there may be many more policy numbers than requirement numbers. There are two reasons. First,
multiple tunnels may correspond to one requirement. We randomly generated some SARs and CARs
as well as SCRs. To satisfy all requirements, chained tunnels may have to be built. The policy number
is especially large for bundle approach due to the following reason. In bundle approach, traffic is
separated into different bundles. The policies for one bundle can not be reused for another bundle,
which cause similar policies to be generated many times for different bundles. The experimental
results revealed drawback of policy inefficiency in bundle approach. Second, In bundle approach, the
randomly generated requirements may contain overlapping selectors and the overlap part filters create
more bundles, which makes more policies generated.

However, direct approach sometimes results in more “bumps” on the transit path of the packets.
Although total number of policies in direct approach is smaller since there might be much more
bundles than SCRs, the number of policies for a particular packet might be bigger. To get nonoverlapping solution, direct approach more often decomposes a transit path into multiple tunnels than
it is with bundle approach. The packets will go through all of the tunnels with multiple encapsulation
/encryption and decapsulation /decryption operations, which slows down the packet transmission. The
number of tunnels may not affect the SA establishment performance at the beginning as many SAs can
be established in parallel. Therefore, although the direct approach is advantagerous in generation
performance and policy management if there is solution with direct approach, it may be less
advantagerous when high transmission performance is required for some traffic.

2.6 Summary and Future Work

IPSec/VPN security policies are widely used in firewalls or security gateways to protect information
property. The security treatment (e.g. deny, allow or encrypt etc.) of all inbound or outbound traffic
will be determined by the security policies such that it is critical for policies to be specified and
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configured correctly. IPSec policies are manually configured to individual security gateway in current
practice, which could be very inefficient and error-prone. Even each individual policy appears to be
correct, the policies together may interact to cause security breach. In this research, we focus on one
important question: How to ensure correctness of policies?

We analyzed potential problems in IPSec policy specification and found correct IPSec policy
specification difficult to achieve due to three reasons. First, Encapsulation in IPSec makes it hard to
specify correct selectors. Second, even every policy is correct by its own, policies together might
interact (e.g. overlapping tunnels) and cause undesired security violation. Third, there is vague
relationship between objective and specific policies to meet the objective, and there is lack of overall
view of policy specification. Because of the selector changes for encapsulation and tunnel interactions,
the above problems cannot be resolved in one level. To solve the problems, we first clearly defined
security policies in two levels: requirement level security policy and implementation level security
policy. Requirement level policies reflect security objective and are implementation independent.
Therefore, security requirements become criterion to evaluate policy correctness, i.e. low level policies
are correct if and only if they satisfy all security requirements. We formally defined security
requirement satisfaction, and thus the correctness of policies can be formally proven.

We developed algorithms to automatically generate correct low level policies to meet all requirements.
Therefore, people can just specify the desired requirements for protection then correct low level
policies will be systematically specified and delivered to appropriate devices to enforce, which will
greatly improve policy management. The input of the algorithm is a set of requirements and the output
of the algorithm is a set of policies that satisfies all the requirements or return “failure” message if
there is no such a set of policies.

The algorithms to automatically generate policies are desired to be correct, complete and efficient.
Correctness means the generated policies must satisfy all requirements for all traffic. Completeness
means the algorithm will find one set of satisfying policies if there is one. In addition, it is important
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for the algorithm to be efficient. We developed three different approaches. The first is bundle approach
in which we generate policies for a set of flows that are subject to same set of requirements (we call it
a bundle of flows). The approach is correct and complete but not very efficient. In the second
approach, we build non-overlapping policies for each security coverage requirement respectively, and
then the resultant policies can satisfy all requirements. This approach is correct and very efficient but
not complete. Then in the third approach, we combine the bundle and direct approach to achieve
maximum correctness, completeness and efficiency. The experiment results demonstrated the
performance of the developed algorithms.

In the future, the research can be extended in several aspects. First of all, we focused on centralized
policy management in this research. The research can be extended for distributed policy management
in which distributed policy servers can communicate and make joint decision on correct policies.
However, the constraint and optimization of policy generation for distributed architecture need further
study. Furthermore, we developed algorithm to automatically generate correct policies to satisfy all
given requirements. If no policies can satisfy all requirements, then we will generate a failure message.
In this case, the conflict may reside in requirement level. The requirement conflict resolution
techniques will demand further research. Last, we’ve specified a higher-level security policy that is
implementation independent. More levels of security policy may be specified until the whole hierarchy
is clearly established.
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Chapter 3
A Secure Signaling Protocol for Quality of Protection (QoP)

As we stated in introduction, it is important to provide end-to-end security service commitment to
satisfy the diverse customer needs. We designed a signaling protocol for this purpose. In the following,
we will first talk about the motivation for designing such a signaling protocol. Then we will talk about
how the protocol operates and how to secure such a protocol.

3.1 Challenges in end-to-end Security Service Provisioning

Recently, many security mechanisms and protocols have been developed to handle security problems
in various circumstances. This trend has created a heterogeneous security environment for today's
global Internet. For instance, the IPSec framework [4,24,25] has been standardized for IP layer
security, while ATM cell encryption [26,27] has been implemented in hardware to support Gigabit
network traffic. On the other hand, firewall venders such as Checkpoint has deployed solutions for not
only blocking unauthorized traffic in different protocol layers but also interacting, in a limited sense,
with other security management products such as intrusion detection (ISS's RealSecure) through the
IPSec protocol. Most of the existing research efforts focus on development of individual security
mechanisms and protocols to solve a particular security problem. Although many "individual" security
functions and modules have been deployed, very little has been researched in coordinating a set of
distributed security modules to provide an “End-to-End” security service. There are following
challenges in provisioning an end-to-end security service:

Various Security Capabilities: Diversified security development efforts have created a heterogeneous
networking security environment. Firstly, cryptographic algorithms are varied from fast shared-secret
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algorithm to expensive public-key algorithm. Also, diverse security mechanisms are provisioned in
multiple protocol layers, for example, SSL/TLS [28,29] in transport layer, IPSec in IP layer, ATM
encryption system in ATM layer etc. Furthermore, various implementation technologies are from all
hardware to all software. By security capability, we mean a particular implementation of a security
mechanism, for example, SSL3.0 implemented on a workstation, IPSec on a router etc. Different
devices (host, router, switch etc.) might equip with different security capabilities.

While each of these security mechanisms may solve a particular problem well, there is significant
overlap among the security services they provide. Moreover, there are important tradeoff (e.g. degree
of security and performance) associated with these solutions. One important question is how to
efficiently utilize and manage the capabilities to provide satisfying end-to-end security service.

Security service provisioning relies on establishment of Security Associations (SA) in which two party
agree upon suite of keys and algorithms to do encryption/decryption, signature/verification. However,
two devices with different security capabilities can not communicate and set up SA. For example, if
one end has done correct signature but the other end does not have correct algorithm to verify it, then
the authenticity requirement clearly can not be accomplished. Even among those devices which have
compatible security capabilities, the tasks of locating existing SAs, establish necessary new ones,
terminating unused ones could still be difficult to achieve without a management system.

Diverse security policies: Firewall is widely used to restrict access and selectively enforce IPSec
operations. The selection is accomplished through policies manually configured by administrators. The
diversified regional security policy enforcement created significant management problems for end-toend communication. The draft [30] described some of the pitfalls applications may encounter as a
result of firewall policy enforcement. One is that if the two peering security gateways do not have
matching policies, then packets could be tunneled by the local gateway device and dropped by the
peering device. The other one is that even if peering gateways have matching policies and the
associated SAs, there could be security breaches when the policies have overlap and the order is
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different on the peering gateways. In addition, firewalls could also seriously block legitimate
communication due to lack of mandatory SAs. For instance, host A and host B establish an IPSec ESP
SA between them to protect their sensitive data exchange without awareness that a firewall on the path
will not allow any encrypted packets to pass. As a result, all their packets are dropped in the middle by
the offended firewall.

Efficiency: Some cryptographic algorithms are very compute intensive. There is tradeoff between
high-degree security and high-speed communication itself. One challenging problem is to manage the
diverse security capabilities such that an end-to-end security service can be provided with highest
performance possible.

Survivability: One other important problem is how we can manage security capabilities so that they
can be reconfigured dynamically upon route changes, policy update, detection of intrusion or security
service degradation etc., in order to maintain adequate levels of end-to-end security service.

What we need, in order to systematically support security services for an “End-to-End” application, is
a service management framework for network security. The Celestial project [31] at MCNC/NCSU is
targeting at this goal in developing a security management architecture, which enables an end-to-end
application to reliably utilize multiple distributed security mechanisms in a heterogeneous networking
environment. The signaling protocol ISCP (Inter-Domain Security Management Agent Coordination
Protocol) is the core protocol under the Celestial architecture, for exchanging security capability and
policy information among the security management agents in each policy domain. Before proceeds to
the design of ISCP protocol, I will first introduce the Celestial system.

3.2 Overview of Celestial System

3.2.1 Celestial two phase security context establishment and ISCP
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Celestial system aims to provide reliable and scalable end-to-end security services using multiple
distributed security mechanisms and create an integrated framework for security management, and
intrusion detection and response coordination. In Celestial system, Security Management Agent
(SMA) is to sit in management plane of any SMA-enabled node (switch, router, security gateway etc.)
and is authorized to configure or reconfigure various local security mechanisms at all protocol layers.
The SMAs are responsible for coordinating all security-related activities on a network system.

Inter-Domain SMA Coordination Protocol (ISCP) provides the transport function for security service
negotiation and reservation in order for the Celestial system to implement Quality of Protection (QoP).
The messages to be transported in ISCP include the security service request, security capabilities and
policies of SMAs, security configuration/assignment for provisioning the requested services, and
maintenance messages, etc.[32].

In Celestial, security context establishment is done in two phases: the discovery phase where the
application's service requirements are distributed along the communication path and the service
capabilities/policies of the nodes along the path are collected; and the reservation phase that distributes
assignments to the nodes selected for providing the security services. ISCP is designed to support this
two-phase operation as illustrated in the following:
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Figure 3.1: Two Phase Security Context Establishment
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1.

In the discovery phase, the sender (SMA for the sending application) will issue a discovery

message with the service request downstream to the receiver.
2.

Every SMA node on the path will append its security capability/policy information to the message

if its capability and policy support the request.
3.

The message will eventually come to the receiver who will analyze all the intermediate nodes'

security capabilities/policies and determine the optimal set of SAs to set up to satisfy the security
requirement.
4.

Once the decision is made, the receiver will invoke the reservation phase by issuing a security

reservation (Resv) message that contains the assignment information for each node. The reservation
message will be sent back along the reverse path of the discovery message toward the sender.
5.

Each SMA node will pick its assignment up upon receiving the reservation message and take

appropriate actions (e.g. trigger the SA setup process). Confirmation messages are sent from those
assigned nodes to the sender when their corresponding part of the security service is established.
6.

Eventually the Resv message comes to the sender. Upon successful confirmation of all the

selected security associations, the sender will inform the receiver that the end-to-end security context is
complete. The final acknowledgment from the receiver to the sender signals the sender that the
receiver is ready for receiving and the sender can start the data flow on this security context. The
context thus provides the security services required by the application.
7.

The refreshing discovery and security reservation messages will be sent periodically to

dynamically adapt to route changes and intrusion event etc.
8.

Finally a teardown message will be transmitted from the sender along the same path of security

context at the end of the transmission to delete the context and the state information maintained for the
session.

The ISCP is used to provide the transport service to support the two-phase process. In Celestial system,
for example, the Security Mapping & Configuration Modules [31] will be responsible for determining
the optimal configuration plan and push the decision down to ISCP for transmission. Policy module
determines whether the requested service is permitted by the policy. The messages transported by
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ISCP are opaque to ISCP, which simply hands them to upper layer modules for interpretation and
processing.

3.2.2

Example Scenarios

We present several example scenarios in figure 3.2 to illustrate how SMAs help to establish a security
context to fulfill the end-to-end security service requirement in a heterogeneous environment.
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Figure 3.2: End-to-end encryption over heterogeneous environment

Assume there are two end hosts H1 and H2 that need to exchange large amount of sensitive
information between them and the sending application in H1 requests SMA for confidentiality service.

In the scenario 1, H1 and H2 are not IPSec capable. There are four firewalls encountered en-route. The
policies regarding the application flow in the four firewalls are similar: one IPSec-ESP SA must be set
up between itself and a security gateway in the domain of the other end. Upon having collected the
security capability/policy information along the path, the receiver SMA makes decision that the
security requirement and en-route policies can be satisfied by establishing two SAs as drawn in the
figure: one from the first firewall (FW1) to the fourth firewall (FW4), the other from FW2 to FW3, as
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long as the link between H1 and FW1, and the link between FW4 and H2 are safe. However, if the
policy for FW3 is that no encrypted flow can be allowed unless it is one party of the SA, which
conflicts with the policy of FW4 that one SA must be set up from one security gateway in AS1
(Administrative System) to FW4, then SMA will send error message to notify the policy conflict. This
example is where Celestial system can be used for conflict detection and policy management.

In the scenario 2, H1 and H2 are in different countries. The export law says that the key length within
C1 (country 1) can be as large as 128 bits but the key length outside C1 can only be no larger than 40
bits. The same policy is applied in C2. To ensure the reliable confidentiality service, the receiver might
decide to arrange to set up three SAs as drawn in the figure, instead of establishing a single SA using
40-bit key length which is less secure. There is tradeoff to consider between performance and security.

In the scenario 3, H1 is IPSec capable but H2 is not. On the transit path, the SG1 (security gateway 1)
enables IPSec while Sw1 and Sw2 (ATM switch) only support CellCase encryption. With all these
capability information, the receiver SMA finds that the confidentiality protection can only be arranged
by using IPSec ESP between H1 and SG1 and then using ATM cell encryption between Sw1 and Sw2;
furthermore, the link between SG1 and Sw1, as well as the one between Sw2 and H2 are trustworthy.

The scenario 4 illustrates how SMA can reconfigure security context to maintain a good security
service throughout communication. In the scenario, both H1 and H2 are IPSec capable. The Sw1 and
Sw2 are CellCase compliant. At the initial security context establishment, SMAs have made the
decision to bypass the IPSec mechanisms at the end hosts and rely only on the ATM cell encryption for
fast operation. However, later in the communication some intrusion alarm go off indicating that some
components in the ATM network may have been compromised. This event can be detected at any of
the SMAs along the communication path between H1 and H2, from their interfaces with some
intrusion detection components. In this case, it is determined that IPSec-ESP should be applied on top
of the ATM cell encryption in order to provide the additional protection. Therefore, the new
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configuration plan is distributed to all the SMAs involved and the security context is reconfigured
accordingly.

3.3ISCP Protocol Design

3.3.1

Design Objectives

The design of ISCP protocol has the following objectives:
•

We design several types of message to help efficiently accomplish the two-phase process for end-

to-end security context establishment.
•

We adapt some existing mechanisms of RSVP [2] (e.g. Two phases, Soft state) to achieve ISCP

goals. By doing so, we benefit not only from the mature experience in RSVP but also in future
integration of QoP with QoS provisioning. More importantly, new mechanisms are developed to best
suit ISCP needs.
•

The protocol needs to provide the security assurance for the delivery of ISCP messages. There are

few research on RSVP message security. As identified in [33] and will be discussed in Chapter 4, the
INTEGRITY object proposed by Baker in [34] does not help in preventing insider attacks, if we define
the attacks from RSVP-enabled nodes on the communication path to be insider attacks and others to be
outsider attacks. We'd like to propose ISCP security schemes for both insider and outsider attacks.
•

Security protection is very important to applications. However, the value of security protection

diminishes if the additional overhead prevents effective communication from happening. Optimal
operational efficiency and scalability is the goal in protocol design and software development.

3.3.2

ISCP Protocol Process Overview

We illustrate the ISCP protocol process of transmitting and securing messages with an example shown
in Figure 3.3. In the example, there are four ISCP-capable nodes (including the sender and receiver) on
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the transit path between the sender S and the receiver R. To ensure ISCP security, the information
provided to the ISCP messages need to be encrypted and signed. The public key algorithm can be used
to perform ISCP message security to prevent insider attack (definition in section 3.3.3) but it is
computing intensive. To improve efficiency, ISCP protocol is also utilized to distribute the shared
secret keys that are generated by each node on the path and shared between the node and the
sender/receiver to facilitate later communications. We will illustrate the overall processing of two
phases plus security protection of the protocol while message content and security will be elaborated in
next subsections.

Figure 3.3: ISCP message transmission

1.

First, being signaled by the application, the sender issues a Discovery message that is composed of

an ISCP header (contains session ID, source address, destination address etc.) and the request
information.
2.

The sender encrypts its capability and policy information with a locally generated secret key and

encrypt the local key with receiver's public key (such that only receiver can decrypt), then sign the
whole message before append to the Discovery message to deliver. In the figure, the S_Info box
indicates the encrypted capability/policy information of the node S and the small key figure indicates
the encrypted secret key of the node.
3.

The intermediate nodes A and B will intercept the message and append their secured

capability/policy and secret key information with the same procedure as S did.
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4.

Eventually the Discovery message arrives at the receiver R that will verify all signatures and

decrypt the secret keys and capability/policy information. Then the receiver will decide an optimal
security context utilizing the existing security capabilities on the path without violating relevant
policies and start the reservation phase to distribute assignments as well as transmit secret keys to
sender.
5.

The receiver will encrypt each assignment using the corresponding node's secret key (such that

only the right node can decrypt) and encrypt all secret keys using the sender's secret key (such that
only the sender can decrypt). Then it concatenates the pieces together and sign the whole message
before transmits it upstream to the sender.
6.

Each intermediate node will find its assignment and act upon it for its part of security context

establishment.
7.

At last, the sender will receive the message and obtain all of the secret keys and assignment

information (decrypt using those secret keys). Later communications (refreshing, confirming, error
reporting etc.) will be greatly expedited using shared secret keys that are set up and distributed in the
first round.
8.

Those participants will start required SA establishment and will signal the sender the completion

of SA's setup by a Confirmation message.
9.

Upon successful confirmation of all the selected security associations, the sender will inform the

receiver that the end to end security context is complete by a ContextReady message.
10. The final acknowledgment ContextReadyAck from the receiver to the sender signals the sender
that the receiver is ready for receiving and the sender can start the data flow on this security context.
The context thus provides the security services required by the application.
11. The refreshing discovery and security reservation messages will be sent periodically to update the
state and dynamically configure/reconfigure to adapt to route changes and maintain adequate security
service.
12. During the transmission, any error condition will be reported to sender and receiver by an Error
message.
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13. Finally a teardown message will be transmitted from the sender along the same path of security
context at the end of the transmission to delete the context and the state information maintained for the
session.

In Celestial system, the soft state of sessions are created and maintained in Session Control Table
(SCT) in SMA state controller of SMA control module. ISCP will simply hand the collected
information to the state controller to store and maintain the state information. We implemented SCT in
our ISCP prototype as well to make ISCP a relatively independent software module. The SCT
contains: (1) a unique session ID, (2) original service request, (3) assignment/role of the node, (4)
pointers to control blocks of local capabilities servicing the request, (5) last path time and last
reservation time which is used for time-out check and refreshing triggering, and (6) previous hop
addresses.

The previous hop addresses in the table is for installation of a reverse path for reservation message. As
we know, the reservation message must travel the same route of opposite direction as the discovery
message. In discovery phase, each node will record the previous hop address. Then in reservation
phase, every node will forward the reservation message directly to the previous hop so as to ensure the
reservation message travel through the same SMA nodes as discovery message did.

ISCP daemon (or a separate state controller) needs to establish and maintain the entries in SCT for the
application sessions dynamically, i.e. periodically bring the state up-to-date, and trigger the
reconfiguration when the old ones is no longer satisfactory.

All the messages consist of common header and message body part. There are message type, source
address, destination address, security context handle, sequence number, checksum fields in the
common header. The message type is to distinguish among the ISCP messages; The security context
handle is to identify the security context for a particular flow; Sequence number is used for preventing
replay attack; Use of Checksum field will be explained in section 3.3.3.
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3.3.3 ISCP message security

It is critical for the inter-SMA exchanges to be secure in order to support end-to-end service
negotiation and configuration. Mechanisms are proposed to ensure authentication and confidentiality
of ISCP messages hop-by-hop, to protect the messages against corruption, forgery, message
modification, message replay, repudiation of sender etc. We classify the attacks from ISCP-enabled
nodes on the communication path to be insider attacks and the attacks from non-ISCP nodes on the
path and all other nodes not on the path to be outsider attacks. The proposed security schemes prevent
the ISCP messages from both insider and outsider attacks.

To defend against insider attacks, public key system (PKS) is utilized to do authentication and
encryption. The security capability/policy information is encrypted for confidentiality of security
capability and privacy of locally established policies. Every piece of information provided to ISCP will
be signed by the provider for authenticity and integrity.

The security of ISCP messages is accomplished at the cost of expensive PKS usage. Schemes to
greatly reduce the usage of PKS without sacrificing the security are employed. The idea is to distribute
shared secret keys using ISCP messages. We will talk about the security mechanisms employed in
ISCP in detail for the two phases respectively next.

Discovery phase:
In discovery phase, the sender will first create a discovery message that consists of ISCP common
header and the request. The discovery message will look like the following (we will define the
appendList later):
IPdis cov ery = IPhdr + IPpayload
IPpayload = ISCPhdr + Re quest + Sig sender (HMAC(ISCPhdr + Re quest )) + appendList
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Every SMA node on the path (including the sender) will need to append its capability/policy
information if it supports the request. It will randomly generate a secret key and use it to encrypt the
capability/policy information and then use the receiver's public key to encrypt the secret key itself.
ENC [LocCapInfo ] = ENC RcvrPubKey [LocKey ]+ ENC LocKey [LocCapInfo ]

The secret key (shared by the local node, the receiver and the sender) can be reused for a period of
time. This implies that for the same receiver, we can cache and reuse the ENC RcvrPubKey [LocKey ] part
without the public key encryption operations. When the receiver receives this part, it will also compare
the bits to decide whether PKS decryption is necessary. In some cases, the receiver can reuse the
LocKey that has been decrypted in earlier request.

As we know, every intermediate ISCP node will append its security capability and relevant policy
information onto the discovery message one by one. One important attack to this chain of appending
list is what we called "cut" attack in which attackers can simply cut off several sections from the tail of
the appending chain unnoticeably. Authentication and signature which can maintain the integrity and
authenticity of message segments simply can not deal with the "cut'' attack. A checksum algorithm is
developed to smartly prevent the "cut'' attack from happening as the following:

Checksum i = MD 5(Checksum i −1 , LocKey i , IPpayload )
in which i ≥ 0, Checksum 0 = 0, Checksum i means the checksum value for the ith node on the path,
suppose the sender is the 1st node. IPpayload is the non mutable part of current ISCP message.

The checksum is one of the fields in the ISCP common header. Upon receiving the discovery message,
each node will calculate its checksum and overwrite the checksum field with the new checksum value.
Having all nodes' local keys, the receiver will make the message digest exactly the same way as each
node did when it receives the discovery message and compare to verify if the content has been
modified. Any attacker in the middle can cut off sections of the messages but fail to recover the old
checksum such that it is not able to create correct checksum to pass the receiver's verification.
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Furthermore, a message digest will be generated for the encrypted part plus the original packet and
signed by the appender. Hence, the appended part looks like:

[

[

]]

Append = ENC [LocCapInfo ] + Sig MD 5 IPoldpayload + ENC [LocCapInfo ]
The appendList is simply the list of Append collected along the way.

All the intermediate routers only append without verification of previous part for performance concern.
If the verification is done every hop during the discovery phase, a potential denial of service threat is
enabled by flooding large number of fake request packets such that the verification process takes away
a significant amount of the SMA's CPU cycles.

The receiver will finally verify and decrypt each piece of capability information collected on the path.
If the whole process is successful, then the receiver will invoke the reservation phase.

Reservation phase: After the receiver decides the optimal SAs to satisfy the request based on the
information collected, it will send a reservation message along the reverse communication path. Each
of the intermediate nodes on the path can find an assignment in the reservation message as the
following:

Asg = ENC ownerLocKe y [ Assignment ] + ENC senderKey [ LocKey ]
Then finally the receiver would sign the message digest of the whole message.

The assignment is encrypted using the owner's local key such that only the right node can decrypt. The
sender also needs to know all the intermediate routers’ secret keys to ease the communication with
them. The mechanisms to let sender obtain all the key information is to encrypt each node's secret key
using the sender's secret key and send it along with each assignment section as above. All intermediate
node will ignore this part but the sender that will decrypt all the local secret keys and store them for
later communication.
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Refreshing message security would deploy the same schemes as the above except the reduced usage of
PKS cryptography. The error message, confirmation message and teardown message security is fairly
simple. For detail secure message format, please refer to protocol specification.

3.3.4 Interoperability and Performance consideration

ISCP daemon does not need to be installed in every router in order to provide the satisfying security
service. The most relevant part of end-to-end security service provisioning is the border network
devices and security gateways/firewalls. Therefore, the domain border network devices and security
gateways are most likely equipped with the ISCP and leave other routers/switches as they are. The
SMA/ISCP-equipped nodes can coordinate and provide end-to-end security services without relying on
any cooperation from those non-participating nodes. For routers not supporting ISCP, the discovery
message will be forwarded transparently as normal IP packets.

The scalability problem arises in RSVP from hop-by-hop per-flow state and processing. There is less
scalability concern in ISCP although it still exists. First of all, most likely the devices to install ISCP
are border routers and security gateways. Most of the interior routers do not need to participate and
have no obligation to process any per-flow state. Furthermore, in two-phase security context
establishment, the first round of ISCP message transmission is the most expensive one for the amount
of public key algorithm computation. However, after all the local keys have been set up, the ISCP
periodic refreshing will become much cheaper by cached information reuse and fast shared key
algorithm employment. The result of our performance testing of several cases is presented in next
section.

3.4 Performance Evaluation
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Our performance testing was using one Pentium II machine as the sender and three 386 machines as
two intermediate nodes and one receiver. The objective is to compare the performance of ISCP
message transmission in three cases: 1) Without any security protection (only transmit plain text) 2)
With all local shared key algorithm for security protection 3) With full security protection (exactly
what ISCP protocol does for message security and shared key transmission in the first round). Please
note that, after the first round, every node can simply reuse cached information or use shared secret
key to protect the updated information such that the first and the second case approximate the time cost
of refreshing.

Figure 3.4: ISCP Performance Evaluation

We did experiment for each type 200 times and depict result in figure 2.4. In the figure, the horizontal
axial is message sequence number (let the sender issues 200 ISCP messages) and the vertical axial is
the time (ms) spent for a complete round of ISCP message transmission. The curves marked with
None, MD5 and ISCP are the time cost of case 1, 2 and 3 respectively. We can see from the figure that
the first round is the most expensive while the refreshing is much cheaper to perform.

3.5 Related work
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Policy Based Security Management (PBSM) System: To address the problems of policy and SA
management to provide end-to-end IPSec service, BBN/GTE proposes and develops the Policy Based
Security Management (PBSM) [17,18] system. The PBSM system focus on the solutions of firewall
traversal, policy resolution and SA management within IPSec while Celestial also intends to address
the efficient utilization and management of heterogeneous security capability/policy in all protocol
layers in addition to those within IPSec to provide end-to-end security service. Because of the different
objectives, the protocol processing is also different: PBSM exchanges and merges security policies PSto-PS (Policy Server) to determine the security context by finding non-nil intersection of the policies
while Celestial system collects security capability/policy information all along the path to have
receiver make decision based on the collected information.

CiscoAssure: Cisco proposes CiscoAssure [35] policy system to ease the policy management by using
LDAPv3 policy server to centrally administer policies. Since LDAP policy server does not address
inter-domain policy exchange and negotiation, this solution is good for large distributed enterprise to
facilitate security policy resolution and management while Celestial also provides security service for
end-to-end communication within different administrative domains. Furthermore, besides various
security policies, Celestial system also addresses heterogeneous security capability management at all
protocol layers.

3.6 Summary

End-to-end Quality of Protection (QoP) is challenged by heterogeneous security capabilities and
security policies. Inter-domain SMA Coordination Protocol (ISCP) is designed to provide signaling for
Celestial security management system to systematically support end-to-end secure communications.
ISCP is designed to be secure to prevent both insider and outsider attacks against message forgery,
modification, replaying and non-repudiation. In addition, mechanisms are developed to employ
expensive cryptographic algorithms in most efficient way to protect ISCP messages end-to-end.
Performance evaluation using our ISCP prototype implementation is also presented in the chapter.
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Chapter 4
RSVP Message Security: Threats and Countermeasures

This chapter focuses on the first type of DoQoNS (Denial of Quality of Network Service) attacks, i.e.
attacks on the resource reservation and setup protocol. In particular, we have studied and analyzed the
RSVP protocol. The work described in this chapter is mostly done by another student Tsung-li Wu. I
will basically review what he has done in this chapter. Then I will briefly talk about what I will do to
extend from his work in chapter 7 “Plan of work”. In this chapter, we first performed a security
analysis on RSVP that demonstrates the key vulnerabilities of its distributed resource reservation and
setup process. Second, we proposed a new secure RSVP protocol, SDS/CD (Selective Digital
Signature with Conflict Detection) for RSVP, which combines the strength of attack prevention and
intrusion detection. The SDS/CD can deal with insider attacks that can not be countered by the current
IETF/RSVP security solution: hop-by-hop authentication [34].

4.1 RSVP and QoS

Since a few years ago, Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has proposed integrated services model
[36], which includes the Control Load (CL) service [37], Guaranteed (G) classes [38], and Best Effort
(BE) service, to define various levels of QoS for Internet transmission. The Guaranteed service
guarantees that packets will arrive within the guaranteed delivery time and will not be discarded due to
queue overflows, while the Controlled-Load service is defined to provide a service that approximates
best-effort service under lightly loaded conditions.

The resource reservation protocol RSVP (ReSerVation protocol) [2] is proposed under IETF to support
a variety of QoS control services including CL and G classes within an Integrated Service framework.
Under the RSVP framework, a service sender (e.g., a video provider) sends out special Path messages
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periodically toward the service receiver (if unicast) or all potential receivers (if multicast). These Path
messages not only implicitly discover the routing path(s) but also collect the resource information
along the path(s). Within a Path message, the Sender Tspec object specifies the traffic characteristics,
while the Adspec object represents the available path bandwidth, i.e. the available bandwidth along a
path is the minimum among all link bandwidths on the path. The Adspec object is updated to be a
smaller value at any en-route RSVP-capable router that has less available bandwidth than the Adspec
value on the message. On the other hand, a receiver will periodically send Resv messages along the
reversed routing path toward the sender. The reservation specification Rspec object in the Resv
messages specifies a value R of bandwidth to be reserved in each router, while the Filterspec object,
together with a session specification, defines the set of data packets -- the “flow” -- to receive the
reservation service. The reverse path to transmit Resv message is determined by concatenation of
previous hops from receiver hop-by-hop to the sender, in which previous hop is remembered at each
node from Phop object that is carried in Path message and updated at every RSVP node. Among all
RSVP objects, some remain unchanged end-to-end under normal operation (e.g., Tspec, Filterspec),
while others may be updated by the intermediate RSVP routers (e.g., Adspec, Phop).

Upon receiving Path messages, the receiver can calculate the minimum amount of bandwidth needed
to satisfy its QoS requirement based on traffic characteristic Sender Tspec and path bandwidth Adspec.
If the receiver decides to “order” the session of service, it will create a Resv message with the
reservation specification Rspec together with other necessary information then send it along the
reversed path toward the sender. Upon receiving Resv messages, an intermediate RSVP-enabled router
on the path determines whether the reservation request is acceptable based on its admission and policy
control [39]. A reservation for a session will not be successful unless all RSVP-enabled routers along
the path grant the reservation requests.

RSVP can be used for both unicast and multicast sessions. Three reservation styles, which are
Wildcard-Filter (WF) style, Fixed-Filter (FF) style, and Shared-Explicit (SE) style, can be chosen in
making a reservation. To enable resource sharing for multicast sessions, a RSVP-capable router at a
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merge point will perform a merging operation such that the resulting Rspec will be the maximum
Rspec of all merged Rspec.

Soft-state approach is taken for RSVP to dynamically adapt to changes. Periodic Path and Resv refresh
messages will be sent to update or refresh the state information maintained in each router. State will be
automatically deleted upon expiration of the time-out interval. Yet, to accelerate the process, explicit
PathTear and ResvTear messages can be issued to remove the state and release reserved resource.

4.2 Related Work for RSVP Security

Baker [34] defines an INTEGRITY object to be carried in RSVP message in order to provide the
information required for hop-by-hop integrity checking, i.e., protecting RSVP message against
spoofing and corruption. The contents of INTEGRITY object are Key Identifier, Sequence Number,
and Keyed Message Digest. The Key Identifier is used to refer a secret Authentication Key and a
keyed-hash algorithm. The monotonically increasing sequence numbers in INTEGRITY objects are
used to prevent replay attack. The digest of the whole RSVP message is written into the Keyed
Message Digest field of the INTEGRITY object.

Some concerns in implementing this mechanism are as follows. First of all, the hop-by-hop
authentication is not useful in preventing insider attacks, in which insiders are defined as RSVP nodes
on the path. The effectiveness of hop-by-hop security checking is established on the trust relationship
between two peer hops. However, the assumption that all insiders are trusted might not always be true,
especially for inter-domain transmission. If one rsvp-enabled router is compromised (or even just
faulty), then the hop-by-hop scheme is not effective at all.

Secondly, the key management and key exchange process involved could be complicated as explained
in the following. 1) Each node is supposed to have separate keys for each different interface, i.e. a
different key will be shared from any node to any of its neighboring node and the sharing is simplex.
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Therefore, if there is N nodes and each node has M different interfaces in one domain, the number of
keys to be managed for RSVP is at least N × M. 2) Exchanging RSVP Authentication Key regularly is
suggested in order to maintain security. Each key has a lifetime and will be deleted on expiration.
Several keys can be alive at the same time while mostly only one of them is active. For smooth
transition from an old key to a new key, during the switch-over period, both keys are used to sign the
message thus the receiver might receive replicates of the same message. Moreover, additional caution
and processing need to be taken for key maintenance. For instance, loss of a neighbor will start a new
key; If last key is expired on an interface, the old key will continue to be used and a “last key
expiration” notification will be sent to administrator to configure a new key; and so on. Therefore, to
deploy hop-by-hop authentication mechanism, large amount of effort is needed for key management
and maintenance.

Furthermore, before there is a standard key management protocol, it is allowed for RSVP-enabled
routers in the same subnet to keep a common authentication key database to reduce the administration
burden for key configuration. The problem could be that if one of the RSVP routers is compromised,
then the secret Authentication Key database is revealed and the whole RSVP environment becomes
vulnerable.

4.3 RSVP Vulnerability Analysis

4.3.1 Attacker’s Objectives

The main focus of our study is on RSVP QoS attacks. There are mainly four objectives for RSVP QoS
attackers:
•

Denial of QoS Service: The attackers can disrupt the reservation process to make the service

appears to be either not available or prohibitively expensive such as to prevent legitimate users from
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getting desired service. Alternatively, attackers can directly drop RSVP packets for QoS requests to
deny the service to the users.
•

Degradation of QoS Service: A particular user really needs to reserve X units of resources but the

attacker causes the system to reserve only Y units, while Y is significantly smaller than X. The
application could be hurt by low resultant QoS service.
•

Theft of QoS Service: Attackers can forge reservation messages without paying accordingly to

steal service.
•

Degradation of Network Utilization: The network system, as a whole, has enough resources to

support a set of QoS requests S req . But, the attacker can, for instance, interfere with the reservation
protocol to make unnecessary or wasted reservation such that the network can only support a small
subset S partial of S req .

Among the four objectives, the first two may target at specific applications or customers to cause
damages while the last two can bring down some ISP’s revenue by either stealing or wasting its
resource.

4.3.2 Attackers’ Classification

In network security, attackers are usually categorized into two different classes: insider and outsider.
Outsider attacks can usually be prevented effectively by access control mechanisms. However, insider
attacks are much more difficult to deal with as an insider typically has some privileges to access
certain trusted components.

For RSVP, we define three classes of attackers: InsiderRSVP , OutsiderOnPath and OutsiderOther . An

InsiderRSVP is a RSVP-enabled router on the transit path between a sender and a receiver. Even if the
network system is protected under a strong authentication and access control scheme, it is trusted to
participate in the RSVP message exchanges. OutsiderOnPath , on the other hand, is a RSVP-incapable
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router on the path and does not participate the RSVP operations. The weakest type of attackers is

OutsiderOther , which are routers or end-hosts that are not on the reservation path. The rank of attacking
power among these three classes is InsiderRSVP ≥ OutsiderOnPath ≥ OutsiderOther regardless of which
protection schemes we choose to deploy. In other words, given a RSVP networking system with
certain security countermeasures implemented and configured, any attack that can be performed by an

OutsiderOther can also be launched by either an InsiderRSVP or an OutsiderOnPath .

4.3.3

Attack Targets and Operations

In this paper, we focus on integrity of end-to-end message transmission, i.e. the threats to RSVP
messages in transit and the countermeasures. The attacks to other parts of the protocol, such as
policies, parameter configurations or state information maintenance etc., are out of scope of this
research.

For messages in transit, the operations attackers can perform are injecting, modifying, dropping or
delaying, of which the nodes on the transit path can perform all four operations while the not-on-thepath nodes that can not intercept packets can only inject bogus packets.

Each operation can be performed onto different messages. In RSVP, there are Path, Resv, PathTear,
ResvTear, PathErr, ResvErr messages etc., which all could be targets of attack. Within each message,
there are different fields and objects, such as Tspec, Adspec, Rspec etc., which could be specific targets
for attackers to tamper with. We first illustrate some typical scenarios of RSVP attacks in the next
subsection.

4.3.4

Three Attack Scenarios, Six Examples

4.3.4.1 Scenario 1: Tspec Modification
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Scenario 1-1:

S

Tspec=5

A

Resv2

Tspec=2

B

Resv2

Tspec=2

R

Resv2

Scenario 1-2:
S

Tspec=5

Resv5

A

Tspec=9
Resv9

B

Tspec=9

R

Resv9
OR

X

Figure 4.1: Tspec Tampering Attack

Tspec defines the traffic characteristics of the data flow that the sender will generate, and it is needed
by the receiver, along with the path bandwidth information in Adspec, in determining the amount of the
bandwidth to be reserved in order to satisfy certain QoS requirement. A vicious InsiderRSVP router
could modify the Tspec in the Path messages to fool the receiver to make an incorrect reservation
decision. As illustrated in figure 1, if Tspec is modified lower, the receiver might decide to reserve less
than what it is needed, hence, the quality of service that the receiver is going to enjoy will be degraded.
On the other hand, if the attacker increases the value, then the receiver, depending on its local policy,
may make unnecessary large reservation or decide not to reserve the resources at all because the
service looks more expensive or the path bandwidth is not sufficient to support its QoS requirement.

Furthermore, an aggressive attacker could modify both Tspec and Rspec objects as shown in scenario
1-2 to make the reservation looks more reasonable to the sender. In this case, the reservation resv9
from node A to the receiver is wasted and the utilization of that part of networks is degraded.
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4.3.4.2 Scenario 2: Adspec Modification

Scenario 2-1:
Tspec=5
Adspec=6

S

b/w =6

Tspec=5
Adspec=5

A
b/w =5

Tspec=5
Adspec=2

B
b/w =8

R
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Scenario 2-2:
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b/w =1

B

Tspec=5
Adspec=5

b/w =5

C

R

b/w =8
Resv5

Resv1

Tspec=5
Adspec=5

Resv5

Unnecessary Reservation

Figure 4.2: Adspec Tampering Attack

The Adspec object is passed to the local traffic control module for Adspec update. Conceptually, the
Adspec value represents path bandwidth that is the lowest bandwidth available among all the links on
the path. A compromised RSVP-enabled router can modify the value of Adspec to be either lower as
shown in scenario 2-1 or higher as shown in scenario 2-2 to trick the receiver to make wrong decision.

4.3.4.3 Scenario 3: Rspec Modification
Scenario 3-1: (Unicast)
S

Tspec=5
Adspec=7

b/w =7
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Tspec=5
Adspec=5

b/w =5
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Tspec=5
Adspec=5
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Utilization Degradation
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R
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Scenario 3-2: (Multicast)
Resv1

A

B

C

R2

R1
Resv5

Resv1

Resv1
Simply drop Resv5.

Incorrect Reservation

Figure 4.3: Rspec Tampering Attack

Attackers could also modify the reservation specification Rspec in Resv messages maliciously. Rspec is
supposed to be intact unless a merge is needed under the multicast case. To support the sharing of
resource for multicast sessions, a router at a merging point need to forward the maximum Rspec to be
as the reservation for the session. A subverted RSVP router could either modify Rspec to be higher or
lower illegitimately or intentionally forward the smaller Rspec to make the RSVP routers upstream
reserve incorrectly.

4.4 Defense

4.4.1 Difficulties

The current solution hop-by-hop authentication [34] in IETF can deal with outsider attacks but not
insider attacks. All RSVP routers are deemed trustworthy and possess key information that is shared
among those trusted entities in hop-by-hop authentication. However, the assumption that all RSVPcapable routers are trusted may not always be true, especially for inter-domain transmissions. As
analyzed before, with little effort, a compromised (or just faulty) insider RSVP router can either
seriously degrade QoS for certain applications or badly degrade overall bandwidth utilization.

Objects in RSVP messages can be classified into two types, i.e. constant and mutable, in which the
constant objects are supposed to remain intact end-to-end while the mutable objects can be legitimately
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modified in the middle of transmission. It is important to make this distinction because they require
different protection treatment: one single signature by the originator is sufficient to protect integrity of
a constant object end-to-end while it is not the case for mutable objects. It is always a tricky issue for
protocols to deal with mutable objects in order to prevent them from being modified by unauthorized
entities as well as allow legitimate entities to modify them at the same time. Although PKI is effective
in dealing with insider attacker with unique signature, it is much more computation intensive than
secret-key scheme. The protection of mutable objects can be very complicated. A straightforward
approach could be to let every node to sign every piece of information it provides. Although this
approach can prevent all injection and modification attacks from both insiders and outsiders, it is
obviously expensive due to heavy usage of PKI. We will propose another algorithm that is as effective
but much cheaper below.

4.4.2 Selective Digital Signature and Conflict Detection (SDS/CD)

To reduce overhead incurred by heavy PKI usage for mutable object every step, the Selective Digital
Signature and Conflict Detection mechanism has the counterattack responsibility shared between
attack prevention and conflict detection. The basic idea is explained as follows.

As of mutable object Adspec, initially it will not be signed by sender to allow legitimate modification
of monotonical decreases until finally it becomes the minimum of all available resources along the
path. Then, at this moment, the final Adspec is a fixed value that should be no greater than available
resource at any of the en-route RSVP node. The malicious modification to a higher value by an
intermediate router can be detected by comparing the supposed “minimum” bandwidth with all those
legitimate bandwidth value along the path. The mechanism to achieve this is simply to let receiver
piggyback the received Adspec (we call it “historical” Adspec) onto Resv message with its signature to
send along the reverse path. Then every intermediate router can verify, upon receiving the Resv
message, if the historical Adspec is indeed equal or smaller than the available bandwidth of this node.
If not, an alarm is raised to report the problem. Please note that this can only detect the modification of
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Adspec to a higher value but not to lower value. However, the evidences in favor of SDS/CD are as
follows. First, in RSVP, decreasing the Adspec value in the Path message is perfectly legal -- this
router conceptually does not have much resource to offer. Second, in fact, if a RSVP-enabled router is
compromised or faulty, we should avoid using its services/resources anyway. “Decreasing” Adspec
value will actually discourage sessions being established through this vicious or faulty router.

As of mutable object Rspec, it would be constant except that it can be legitimately modified to a larger
Rspec when merged with another Rspec. PKI signature of Rspec by every receiver can not prevent a
subverted merging router to maliciously forward the Resv with smaller Rspec instead of larger one.
Similar to the idea of Adspec protection, since the final Rspec when the sender receives it would be the
largest one of all Rspec. The “historical” Rspec can be piggybacked to the Path refresh message to
send downstream for every intermediate router to compare to verify the correctness of the Rspec.

The detail SDS/CD protocol can be described as follows:
1) The sender selectively and digitally signs the Tspec of the Path message with its private key and
leave mutable part as they are.
2) Upon receiving a Path message, the receiver verifies the integrity of Tspec with the sender’s
public key, and then calculates amount of bandwidth needed to satisfy its QoS need.
3) The receiver then sends back Resv message piggybacked with the historical Adspec object it just
received. Both the Adspec and the Rspec in the Resv message are signed with the receiver’s private
key.
4) Upon receiving the Resv message, an intermediate RSVP router verifies if the piggybacked Adspec
is equivalent to or smaller than the last Adspec value it forwarded downstream. If not, a conflict has
been detected and the node will raise an alarm to its local policy decision point (PDP). The PDP will
decide whether the Resv message should be dropped or not. In this case, the SDS/CD protocol at the
node detects that some vicious or faulty RSVP-enabled routers downstream have reported an invalid
Adspec value toward one of the receivers. Furthermore, it will decide whether it is appropriate to flood
a ResvTear or ResvErr message.
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5) At an intermediate RSVP-enabled router, if a merge from multiple Resv messages is necessary, the
router picks the Resv message with the largest Rspec value and forwards it upstream toward the sender.
6) When a Resv message arrives at the sender node, the sender verifies if the Rspec is signed by one
of the legitimate receivers. Now, the Rspec value being received by the sender is fixed and “historical”.
Then the sender can digitally sign the historical Rspec value and piggybacks it with the next Path
refresh message.
7) Upon receiving the refresh Path message, an intermediate RSVP router verifies signature and
checks if the piggybacked Rspec is lower than the last Rspec value it forwarded upstream. If it is, a
conflict has been detected and it will raise an alarm to its local policy decision point (PDP). The PDP
will decide whether the Path message should be dropped or not. Also, it will decide whether it is
appropriate to flood a PathTear or PathErr message. In this case, the SDS/CD protocol at the node
detects that some vicious or faulty RSVP-enabled router upstream have chosen a smaller Rspec value
in a merge operation and forwarded to the sender.

For performance consideration, all detection or checking operations being performed in the
intermediate RSVP-enabled routers can be optional. Also, some of the alarms can be forwarded to the
sender(s) or receiver(s) (using DARPA's CIDF (Common Intrusion Detection Framework) or IETF's
IDEX (Intrusion Detection Exchange Format), for example) such that they have the information and
can decide whether to pick a new route or not.

In SDS/CD, only the sender or the receiver needs to perform digital signature operations, while the
other core routers only need to perform signature verification that is much cheaper than digital
signature. Also, all such verification tasks are optional and can be performed off-line. Furthermore, if
there is no attacker, the information that needs to be signed may be very static (depending also on the
network stability). Under such case, the sender or receiver can pre-compute the signature to speed up
the performance of SDS/CD (e.g., [40,41]).

4.5 Summary
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We analyzed the vulnerabilities of the RSVP protocol in supporting network QoS. All these attacks can
be performed by either an insider or an outsider easily and yet they can cause significant damage on
network QoS provision. The IETF/RSVP’s security solution, hop-by-hop authentication, is only useful
in preventing outsider attacks and can not handle any insider attacks.

The SDS/CD (Selective Digital Signature with Conflict Detection) protocol we proposed addresses a
fundamental issue in network security: how can we protect, in an End-to-End fashion, the integrity of
an object that is mutable along the route path? Because of this difficult problem, hop-by-hop
authentication scheme (which compromised the security of RSVP) has been adopted within
IETF/RSVP. SDS/CD, combining strength of security prevention and intrusion detection, resolved
the issue by delaying the integrity protection process until the target object becomes history and letting
the intermediate RSVP-enabled routers to detect the conflicts. We showed that, under SDS/CD, insider
attacks can be handled in a flexible, secure and efficient way.

SDS/CD still can not handle the RSVP message dropping attacks, which probably are not preventable.
Different intrusion detection techniques (e.g. [42]) have been developed in locating the dropping point.
We believe that the combination of various prevention and detection schemes together will hopefully
provide a strong solution in protecting network QoS.
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Chapter 5
Empirical Experience Using Neural Networks for Intrusion
Detection of TCP Dropping Attacks

5.1 Introduction

As we stated in introduction, there are two types of attacks to QoS: one is to attack on control flow and
the other is to directly attack data packets in transit. In this chapter, we will focus on the latter type of
attacks and investigate possible solutions. This type of attackers can inject, drop, delay or modify data
packets in transit to cause service degradation or damage. The attacks like delaying or dropping are
typically un-preventable. The methodology we adopted is using intrusion detection techniques to
detect statistical deviation from normal behaviors as indication of possible attacks, i.e. networks should
demonstrate different behaviors under attack than the behaviors in normal situation. Two different
approaches in deviation detection were experimented. One is statistical module [43], experimented by
Xiaobing Zhang, Tsung-li Wu etc., which raise an alarm when short-term behavior significantly
deviates from long-term behavior that represents normal behavior. I experimented with a Neural
Network module, which can learn the normal behavior and attack behavior during a training phase and
then can distinguish good and bad behavior based on what it has learnt. In this chapter, I will mainly
focus on neural network approach while statistical approach will also be briefly reviewed and
discussed.

Our experiments are based on TCP dropping attack, by which attacker can selectively drop some
packets to cause severe TCP performance degradation. The reasons that intrusion detection
mechanisms for TCP dropping attacks can be adapted to other QoS direct packet attacks are as follows.
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Firstly, as we will show next, TCP dropping attacks can seriously degrade transmission performance
like throughput, drop rate etc., which is typical of what QoS attackers intend to achieve and the
deviation of which is the target to measure in our intrusion detection mechanisms. Secondly, although
data of end-to-end transmission with RSVP or DiffServ has not been available yet, the internationally
collected real TCP data is representative of Internet behavior. In the next sections, we will show how
much TCP dropping attack can degrade transmission service and how we can detect the attack
behaviors.

5.2 TCP Dropping Attacks and Impacts
5.2.1 A Brief Overview of TCP Congestion Control

Packets might get lost, corrupted or out of order during transmission. For reliability, a receiver needs to
send acknowledgment (ACK) for every segment it receives (actually in the ACK is the sequence
number of the received packet plus one, which indicates the next packet that the receiver is expecting).
The sender will start a timer for every segment it sends and retransmit the segment if the timer expires
before the ACK of the segment is received. The sender may receive duplicate ACKs if packets are lost
or received out-of-order at receiver site. The assumption of TCP is that the chance of packet loss
caused by corruption is very small (about 1%) thus timeout or duplicate ACKs are positive indication
of congestion.

When congestion occurs, the sender needs to reduce sending rate to alleviate the congestion. TCP
operates as follows [44,45]. It maintains a variable called congestion window (cwnd) that limits the
possible sending rate. Upon receiving several duplicate ACKs (three in practice), the sender will
retransmit immediately without waiting for timer to expire in fast retransmission phase. Then if the
retransmit is acknowledged, it enters into a fast recovery phase, in which it first reduces the congestion
window to half then increases the congestion window size linearly (additive increase) every time one
acknowledgment is received. Furthermore, if the new retransmit is not acknowleged before
retransmission times out, TCP will enter slow start phase, in which the congestion window is first
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reduced down to one segment. Then it is increased by one segment for every ACK it receives
(exponential increase), until the size is half of what it was before the congestion. At that point,
congestion avoidance phase will take over to increase congestion window linearly. All these schemes
work together to avoid congesting networks with inappropriately large amount of data.

However, the goodness of the above schemes is based on the assumption that packet loss means
congestion and a TCP is required to reduce its sending rate upon retransmission timeouts or the arrival
of duplicate acknowledgments. An attacker can therefore impair the performance of a TCP connection
by causing data packets or their acknowledgments to be lost. For instance, causing two congestion
control events back-to-back will often cut sending rate directly down to minimum and then the
connection immediately enter the slower-performing congestion avoidance phase, which will degrade
TCP performance dramatically as we will show below.

5.2.2 Categories of TCP Dropping Attacks

A subverted router can launch various dropping attacks. Dropping attacks can be automated through a
program (agent) installed in the router. First, in terms of sessions (application flows), the router could
perform dropping persistently or intermittently, in which the former is to drop continuously for each
session the router encounters while the latter is to drop packets every several sessions. Furthermore, we
classify the possible dropping schemes within each session as follows:

Periodical Packet Dropping (PerPD): In a connection, packets are periodically dropped with three
predefined parameters (K, I, S), in which K is total number of packets to be dropped, I is the interval
between two victim packets and S is the starting position to drop packets. For example, a periodical
dropping agent with parameter (K=5, I=10, S=4) means the 4th, 14th, 24th, 34th and 44th packets are
dropped for the session. Every time a packet is lost, the cwnd of TCP connections will be reduced to
around half of the current value [1], which slows down the transmission rate accordingly.
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Retransmission Packet Dropping (RetPD): Attackers always drop the retransmission of a particular
packet. Two parameters (K, S) are defined for this dropping pattern, in which S is the starting packet to
be dropped while K is the times to drop its retransmission. For example, (K=5, S=10) means to drop
the 10th packet and its subsequent 5 times of retransmission. As we will show next, this dropping
pattern can drastically degrade TCP performance by dropping only a few packets because it cause
cwnd to decrease down to one segment and experience long time to recover from it. In addition, the
TCP connection will give up after retransmission is up to 12 times. This provides an easy way for
attackers to perform Denial of Service attacks.

Random Dropping Attacks (RanPD): Attacker may randomly choose up to K packets to drop in a
connection. If K is very small, it behaves more like nature dropping and fast retransmission can
remedy packet loss efficiently. However, if K is large enough, the dropping pattern may also cause
considerable damage.

5.2.3 Experimenting TCP Dropping Attacks

In order to investigate the impacts of dropping attacks, we conducted experiments using different
dropping patterns for FTP transmission. Four client-server pairs were set up to download
“njcome210.zip” file (5.5M), which is a shareware developed by NJStar Software Corporation. The
clients were located in our SHANG lab at North Carolina State University. Each server was a mirror
site for downloading the file. The four sites we used are listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: FTP Servers Used in TCP Dropping Experiments
Name

FTP Server

IP Address

Location

Heidelberg

ftp.uni-heidelberg.de

129.205.100.134

Europe

NCU

ftp.ncu.edu.tw

140.115.1.71

Asia

Singnet

ftp.singnet.com.sg

165.21.5.14

Asia

UIUC

ftp.cso.uiuc.edu

128.174.5.14

North America
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All the clients ran on platform of linux 2.0.36 with IP firewall and divert socket support. In order to
simulate an attacker, a program named attack-agent was installed in each client. For every arriving
FTP data packet, the attack-agent intercept it through divert socket and release or drop it according to
predefined attack patterns.

Session delay and number of reordered packets (detail in 5.4.1) were measured and collected at client
site in SHANG lab. Both the data of sessions under normal transmission and sessions under attack
were collected over months. The following illustrates the impacts of malicious dropping on session
delay. The session delay for zero packet drops indicates the normal delay. As expected, the result
clearly showed the longer download time (service degradation) caused by different dropping attacks,
especially RetPD.
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Figure 5.1: Session delay under three dropping patterns for the NCU site.
Note I=4 and S=5 for PerPD, and S=5 for RanPD.

5.3 Pattern Recognition Using Artificial Neural Networks

We first introduce architecture and algorithms used in our research in this section before we present
detail experiment setup in the next section.

5.3.1 Overview of Back Propagation Learning Algorithm
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Feed-forward neural network architecture with back propagation (BP) is chosen because of its
simplicity and reliability in a variety of applications. The architecture of neural networks is shown in
Figure 5.2. (The foundation paper of BP algorithm can be found in [46].)
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Layer 1 .... L-1
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input
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Figure 5.2: Neural network architecture
The neural network consists of many simple processing devices (called neurons) grouped in layers,
indexed by layer = 0, 1, ... L. The layer 0 and L are called “input layer” and “output layer” while all
other layers are called hidden layers. The neurons are fully interconnected with nodes in neighboring
layers while no connection is within a layer or beyond neighboring layer. The input layer size (number
of neurons in layer 0) depends on the representation of the data to learn. The output layer size depends
on specific application needs. For example, four-pattern classification application may need two
outputs to classify inputs to be pattern 00, 01, 10 or 11.
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Figure 5.3: Processing Structure of a Neuron

Figure 5.3 shows the processing structure of each neuron [47]. The processing can be described as
following. First, z is obtained by weighted summation of all inputs from the lower layer. Then z is
transferred by an activation function (typically sigmoid function f ( z ) = 1 / 1 + e − z ) to y to further
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input to upper layer. Therefore, after the processing at each neuron layer by layer, the final outputs
represent a nonlinear transformation from the input data, in which the transformation function varies
by different topology and different weights of the neural network.

The BP learning is to find internal regularity of input data by best mapping a function from input to
output. The optimal mapping is measured by minimal error between the desired output and actual
output. In every step of the learning process, the weights will be updated such that there is a lower
error for the input/desired output pair. Gradient descent training is used to adjust weights towards
steepest downhill direction of error function. The weight adjust function is as follows:

∆ω ijl (v ) = −η

∂ε
+ α∆ω ijl (v − 1)
∂ω ijl

where η ∈ ( 0,1) is learning rate, α ∈ (0,1) is momentum incorporated to smooth weight adjustment
and mean square error ε is:
L

ε=

1 N
∑ (d k − xkL ) 2
2 k =1

We now define

δ il = −

∂ε
∂zil

Then the formula to perform weight change in layer l becomes:

∆ω ijl (v ) = ηδ il x lj−1 + α∆ ω ijl (v − 1)
where δ il is calculated as follows:

δ iL = ( d i − xiL ) f ' ( ziL )
N l +1

δ il = f ' ( z il ) ∑ δ kl +1 wkil +1

when

l=L

when

l<L

k =1

Finally the weights of layer l are adjusted by

ω ij( l ,new ) = ω ijl + ∆ ω ijl (v )
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5.3.2 Training and Testing

Generally there are two phases for neural network experiments, i.e. training and testing. The available
data is divided into two groups for training and testing respectively. In training phase, one set of data is
randomly selected from training data group and then presented to the neural network to learn. Neural
network learning requires one representation of input set to be presented many times (called epoches)
for neural networks to adjust weights step by step. In our experiment, we used 50 ~ 100 epoches. Error
is propagated back to connections between input and output layers. After repeated weight-adjusting
training (e.g. 80 epoches), one presentation has been finished. Then another set of input is presented
for training and so on. The number of iterations depends on how fast the training converges to a small
error. In the testing phase, the trained neural network is provided with testing data that is “unseen”
during training phase. The quality of training can be measured by the following formula

Nt

et =

∑ (d
i =1

i

− oi ) 2

Nt

in which d i is the desired output for the ith input, oi is the actual output for the ith input and N t is the
total number of test data.

For intrusion detection purpose, we can train neural network to do binary classification as follows.
First we train neural network with typical normal data and attack data for it to map normal data to 1
and attack data to 0 (or vice versa). After sufficient training, the neural network will be presented with
unseen data for binary pattern recognition. A threshold will be set up such that the neural network will
raise alarm when the output exceeds the threshold, indicating that the current input data is essentially
similar to the attack data and different from normal data learnt in the training phase. We will go to
greater detail of experiment settings in Section 5.4.

5.3.3 System Considerations
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Parameter setting: Several parameters need to be determined or tuned for training:
y

The learning rate η

η (0 < η < 1) is to tell the learning algorithm how big a step is to adjust weights. A higher rate can
speed up the learning process while too high can make learning easily step over the optimal spot. To
improve performance, one solution is to schedule learning to be a function of learning time. Initially, it
is a big value to help learning take off fast then later on it is reduced gradually to steadily step toward
minimal error. If a constant value is desired for simplicity, a small value is preferred.
y

The momentum α

The momentum is to smooth the weight adjustment by following previous direction, which avoids
being shaky for little changes and avoids local minima. Like learning rate, momentum can be made
either a constant or variable.
y

The network topology

As we mentioned before, the input and output size varies with different problem needs. While it has
been theoretically proved that three layers of neural networks can represent any continuous function
[48], generally the number of hidden units are unknown beforehand. Different hidden layer sizes can
represent functions with different complexity. Therefore, the best guideline is through experimentation
to find out hidden layer size with best training quality (result in lowest error for testing data).
y

Number of iterations (number of presentations in training phase)

Iteration number can be determined by stopping criteria such that training automatically stops when the
stopping criteria are met. As we will talk about below, too much training may lead to bigger error due
to over-training. Iteration number can also be determined through experimentation to find out best
iteration times with minimum errors.

Convergence: The convergibility varies with different problems. It might converge very well for some
problems while it may not converge even to a locally optimal point for some other problems, let alone
to a globally optimal solution. Generally experimentation is guideline to determine how well and how
fast neural networks can help on certain problems.
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Over-training and Over-fitting: The neural networks might learn too much detail rather than trend if
trained too much. Over-fitting means the network size (e.g. number of hidden layer units) is larger than
it is needed. Both over-training and over-fitting may result in bigger errors.

Representational issues: The way to represent input and output data is found to be most important
factors in success of practical applications of neural network learning. There is no general guideline
but a black art, i.e. it varies with different problems. The goodness of representation greatly determines
the degree of success of learning. One simple solution might be to directly code everything to let
neural network to learn. However, it is generally difficult for neural network to find out the patterns
behind the raw appearance because raw data may contain many patterns of different aspects and it is
hard to converge. The other alternative is to extract some features from raw data to let neural network
to focus on the specific aspects in learning. By this way, the researchers can also control what neural
network has to learn rather than learn everything underneath the raw data. Additionally, it improves
performance of training by reducing input size (size of features generally smaller than size of raw
data). By focusing on the important features, it is usually easier and faster for neural networks to
converge to best solution.

Representation issue is equally important for this research. Authors also conducted experiment to let
neural networks learn from raw data, which resulted in unsatisfactory error rate and performance. In
order to make neural networks work for our problems, we need to analyze the problem and extract
useful features for neural networks to learn. The approach we take is to let neural network learn
probability distribution of normal and abnormal data by the way of binning procedure for establishing
histogram. We will talk about it in detail in next section.

5.4 Experiments

5.4.1 Feature Extraction and Histogram Establishment
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Due to Internet dynamics, there is statistical behavior for large number of packets but no deterministic
behavior for each individual packet. Aiming at the attacks that cause statistical deviation from normal
behavior, the features we extract for neural network to learn in this experiment is the distribution of
performance parameters like session delay etc. For instance, dropping one packet may not cause much
deviation statistically while dropping a hundred of packets can make the statistical profile significantly
different from normal profile.

The distribution is represented in the form of histogram in order to be presented to separate input units
of neural network. The binning procedure to establish histogram is as follows. We divide each
continuous measure, such as delay, drop rate etc., into several “bins”, which are ranges of values that
are mutually exclusive and span all values from 0 to infinity. For instance, for one measure, bins B1, B2
… Bk, represent a partition of all values, where these k bins are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. Let
p1, p2 … pk be the probabilities of the occurrence that the measure of one incidence falling into the
corresponding bin. The total number of incidences collected for the measure is N, where N is a large
number. Furthermore, Yi represents the number of occurrences for bin Bi. Thus, we have ∑ik=1 p i = 1 ,
where pi=Yi/N.

Measures can have fixed end-points, e.g., the number of packets being dropped ranges from 1 to total
number of packets. On the other hand, for some measures, the bin end-points have to be determined
first through other measures. For example, in our experiment, the lower bound of session delay was
determined by the minimal observed value, while the upper bound was determined by mean value plus
4 times of the standard deviation value of session delay. After the end points have been determined, the
bins can be scaled either in a linear or geometric fashion. In particular, linear scaling is used in this
experiment. After the binning procedure and calculation, the bin probabilities p1, p2 … pk will be
inputted to neural network for it to learn.

5.4.2 Data Collection and Measurements
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Data of months was collected by consecutively downloading the file as described in 5.2.3. Attack data
was also generated as follows. An attack agent that was installed in the client machine was performing
various dropping attacks with pre-defined dropping patterns during the downloading. Then the
performance data of the ftp transmission under attack was collected as attack data.

In the neural network experiment, two measures were used: session delay and the number of packet
reordering events (we call NPR measure) per connection. Session delay is the time spent to complete
the file download, which can be considered the measure of throughput. The patterns of session delay
and the number of packet reordering are supposed to deviate from their corresponding normal patterns
under dropping attacks. The reasons for using a packet reordering measure rather than a packet loss
measure are that (1) dropping packets usually results in packet reordering, and (2) at receiver side
packet loss detection is hard. In our experiment, data collection was performed at client sides. Data
packets were transmitted from a server to a client. While a server (sender) can easily detect data
packet loss by noticing a retransmission of the packet, a client (receiver) can not exactly know the loss
unless the sender informs him of the transmission. In our experiment, however, receivers did not have
such information.

We use the following approach to detect an out-of-order packet: the receiver records the sequence
number of the latest received non-reordered packet, say Seqmax. For each arriving packet, if its
sequence number, say Seqi, is larger than Seqmax with wrapping comparison, the packet is considered
non-reordered, and the Seqmax is set to Seqi. Otherwise, we test if the arriving packet has been received
before. If not, it must be out of order. Otherwise, it is a replication or a redundant retransmission
possibly caused by ACK loss, coarse feedback or bad RTO. Note we do not count this as reordering in
our experiment. For instance, if 5 packets, P1, P2 … P5, are sent in sequence and received in the order,
P1, P2, P3, P5, P4, Then we say that P4 is an out-of-order delivery.
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In the experiment, there are 16 input units for the neural network: 8 for histogram distribution of
session delay measure and 8 for histogram distribution of packet reordering measure. Having learned
two behaviors together, the trained neural network will raise alarm when either of them or combined
behavior is found to be similar to attack behavior.

5.4.3 Sliding Windows

With the collected data, we use sliding window scheme to obtain various distributions. The window
size was chosen to be 100 sessions for the experiment and should be configurable to suit different
application’s needs. Among the 100 sessions, we calculate the percentages of session delay falling into
each bin to get a set of bin distributions. Then we slide the window by one session and get another set.
By this way, the raw data is transformed to sets of bin distributions that are ready to input to neural
network. The pre-processing for distribution feature extraction is illustrated as follows. For simplicity,
in the figure, we assume there are only two bins and two inputs for the neural network.

100

input window
<

>
Normal pattern 1 for every 100 sessions

50

95% 0~50
5% 50~100
Normal pattern2
96% 0~50
4% 50~100
.......

.......

......

neural networks

100

Attack pattern 1 for every 100 sessions

50

50% 0~50
50% 50~100
<

>

input window

Attack pattern 2
40% 0~50
60% 50~100

Figure 5.4: Binning distribution with sliding windows for neural networks to learn

In the above example, by sliding window and binning distribution procedure, we can teach the neural
network that {95%, 5%} {96%, 4%} etc. are patterns of normal behavior while {50%, 50%} {40%,
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60%} etc. are patterns of attack behavior. Then after sufficient training, the neural network can
recognize the different patterns based on what it has learnt.

5.4.4 Training, Parameter Searching and Intrusion Detection

The neural network used in our experiments has three layer (L=3), 16 inputs and 1 output that maps
normal patterns to be 1 and attack patterns to be 0. For simplicity, we used constant learning rate
η = 0.1 and momentum α = 0.9 . Threshold thresh = 0 .7 is set up for alarms, which means the system

will raise alarm whenever the output of the neural network is smaller than 0.7. The reason that we
chose 0.7 rather than 0.5 is that the larger amount of available normal data than attack data makes the
neural network easier to capture the normal behavior. Therefore, there is better chance for the behavior
to be of attacks if the output indicates deviation from the normal toward attack behavior. The threshold
should be configurable for different sensitivity needs.

Typically the optimal size of hidden layer (refer to as variable hidNum) and optimal number of
iterations (refer to as iterNum) are unknown while experimentation is best guidance. To avoid
over/under fitting or training, various hidNum (5 ~ 50) and iterNum (100 ~ 3000) are tested to find a
pair resulting in best training quality (lowest error for test data). Then the neural network with the
optimal topology (hidNum) and training time (iterNum) will be used for intrusion detection.

To investigate the capability of neural network in intrusion detection of TCP dropping attacks, we
divided all available bin distribution data (transformed from raw session delay and NPR data) into two
parts: training testing set and intrusion detection set. The training testing set is further divided into
training set and testing set in which the training set and testing set account for the three fourth and one
fourth of the whole set respectively. The training testing set is mainly used for optimal parameter
searching, in which neural network is trained with various parameters and tested to find one pair with
the best training quality (lowest error on the test data). Then all the rest of data, i.e. intrusion detection
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set, is presented to the trained and optimal parameter equipped neural network to test its capability in
correctly recognizing normal patterns and attack patters for those new unseen data.

In our experiments, for each site, the training testing set is composed of fixed 2000 sets of normal bin
data (result from data of 2100 sessions) and 240 sets attack bin data – 60 each for four of attack
patterns: per10, ram10, ret5 and inter5. The training testing set of attack data accounts for only around
5% of the attack data in intrusion detection set, which demonstrates the strength of neural network in
learning the distribution patterns from small set of data and apply the learning to others.

5.4.5 Results

The neural network program was coded in C and ran on Linux platform of a Celeron 500M PC. The
running time to search for optimal parameters is typically 3~4 hours. After training, the detection can
be made in real time.

Detection rates and false alarm rates are used to measure the capability in intrusion detection, in which
the former is the capability in detecting the attacks and the latter is the capability in avoiding
misjudgment of good behavior. An intrusion detection system is good only if it has high detection rate
and low false alarm rate. The experiment results are shown below.
Table 5.2 Results using neural network to detect TCP dropping attacks
Heidelberg

NCU

Input size = 16

SingNet

UIUC

False Alarm
9.80%

0.85%

0.03%

0.01%

PerPD (10, 4, 5)

100%

100%

100%

100%

PerPD (20, 4, 5)

100%

100%

100%

100%

Detection Rate
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RetPD -5

100%

100%

100%

100%

RanPD -10

77%

99%

100%

100%

RanPD -40

100%

100%

100%

100%

72%

100%

100%

100%

9.9%

94%

2%

N/A

Intermittent-5
(10, 4, 5)
Intermittent-50
(10, 4, 5)

The results demonstrate good potential of neural network in use of intrusion detection of TCP dropping
attacks. By distribution learning, the neural network also possesses good learning adaptability. For
instance, the training used ram10, per10, inter5 and ret5 four attacks and the trained neural network
also detected attacks with different dropping patterns like ram40, per20 etc.

From the results, we can see that the trained neural network performs very well in detecting all attacks
except intermittent-50, in which attackers launch dropping attack with pattern per(10,4,5) for every 50
sessions. Since only 2% sessions got attacked, the statistically insignificant attacks are hard to detect
because of insignificant deviation from normal behavior. However, there is high detection rate 94% of
intermittent-50 attack at NCU site because NCU normally is very stable and even intermittent-50 can
make performance obviously different from normal behavior.

Although neural network approach has advantages of simplicity, flexibility, accuracy and real time
detection etc., it is also with disadvantages. First, the accuracy of detection heavily depends on training
method and training data used. The training data must be representative such that neural network can
apply what it learnt in training to other data. For example, the 9.8% false alarm rate and some
unsatisfactory detection rate like 77% and 72% at Heidelberg site imply that the data used for training
may not well represent all normal data or attack data such that the neural network makes some wrong
judgment in intrusion detection phase. Second, this approach requires attack data as well as normal
data. Some other approach like statistical module as will be introduced below does not require any
simulated or real attack data. Last, an important drawback of neural network is its “black box”
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characteristics, meaning it is hard to analyze the result. The neural network learns the regularity by
adjusting weights. After it converges, there is no way for us to know what underlying regularity it
learns. Rule extraction for neural networks is still an active ongoing research.

5.5 A Brief Review of Statistical Module for TCP Dropping Attacks

The statistical module [43] applies NIDES/STAT algorithm to TCP dropping attacks. The
NIDES/STAT algorithm monitors a subject’s (either a user or a software program) behavior on a
computer system, and raises alarm flags when the subject’s current (short-term) behavior deviates
significantly from its expected behavior, which is described by its long-term profile.

The basic idea is as follows. The same binning procedure is used to establish histogram distribution for
both long terms and short terms. Naturally short-term distributions will be different from long-term
distribution. Intuitively, the following Q is used to measure the ‘closeness’ of the observed numbers to
corresponding expected numbers.
(Yi′ − N ′ × pi ) 2
N ′ × pi
i =1
k

Q=∑

(5.1)

where pi′ = Yi′/ N ′ . Variables p′i , Yi′ and N ′ are associated with the short-term profile, meaning the
probability of bin i, numbers falling into bin i and the total numbers of values. pi denotes the same
meaning of their long-term profile counterparts.

The distribution of the normal deviation of short-term from long-term is also tracked with binning
procedure. Then if an event makes short-term profile’s deviation from long-term profile significantly
different from normal short term deviation, i.e. there is very small probability for this to happen
according to the distribution of normal deviation, alarms will be raised for possible attacks. In the
statistical module, each measures will be processed separately, which is of advantages to report further
detail information in an alarm, e.g. it is delay that went wrong. The results are listed in the following
table, in which NPR is the measure of Number of Packet Reordering.
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Table 5.3 Results using statistical module to detect TCP dropping attacks
Delay

Heidelbe

nbin=3

rg

NCU

SingNet

UIUC

1.6%

7.5%

2.1%

7.9%

PerPD(10,4,5)

97.4%

95.2%

94.5%

99.2%

PerPD(20,4,5)

99.2%

98.5%

100%

100%

RetPD –5

100%

100%

100%

100%

RanPD –10

74.5%

26.8%

67.9%

99.5%

RanPD –40

100%

100%

100%

100%

Intermittent –5

25.6%

0%

0%

97.3%

Intermittent -50

0%

24.9%

0%

3.7%

False Alarm

Detection Rate

NPR
Heidelberg

NCU

SingNet

UIUC

4.5%

5.8%

8.2%

2.9%

PerPD(10,4,5)

0%

14.4%

29.1%

100%

PerPD(20,4,5)

83.1%

94.2%

95.2%

100%

RetPD –5

0%

84.7%

23.9%

46.5%

RanPD –10

0%

0%

100%

100%

RanPD –40

100%

100%

100%

100%

Intermittent –5

0%

0%

82.2%

100%

Intermittent -50

0%

1%

40%

64.8%

nbin=2
False Alarm

Detection Rate

In statistical module, two measures can be complementary. For instance, session delay measure can
effectively detect attacks that cause big delay deviation like ret-5 while NPR can effectively detect
those that dropped significant number of packets like ran-40.
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The statistical module has advantages of 1) light-weight calculation and storage for training; 2) it does
not require any simulated or actual intrusion data; 3) Profiles are automatically updated without human
intervention.

However, it is also subject to limitations: 1) Bin number needs to be chosen

appropriately for it to perform well. There is no clear guideline about what should be good number to
use beforehand; 2) Relying on statistical meaning of significance, the statistical module has difficulty
in detecting the attacks that cause not-that-significant damages, such as ran-10 and inter5 attacks.

5.6 Related Work

Dropping attack is an important Denial of Service attack. It is deemed one of the hardest attacks to
deal with because of the difficulty to distinguish the malicious dropping from the normal/nature
dropping.

Normal dropping occurs from time to time for buffer overflow or queue

management/congestion avoidance, such as Random Early Detection (RED) [49]. Malicious dropping
could be launched from a compromised router to intercept and drop (selectively) the packets in transit.
There are few researches to dedicate to dropping attack problem. WATCHER [50] uses distributed
monitors to check whether conservation law is violated, i.e. if a router behaves correctly, the total
number of incoming packets should be the same as that of the outgoing packets. The scheme is found
to be very complicated. In addition, it can not tell, if there is dropping, whether the dropping is
legitimate or malicious.

5.7 Summary

We have shown potential performance damages that can be caused by direct packet attack by
experimenting with TCP dropping attacks. To counter against this type of QoS attacks, we conducted
experiments to test the feasibility of applying statistical module and neural network in intrusion
detection of TCP dropping attacks. The experiments showed promising results that the direct packet
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QoS attacks can be detectable by learning statistical behaviors using statistical module or neural
networks.

Chapter 6
Conclusion

6.1 Summary
In contrast to best-effort service, Quality of Service (QoS) is to provide specified and desired end-toend electronic transmission service to customers. Likewise, Quality of Protection is to provide
specified and desired end-to-end security service to customers. We expect Quality of Protection (QoP)
to be integrated with Quality of Service (QoS) to provide secure end-to-end quality transmission.
Considering protection is one of the network services, we call the QoP and QoS Quality of Network
Services (QoNS).

A lot of research has been devoted to security of computer systems but little has been done to protect
QoNS provisioning. While specific security issues for individual QoS mechanisms are mentioned in
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RFC and drafts in security consideration section throughout IETF working groups, little has been
researched to comprehensively and systematically analyze and resolve potential security problems in
QoNS provisioning. The effort in this research is only a small step of the expedition to a QoNS
framework with seamless security.

We have studied security issues of Quality of Network Service (QoNS) provisioning. There are two
types of attacks to QoNS: attacks to control flow or data flow. First, attackers can compromise
signaling protocol or attack on policy setup. Second, attackers can directly attack the data packets in
transit. We analyzed both kinds of attacks to QoNS and proposed solutions to counter against them.

For the end-to-end signaling protocols for QoNS, we analyzed potential message spoofing and
tampering attacks. One important question for both ISCP and RSVP, applicable to other signaling
protocol as well, is that how can we protect, in an End-to-End fashion, the integrity of an object that is
mutable along the route path? Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is useful for end-to-end protection but
can only be used rarely due to its high computation cost while secret-key mechanisms are cheap and
fast but is not for end-to-end solution. In this research, we resolve this problem using two approaches:
First, for appending chain signaling like ISCP, we developed mechanisms to reduce PKI usage to its
minimum by using PKI only for secret-key distribution and using secret keys for securing messages
once secret keys are set up. Second, for modification without appending signaling like RSVP, we
developed SDS/CD to combine the strength of security prevention and intrusion detection such that
both insider and outsider attacks are handled in an efficient and flexible way.

For policy management in security service provisioning, we analyzed potential problems and
developed algorithms to automate security policy specification. In our research, we clearly defined a
higher level policy, called security requirement, and clearly defined their satisfaction. Therefore,
policies are correct only if they satisfy all requirements. Furthermore, we designed algorithms to
automatically generate correct policies given security requirements. People can specify their
requirements at a high level without concerning specific low level parameters, and then correct low
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level policies will be automatically generated. The automation can not only save tremendous
administrative labor but also guarantee the policies are correct.

There exist many different intrusion detection mechanisms to detect either known attack by detecting
their known signatures or unknown attacks by detecting anomaly behaviors. QoS attacker aims to
degrade service performance. Although they can drop or delay packets in various ways, we can detect
them by detecting the anomaly behavior (performance) they have caused. Based on the impacts to
network performance that the attackers want to achieve, we can apply some existing techniques to
intrusion detection of the QoS attacks. In particular, we designed and tested neural network and
statistical mechanism to detect TCP dropping attacks. They both showed favorable and encouraging
results in countering against QoS direct packet attacks.

6.2 Future Work

There are many aspects of research that can be further developed based on the research. For security
policy management, first of all, we focused on centralized policy management in this research. The
research can be extended for distributed policy management in which distributed policy servers can
communicate and make joint decision on correct policies. However, the constraint and optimization of
policy generation for distributed architecture need further study. Furthermore, we developed algorithm
to automatically generate correct policies to satisfy all given requirements. If no policies can satisfy all
requirements, then we will generate a failure message. In this case, the conflict may reside in
requirement level. The requirement conflict resolution techniques will demand further research. Last,
we’ve specified a higher-level security policy that is implementation independent. More levels of
security policy may be specified until the whole hierarchy is clearly established.

In chapter 3 we developed conflict detection algorithm to detect potential security violation caused by
either human mistakes or malicious modification. The algorithm is centralized, in which the conflicts
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are determined based on a complete collection of relevant policies and requirements. However, conflict
detection can not be only centralized but also has to be distributed since there is large amount of policy
objects that are widely distributed around different domains of networks. The goal of the distributed
conflict detection is mainly two folds: 1) Conflicts can be detected as fast and early as possible. 2) It is
preferable to convey as little information as possible. Therefore, we desire to minimize the amount of
information that has to be examined to determine a conflict. Next step we will develop mechanisms to
detect conflicts in a decentralized collaboration manner, in which conflict detection is performed at
every intermediate node and each node can determine conflicts based on least available information.

Chapter 4 described previous work (researched by Tsung-li Wu) for RSVP security. The key
vulnerabilities of RSVP were identified and new approach SDS/CD was proposed to efficiently and
flexibly counter against the analyzed threats. I will continue his work and research on the following
issues: 1) Are there other attacks? How can we find ALL attacks? 2) Can SDS/CD be upgraded to
handle ALL attacks effectively and efficiently?
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